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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with the role that subject knowledge plays in the classroom practice of primary science school teachers. This knowledge has come to be seen, both by many researchers and by policymakers, as the major component of teacher expertise. Within research in primary science education, the emphasis on teachers' subject knowledge was initially linked with constructivist ideas about the significance of establishing children's prior conceptions of scientific concepts for effective teaching. Later, during the 1990s, the definition of teacher expertise was extended to include pedagogical content knowledge, which was seen as the kind of knowledge that 'translates' what teachers know about science into children's learning. In this thesis, I discuss two constructivist views of teacher expertise which treat subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge both in some similar and in some distinctive ways. The aim is to subject these views to critical scrutiny by examining the arguments and evidence on which they are based, and the assumptions they involve - in order to provide the basis for future thinking about primary science expertise. Following on from this I compare the image of expertise projected by these views with the perspective and practice of a teacher who was recognised as a primary science expert.

This thesis is inspired by the belief that research in primary science education has not taken adequate account of sociocultural perspectives of knowing and learning, which view knowing and learning as necessarily situated and contingent. Above all, these perspectives stress that expertise is defined in action by relevant communities of practice: its character is tied to the perspectives and activities of those who are recognised as experts.
The thesis is organised in two parts. Part A is concerned with the assumptions about knowledge, learning, and teaching that underlie the two constructivist approaches to teacher expertise that are currently influential in research on primary science education. In the first chapter changes in ideas about primary science are traced, and in particular the rise of emphasis on teachers' subject knowledge, and on the importance of pedagogical content knowledge. In the following two chapters, constructivist views about these two components of primary science expertise are examined, in some detail, and compared with sociocultural views of knowledge and learning.

In Part B, I begin by discussing the implications of a sociocultural perspective for the methodological approach used to study teacher expertise in my own work (Chapter 4), and then provide a case study of a primary science teacher who was recognised locally, and to some extent nationally, as an expert teacher in the field. In Chapter 5, I investigate the ways in which this teacher understands her own expertise. This involves an exploration of her views about scientific knowledge and its role in teaching, and her beliefs about the learning and teaching of science. Following this, in Chapter 6, I provide a detailed analysis of an episode of her teaching, in order to describe the ways in which an expert practitioner employs her expertise in action. This case study allows some assessment of the relationship between currently dominant views about primary science expertise and the form that such expertise can take in the classroom. Finally, in the Conclusion, I summarise the argument as a whole, discuss the nature of primary science expertise in light of the case study I have provided, and examine the implications of my research for professional education and development.
CHAPTER 1

THE EMERGENCE AND FOCUS ON SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE AND PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS WITHIN RESEARCH ON PRIMARY SCIENCE EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Much current thinking in research on primary science education treats subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge as the main components of teacher expertise (see, for example, Harlen, 1996; Summers 1994; Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a). From this point of view, the effective teaching of primary science depends on teachers' adequate understanding of scientific knowledge and on their understanding of the ways in which this knowledge can be taught successfully to children (see Harlen, 1996; Osborne, & Simon, 1996a; 1996b; Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a; 1997b; Watt & Simon, 1999).

The emphasis on subject knowledge is often associated with the introduction of the Science National Curriculum (e.g. Smith, 1994; Summers, 1994). Smith (1994), for example, argues that the rise of prescribed knowledge content in the primary curriculum, and the appearance of tests designed to assess children's learning of this knowledge, placed greater demands on teachers' understanding of the abstract concepts of science, and prompted changes in ideas about the pedagogy that teachers need to employ in order to achieve the desired learning outcomes.

The subject knowledge requirement has also been seen as the outcome of the debate about what scientific knowledge should be included in the primary school curriculum. Quite often, this debate refers to attempts to establish a balance between
coverage of the theoretical constructs of science and of the nature of scientific activity (Harlen, 1995; Summers, 1994; Osborne & Simon, 1996a). For example, it has been suggested that the development of primary science in recent decades, and especially after the appearance of constructivism in science education which stressed the importance of children's prior conceptions in the learning process, has been characterised by a shift in emphasis away from teaching primarily about the nature of scientific activity towards teaching about the content of science (see Harlen, 1995). In turn, this change has implications for what teachers require in order to teach science effectively.

In this chapter, I discuss the main reforms of primary science in the second half of the 20th century and how they lent support to increasing emphasis on the teaching of content. I argue that decisions about what scientific knowledge to include in the primary curriculum were influenced not only by assumptions about the relationship between the nature of scientific activity and its products, but also by views about the learner and the learning process, and about the value of teaching science in primary school. I also argue that, quite often, political factors have intervened to affect the decision.

The first section of the chapter deals with the reform of primary science that took place in the 1960s. The second section describes some of the changes that occurred in the teaching of primary science during the 1970s. The third section deals with the appearance of constructivism in science education and the introduction of the Science National Curriculum. And the last section describes the appearance of the notions of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge during the 1990s.
Primary science in the 1960s

It is often suggested that the beginning of the reform of primary science can be traced to the curriculum developments that took place during the 1960s (see for example, Richards, 1983; Harlen, 1995; Osborne & Simon, 1996a). The launch of Sputnik in 1957 triggered demands for the reform of mathematics teaching which, in turn, led to a reconsideration of science teaching, in light of the rapid expansion of scientific and technological development (see Murphy et al., 1995). The curriculum developments in primary science during the 1960s re-activated discussions about the role of science in the curriculum, the content of school science and the way it should be taught, and consequently what teachers needed to know in order to teach science successfully.

At that time, science was not regarded as a core element of the curriculum of primary schools, which were still struggling to escape from the legacy of the elementary school tradition, with its emphasis on the basic skills of literacy and numeracy and on the inculcation of pupil discipline (Richards, 1983). Where science was taught, it was treated simply as one more stimulus to children's intellectual, emotional and physical development. For the most part, it involved the study of natural history, since encouraging children to explore aspects of the natural world built on their innate curiosity. Therefore, it could enable them to acquire an enduring love of nature and develop good observational skills, both of which were deemed necessary for the subsequent stages of scientific learning (Layton, 1973). This reflected an inductivist conception of science which prevailed at the time (Hodson & Prophet, 1986).

In primary schools, the teaching of science content in more abstract terms was usually left until children were older. This also focused on natural history, and it
comprised reading or copying chapters or illustrations from textbooks. Overcrowded classes, lack of appropriate scientific equipment, and unsuitably qualified teachers meant that there was very little practical work, and a tendency for teachers to lecture from the front of classes and to expect written work to be presented in the passive voice (Uzzell, 1986; Harlen, 1995). This emphasis on the teaching of content and the acquisition of abstract concepts should not necessarily be seen in isolation from another long-standing tradition of schooling: the preparatory tradition (Blyth, 1965). Primary teachers within this tradition encouraged 'scholarship' teaching by emphasising not just the basic skills of numeracy and literacy, but also conventional academic knowledge, firm subject boundaries and exam skills.

An even more important contrast with the elementary tradition was the child-centred developmental (or progressive) tradition (Hargreaves 1986). This tradition had been well established since the beginning of the twentieth century in infants departments, which were not affected by the restrictive effects of the nineteenth-century system of 'payments by results' and the twentieth-century 11+ scholarship. However, it was only recognised as a distinctive tradition of schooling much later. It began to be mentioned more often in official reports on primary education from the 1930s onwards (e.g. the Hadow Report, 1928 and 1931), and underwent a 'frenetic development' in the years that followed the Education Act 1944, which formally recognised the autonomous existence and function of primary education as one of the three stages of education (Richards, 1983, p. 3).

The precise characteristics of this tradition are much debated (see, for example, Blyth 1965; Blenkin & Kelly, 1981). In general though, influenced by the writings of Rousseau, Froebel, Pestalozzi, Montessori and Dewey, its supporters are usually identified as embracing 'a broad set of educational values that are more centred on
the child and the contribution of education to his or her continuing process of development, than on the child as someone being prepared to become some future "finished" educational "product" in fulfillment of society's demands' (Hargreaves, 1986, p. 169). Thus, typically, developmental educators de-emphasise subject divisions and focus on the process of knowing, rather than on its product. This is taken to mean that the central aim of teaching is to help children develop their ability to learn rather than to help them master a body of knowledge. Developmental educators see themselves less as specialists in a particular academic subject and more as gardeners (Claxton, 1990), responsible for providing the necessary conditions to enable growth to take place (see also Hargreaves, 1986). They believe that children are intrinsically well motivated by direct, inquiry-oriented experiences and learn primarily through unstructured, play-like activities. They also favour a more co-operative relationship between teacher and children in the learning process, one which encourages children to play an active part in their own learning and development (see Blyth 1965).

The developmental tradition was closely associated with curriculum developments in primary science education in Britain in the 1960s (see Richards, 1983; Harlen, 1978). Thus, when concern was expressed about the narrow content and poor quality of science teaching in primary schools (e.g. Ministry of Education, 1961), the emphasis was placed on finding ways in which improvement could be achieved whilst retaining the main principles of the developmental tradition (Wastnedge, 1968). Some of these developments are discussed in the next session.
The appearance of the process approach to primary science

Some changes in the teaching of science had already been attempted in a few schools in the 1950s. Conran (1983), for example, argues that some primary teachers who were interested in science began to consider science teaching in terms of a series of practical investigations performed by the children themselves. Within this approach, observation remained the main skill that teachers were trying to promote, although teaching science also focused on developing children's interests, attitudes and awareness of the natural world; on 'exploring and appreciating (to some extent) patterns and relationships; on acquiring knowledge and developing the ability to communicate it' (ibid., p. 19). In some schools, the content of science was also broadened to include physical sciences in their curriculum. And, in order to overcome the problem of ill equipped classrooms, many teachers started to use everyday, commonplace materials in children's investigations. Thus, children were encouraged to discover and explore the world around them and to ask questions, especially of the kind which could be answered by direct observation. However, among these teachers, there was little understanding of progression in children's science learning, or of the contribution of science teaching to the child's overall intellectual development.

In 1963, in order to support such initiatives in schools, the Science Masters' Association (SMA) and the Association of Women Science Teachers (AWST), which now together form the Association for Science Education (ASE), established a committee to consider the nature of primary science. In its report, the committee argued that 'we are concerned more with the developing of an enquiring attitude of mind, than with the learning of facts' (ASE. 1963, p.2).
It should be noted, here, that developments in primary science education have not generally occurred in isolation from curriculum developments in secondary science or from reforms of science education in the United States. The ASE, for example, before it established its primary science committee, had been concerned for some years about secondary school curricula and it developed the view that inquiry and experimentation should be a central feature of secondary science (Wastnedge, 1968 see also Murphy, et al., 1995). Around the same time, a similar view was expressed in the reform efforts of the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the United States. Taking into account the views of leading scientists, the NSF initiatives attempted to organise science curricula around the structure of scientific disciplines as modes of inquiry rather than bodies of knowledge, and laboratory work was seen as providing experiences designed to help students learn for themselves by operating as ‘scientists in the classroom’ (Raizen, 1991, p. 18). This approach to learning about science by doing science became known as discovery learning. In Britain, ‘discovery learning’ first appeared in the Nuffield Secondary Science projects (see for example, Nuffield Chemistry 1967), but soon influenced the primary projects, in which it became known as the ‘process approach’ (see Wastendge, 1967).

The emphasis on discovery learning was further reinforced by the writings of Jean Piaget, especially his idea of the child as a lone discoverer, motivated to create and solve problems in an attempt to understand and organise the world around him/her (Wood, 1988; Hodson, 1996). Furthermore, Piaget's descriptions of how such unstructured, self-directed observations and experimentation develop, through a series of stages, into sophisticated formal reasoning processes provided a guide to the issue of progression, and suggested a role for the primary teacher as the facilitator of
the learning process. Piaget's ideas took some time to become widely known in Britain. His work was initially received with hesitation. During the 1950s, however, a number of books were published which interpreted Piaget's theory for teachers, and some training colleges began to disseminate it, especially in the field of mathematics. Of particular importance in relation to the teaching of science was the work of Susan Isaacs, who reinterpreted Piaget's ideas in the light of observations of children engaged in concrete problem-solving situations arising directly from their own interests (Richards, 1983). She noted that 'if one treated children as...intelligent beings, eager to learn and understand... there was very little in the way of progressive learning and understanding that they could not master' (Isaacs, 1955, in Conran, 1983, p. 21). Initially, though, this had little observable impact in schools.

Explicit support for Piaget's theory was offered by the publication of the Plowden Report in 1967, which appealed to his theory in support of the argument that knowledge is best acquired through activity and experience:

... activity and experience, both physical and mental, are often the best means of gaining knowledge and acquiring facts. This is more generally recognised today but still needs to be said. We certainly would not wish to undervalue knowledge and facts, but facts are best retained when they are used and understood, when right attitudes to learning are created, when children learn to learn (Plowden, 1967, p. 195, in Darling, 1994, p. 44).

Thus, the emphasis on action and doing created a 'new and powerful definition of good teaching' (Darling, 1994, p. 45). In relation to science, this emphasis blended well with the notion of science as a process of inquiry and exercised significant

---

1 Hodson (1996) argues that in the United States the major impetus to discovery learning came from the writings of Jerome Bruner (1966) and Joseph Schwab (1962). In his influential essay "The teaching of science as enquiry" Schwab emphasises scientific inquiry as both content and method, and argues that laboratory experience should precede classroom teaching, and that the laboratory manual should 'cease to be a volume which tells the student what to do and what to expect' and be 'replaced by permissive and open materials which point to areas in which problems can be found' (Schwab, 1962, p. 55).
influence both in secondary and primary science curricula (Osborne & Simon, 1996a).

The picture of good primary science teaching in the 1960s

In primary education during the 1960s, science teaching was seen as a means for helping children to 'learn how to learn'. A phrase that was commonly used about learning a subject was that children were learning through science/maths, etc. The main principles of this approach focused on:

i) the provision of a wide range of practical experience

ii) the encouragement of children's problem solving related directly to the world around them, and

iii) the importance of questions and enquiries generated by the children themselves (Richards, 1983, p. 7).

It was against this background of general educational reform that the Nuffield Junior Science project (1964-1966) and the Science 5-13 project (1967-1975) were set up to help those teachers who wanted to use science as a means for educating children (see Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995).

Based on Piaget's theory about children's natural drive to discover the world around them and on the view of science as a process of inquiry, the Nuffield Junior Science project (NJS) expressed the belief that children's practical problem solving is 'essentially a scientific way of working' (Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995, p. 78). Therefore, the task of a school 'is not one of teaching science to children, but rather of utilising the children's own scientific way of working as a potent educational tool' (ibid.). In turn, the term scientific way of working (or 'how to think scientifically')
was interpreted to mean the ability to isolate a problem, and, in working towards its solution, to be able to observe, investigate, communicate and most crucially to hypothesise and predict (Wastnedge, 1968). Apart from the last two of these learning processes, which could be considered to be more characteristically scientific, the others were seen as general learning processes (Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995). For some authors (e.g. Harlen, 1978), this approach to science learning blurred the distinction between science and other subjects and suggested an integrated approach to learning.

According to the director of the NJS project (Wastnedge, 1967; 1968), science teaching should focus on helping children develop their abilities to ask their own scientific questions, isolate a scientific problem and find its solution through careful investigation. Furthermore, what is learned was seen to be inextricably linked with how it is learned. The project stressed that, given the increasing body of scientific knowledge, it was impossible to prescribe what one should know. Therefore, the only plausible criteria for selecting and organising scientific knowledge for the purposes of teaching can derive from children's own questions, interests and needs:

We concluded, and believe very strongly, that a child should raise his/her own scientific problems, partly because isolating a problem is an important part of scientific thinking, partly because the ever increasing body of knowledge make it increasingly ridiculous to prescribe what any child should know, but mostly because we do not believe that anyone can ask a completely significant question for someone else.

This should not be interpreted as meaning that knowledge is not important. Obviously it is, but the content of what is learned should take its true place in relation to how it is learnt (Wastnedge, 1968, p.346).

Thus, the NJS project introduced a way of teaching science as a process of inquiry, and provided an answer to the problem of the narrow content of science by allowing children's interests to decide what scientific knowledge they needed to know. The
project seemed to value the application of science—that is, useful knowledge which can be established through practical investigation and applied to solve problems—more than abstract concepts and principles alone (Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995). To disseminate its findings, the project team set up in-service courses for teachers and produced books with background scientific information and topic-related activities, from which teachers could make their own programmes according to their children's interests and abilities (ibid., see also Harlen, 1995).

The project's successor, *Science 5-13*, built on this work, but differed by providing teachers with explicit statements of the objectives for children's learning. Thus, although the child's motivation and the need for learning were still regarded as rooted in experience, the project included about 150 behavioural objectives which were grouped into three stages related to the Piagetian staged theory of intellectual development (Ennever & Harlen, 1972). These learning objectives aimed to guide the provision of opportunities for learning and to form a basis for monitoring individuals' progress (ibid., see also Parker-Jelly, 1983). Parker-Jelly (1983) argues that the project exerted significant influence on a range of policy statements and curriculum projects which were to emerge in the 1970s, such as *Match and Mismatch* (Harlen, et al., 1977), the *Sciencewise Series* (Parker & Ward, 1978) and the *Learning Through Science* project (Richards, et al., 1980).

Thus, the picture of good primary science teaching that was predominant during the 1960s and 1970s was one which regarded science as a unique vehicle for children's overall intellectual development, and scientific teaching as a process of inquiry through which learners acquire useful knowledge. Children should be encouraged to ask questions and find out answers for themselves until they are satisfied. To teach science successfully, primary teachers needed to have an understanding of how to
recognise an appropriate scientific question, how to design experiments, evaluate evidence and draw valid conclusions; though they should also have adequate scientific knowledge on which to draw when guiding children's investigations (Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995).

However, during this period other views also emerged about the teaching of primary science, which emphasised the teaching of abstract concepts of science. For example, in 1963, a project dealing with this was set up by the Ministry of Education. Based at the Oxford University Institute of Education, the project became known as the Oxford Primary Science Project (OPSP). Its main principle was that it is impossible to ignore that children will bring their own scientific experiences into school and, therefore, it is vital to include in the teaching of primary science the contribution of scientific knowledge in the interpretation of the environment (Redman, Brereton, & Boyers, 1968; see also Redman, Brereton, & Boyers, 1969). Thus, the project took a diametrically opposite starting point from the Nuffield Junior Science project, which had been established in the same year, by prioritising four scientific concept groups, thought by a group of scientists to be the most important ones for young children's scientific learning. These concept groups, which were called 'The Big Ideas' of science, were Energy, Structure, Change and Life. The project considered how these concept groups could be broken down into smaller units, by taking into account what was known about children's intellectual development, and how these units could be understood by children through practical activities. It was thought that the child at the primary stage 'may be able to make abstractions about the scientific experiences which he has, and to form scientific concepts in a simple, unsophisticated form' (ibid., p. 17). The project produced a book for teachers describing activities related to the four science concept groups.
However, the project's materials did not attract much attention at the time. For some authors, this is explained by the dominance of the child-centred approach to the teaching of the whole primary curriculum (e.g. Kerr & Enger, 1983; Osborne & Simon, 1996a).

**Primary Science in the 1970s**

Despite the curriculum developments of the 1960s and 70s, and the variety of curriculum materials produced for teachers to stimulate and support scientific activities with young children, the quality of science teaching did not seem to change dramatically (see Black, 1980; Boyle, 1990; Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995). It was suggested, for example, that to a large extent secondary science teaching continued in its old mode of memorising facts, with little practical work, whereas primary schools continued to focus on nature study and training in observation (see Boyle, 1990; ASE, 1979). In 1978, a report published by the HM Inspectorate, based on a survey of 1127 classes in 542 schools, argued that 'the work in observational and experimental work in science was less well matched to children's capabilities than work in any other area of the curriculum, only a small minority recognised the important contribution which science could make to children's intellectual development' and 'the ideas and materials produced by curriculum development projects have had little impact in the majority of schools' (DES, 1978, Chapter 5, iv, p. 58). Similar findings were reported by other studies which were carried out around that time (e.g. ASE, 1979; Kerr & Engel, 1983)2. Kerr & Engel (1983). for

---

2 Surveys in secondary education also showed that students up to the age of 16 - plus were not offered balanced science courses. The majority of pupils in secondary schools of all types were taking 'either no science or only one science in the fourth and fifth years' (DES, 1979, p. 196).
example, pointed out that although many primary teachers seemed to be aware of the existence of important curricular developments in primary science, and ranked highly objectives which could be achieved through planned scientific activity, there seemed to be little scientific activity carried out in primary classrooms. It was also suggested that some primary teachers who followed a 'process approach' to the teaching of science engaged children in practical activities which focused exclusively on developing children's understanding of processes, neglecting what was necessary to develop concepts more explicitly (e.g. Whittaker, 1980).

One of the reasons offered to explain the failure of these projects to be taken up by primary teachers related to the latter's lack of confidence in teaching science, which in turn was associated with their poor science background and their failure to recognise the potential contribution of science to the curriculum (e.g. DES, 1978; Black, 1980; Whittaker 1980; Kerr & Engel, 1983). Whittaker (1980), for example, pointed out that primary teachers had neither sufficient understanding of the scientific process nor adequate knowledge of science to organise open-ended activities and to encourage the development of specific skills by carefully guiding their pupils' own interests. She argued that teachers needed practical help to be able to use the ideas and the materials that exist. Furthermore, an HMI report (DES, 1978) argued that the major obstacle in the implementation of the curriculum materials was the lack of appropriate scientific knowledge among teachers. The report proposed steps to improve the situation which included the careful deployment of teachers who did have such expertise (Smith, 1994).

Thus, in order to improve the quality of primary science teaching, financial support was given during the 1980s for in-service courses, and Local Education Authorities (LEAs) were invited to apply for Education Support Grants for primary science. Part
of the plans of those LEAs which received grants was to employ advisory teachers to work in classrooms with other teachers (Harlen, 1995). Primary schools were also encouraged to develop policy statements for science and to create a post within their staffing of coordinator for science. These activities were intended to provide help to teachers in understanding and using the existing curriculum materials. According to Wastnedge (the director of the Nuffield Junior Science), the implementation of the NJS project 'only began to be tackled effectively with the advent of large scale support for advisory teachers in the mid 1980s' (Goodwin & Wastnedge, 1995, p. 75).


Criticisms of the process approach

However, during the 1970s criticisms had begun to emerge of the curriculum materials themselves. Some of these criticisms related to the absence of a common content for the science activities that young children were to be engaged in. Harlen (1978), for example, argued that although the idea of allowing children to select the content of the practical activities according to their interests is attractive, in practice teachers find it very difficult to follow the interests of a whole class of children. Even more importantly she pointed out, some children may not be interested in anything sufficiently to want to investigate, and therefore teachers may have to offer them specific problems. The absence of a common content could also mean that there would be repetition of experiences, especially when children moved schools, or that large gaps would appear in children's scientific understanding.
It was argued by some that the main problem that the lack of common content indicated was that what science was taught was left to the choice of primary teachers, many of whom did not have the appropriate scientific understanding. As Kerr & Engel (1983), put it: 'at present the content of primary science is left almost entirely to chance, a state of affairs which puts a considerable strain on conscientious teachers who lack sufficient background and experience of science' (p. 48). In turn, this argument is closely related to ideas about children's learning in science. In her influential article *Does Content Matter in Primary Science*, Harlen (1978) argued that the choice of content should not be left to 'chance, but should make sure that all children have the opportunity to gain basic ideas that lay a foundation for a gradually more sophisticated understanding of their world' (p. 618).

This shift in emphasis within discussions of primary science, from processes to content, is not unrelated to other changes that occurred during the 1970s and early 1980s. For example, in primary science education, attention was given, virtually for the first time, to the assessment of children's performance. This led to consideration of children's learning in science being not only in terms of their understanding of processes but also in terms of their understanding of concepts. More specifically, the *Assessment of Performance Unit* (APU), which was established in 1974 by the Department of Education and Science to 'promote the development of methods of assessing and monitoring the achievement of children in school and to seek to identify the incidence of underachievement' (DES, 1974), developed a framework for assessment in primary science based on assumptions concerning 'what the subject was all about, what its aims and objectives were, and what children might be

---

3 Some work on assessment had been carried out on the *Progress in Learning Science* project (1973-77, see Parker-Jelly, 1983).
expected to be able to do as a result of their education' (Harlen, 1995, p. 89). After consulting a number of interested bodies, such as the Association for Science Education (ASE), science was defined as 'an experimental subject concerned fundamentally with the solving of problems in scientific and everyday situations' (Gott & Murphy, 1987, p. 6). This view of science accepted the importance of processes, procedures and concepts of science in solving problems. From this perspective a framework for assessment was produced which included six categories. Five of these categories were process-based, whereas the sixth one involved the application of science concepts. In turn, thirty seven concepts were identified which were written in the form of general statements (Harlen, 1995). The results of the APU surveys in the early 1980s indicated that the level of pupil performance was particularly low in relation to the more specific scientific skills (e.g. hypothesising and predicting) and in the application to scientific ideas. This focused future efforts to improve science teaching on these areas.

Furthermore, the 1970s found education experiencing a change in climate away from the progressivism of the Plowden era. This change may have influenced the re-emergence of discussions about the teaching of abstract concepts of science in the primary school. The latter could be seen as the consequence of a series of responses to the Plowden report, which began to make their appearance soon after its publication, challenging the assumptions of a child-centred education (see Darling, 1994). More specifically, in 1969, Perspectives on Plowden appeared, in which R. S. Peters, for example, argued that the general view of education taken in the Report 'is far from appropriate to the practical needs of our time' (in Darling, 1994, p. 97).

Around the same time several Black Papers were published (collections of critical articles predominantly from the political right) which, among other things, criticised...
child-centred education for failing to teach children discipline and respect for authority. In one of them, Bantock (1969) argued that Rousseau's dichotomy between book learning and discovery learning is, at the very least, problematic, since it is possible to discover a great deal from books. These criticisms were further reinforced in 1976 when, in a speech at Ruskin College, the then prime minister, James Callaghan, talked about the 'unease felt by parents and teachers about the new informal methods of teaching' and gave voice to the idea of 'a core curriculum of basic knowledge' (Darling, 1994, p. 100). He also insisted that the views of politicians, parents and others should be taken into account and that educational debate could not be left exclusively to professional teachers (ibid.). More support for the criticisms was provided by the publicity given to the failings of an individual primary school (William Tyndale School), which used what was labelled as a progressive approach to teaching. Around the same time a research report was published and widely reported, which claimed that children in 'formal' classrooms made progress in English, reading and maths which was significantly superior to those taught 'informally' (Bennett, 1976). The report included the findings of an empirical study on how far primary school children progressed over the period of a year in different classes where the teaching style was classified as 'formal', 'informal' or 'mixed' (Bennett, 1976). Demands were expressed, especially by the press, to find out what had gone wrong in primary schools.

Harlen (1995) argues that such criticisms created a more sympathetic climate for the monitoring of standards, and made reception of work of the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) easier. Also, the criticisms that undermined the intellectual credibility of child-centred education led some authors to question whether the 'process approach' was the most appropriate way to teach primary science (e.g.
Booth, 1980; Kerr & Engel, 1983; Driver, 1975). Such authors put forward arguments for adjusting the policy about content in primary science and for moving away from the 'process approach' towards a view of teaching which pays attention to how children acquire both an understanding of processes and an understanding of content. Their arguments were associated with debates about the role of science in the curriculum, and with the emergence of a new interpretation of Piagetian theory about children's learning in science, what became known as constructivism.

_The changing picture of good primary science teaching_

Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s increasing concern was expressed about science and its role in the curriculum (Boyle, 1990). Within the Association for Science Education, there was pressure to review the whole science curriculum (both primary and secondary) in order to establish an appropriate balance between the specialist and generalist aspects of science education. It had been argued that secondary science teachers continued to see the main purpose of science education as the supply of future scientists, with the result that two very different kinds of school science existed: academic science and non-academic science (Young, 1976). The curriculum developments of the 1960s and 1970s, especially the Secondary Nuffield projects, were said to have contributed to this division, by being essentially elitist and producing course materials intended for the minority of students who could cope with heavy conceptual demands (Boyle, 1990). These two kinds of school science were considered to be mutually exclusive; O-level and A-level courses had become increasingly abstract, whereas courses dealing with the everyday applications of
scientific concepts were reserved for those not entered for examination. The likely consequence of this dual policy towards science education, it was suggested, was the emergence of two kinds of citizens: the scientifically literate and the scientifically illiterate (Young, 1976; see also Hodson & Prophet, 1986). Thus, it was argued that there was a need for reform to produce a broad and balanced curriculum, which would offer to all pupils equal access to scientific literacy.

This argument for reform seems to reflect the principles that dominated the reform of science education in the United States at that time. During the 1980s concern there had shifted to the needs of academically disadvantaged students, and more broadly all those who were not destined for scientific and technical careers (Turner & Sullenger, 1999). Politicians and reform activists linked the quality of science education less to the excellence of the research establishment (central to the reform in the 1960s) than to the technical competence of the American workforce in the name of global competition. As Turner & Sullenger (1999) put it, in this atmosphere 'science for all and scientific literacy became the watchwords of education reform, both in the United States and abroad' (p. 7).

Thus, by the end of 1970s, influenced by the argument of 'science for all', science in primary schools was officially recognised both to be important for the overall education of children, but also to be poorly practised (see DES 1978; DES, 1985). For example, Science 5-16: A statement of policy (DES, 1985) opened with the following words:

Science should have a place in the education of all pupils of compulsory school age, whether or not they are likely to go on to follow a career in science or technology. All pupils should be properly introduced to science in the primary school (p. 1).
Thus, it seems that during the 1970s an approach to the teaching of primary science began to emerge which was trying to balance a process approach to learning with the acquisition of more abstract scientific ideas. Discussing the content of primary science, Harlen (1978) argued that what seemed to be required 'are content guidelines that are firm enough to ensure that children encounter the range of ideas and facts which are relevant to understanding their environment, yet are loose enough to enable teachers to use a variety of routes to arrive at them' (p. 620). These content guidelines included statements such as: 'all things are pulled down towards the earth; the amount of this pull is the weight of an object', 'some substances dissolve in water very well, others only a little and some not at all' (ibid., p. 622). Children were supposed to acquire such ideas through a variety of practical activities. This approach to the teaching of primary science was also embraced by the HM Inspectorate (see DES, 1978).

As mentioned earlier, the search for an effective approach to the teaching of primary science which stresses the role of abstract scientific concepts was encouraged by the appearance of constructivism. This is discussed in the next section.

Primary science education in the 1980s

In Britain, constructivism initially appeared in the context of secondary science education. By the end of the 1980s, it had established itself as the dominant approach
to learning and teaching science among those writing about both primary and secondary education. Its assumptions about how children learn science, the nature of scientific activity, and what science teaching should involve, influenced decisions about the content of the Science National Curriculum (DES, 1989), and led to a reconsideration of the character of science teaching and consequently what teachers need to know in order to teach science effectively.

During the 1970s, research in secondary science education began to focus on the description and interpretation of students' conceptions of various scientific phenomena. Until that time, most of the research into children's ideas of science aimed to assess children's conceptions against the accepted scientific ones, and students' misconceptions were considered as 'symptoms of some defect in teaching and learning' (Carmichael, et al., 1990). The re-discovery of the earlier work of Jean Piaget (1971), the arrival of post-positivist philosophies of science (e.g. Kuhn, 1970; Lakatos, 1978; Toulmin, 1972; Feyerabend, 1975) and the appearance of psychological perspectives such as those expressed in the work of Bruner (1966), Gagné (1970), Ausubel (1968) and Kelly (1955), gave an impetus to the pursuit of a new research tradition in education, and in science education in particular (Watts, 1983). The term constructivism was used to label this emerging research tradition. It incorporated a wide range of theoretical perspectives, which appeared to share the assumption that the children being studied 'must at a minimum be considered knowing beings', and that 'the knowledge they possess has important consequences for how behaviour and actions are interpreted' (Magoon, 1977, p. 652).

Thus, by the early 1980s there was a growing body of research into children's ideas of a variety of science topics (e.g. Erickson, 1978; Bell, 1981; Duit, 1981; Engel, 1982).
Most of this research involved secondary school pupils, although there were also examples of research into the ideas held by younger children (e.g. Osborne & Freyberg; 1985; Gilbert & Watts, 1983). Such studies suggested that children bring to school their own interpretations of aspects of the physical world, which are often inimical to learning the ones held by the scientific community. Terms like *alternative frameworks* (Driver & Easley, 1978; Watts, 1983), *conceptual frameworks* (Driver & Erickson, 1983; Engel-Clough & Driver, 1986), and *minitheories* (Claxton, 1993) were used to label children's intuitive ideas, and to indicate that these are different from those of 'official science' (Driver & Easley, 1978 p. 62). Consequently, some science educators began to suggest that there is a need to look more carefully, and in detail, at pupils' own understandings and ways of thinking about scientific ideas, and to use this information in planning teaching strategies (see Driver & Easley, 1978).

Of course, the notion that learning depends on the learner relating new experience to what he/she already knows was not new. It had been a central feature of many cognitive theories, and was an idea familiar to teachers. As Kerr & Engel (1983) put it, 'good practice has always included listening carefully to individual children's ideas and then beginning from the vantage point of the learner's own experience' (p. 46). Constructivism, however, claimed to provide not only further evidence in support of the argument that new learning depends on previous learning, but also a better articulated theory of how children learn science and a better understanding of science as a human activity (Millar & Driver, 1987). Furthermore, constructivists argued that they were offering a 'new pedagogy' for the effective teaching of science; one which aimed to 'empower people to act more effectively in their daily lives' by enabling them to develop useful conceptual tools (ibid., p. 57).
More specifically, constructivist perspectives rejected the empiricist assumption that knowledge is passively built up from sensations generated by an observer-independent world. Instead, they presented knowledge in terms of 'conceptual structures that epistemic agents, given the range of present experience within their tradition of thought and language, consider viable' (von Glasersfeld, 1989, p. 124). Accordingly, constructivist perspectives blurred the distinction between public forms of knowledge (knowledge as it is presented by scientists) and personal understanding (knowledge of the world as it is constructed by the individual), by suggesting that in both cases the construction of meaning is influenced by the personal beliefs and the values of the culture in which people live. Furthermore, by arguing that observations are theory-laden, constructivism also blurred the distinction between the processes and content of science. As Driver (1975) put it:

As theories have been discarded and others adopted, observations themselves have taken on a different significance. Observations are not absolute; what is observed is viewed through the spectacles which all those initiated into that branch of science wear (p. 801).

Based on this view of knowledge, learning science came to be seen as an adaptive process of self-organisation through which individuals reconstruct their conceptual frameworks towards more viable or useful ones in order to carry out a task in a more effective way (Driver, 1984; see also Larochelle & Bednarx, 1998). As mentioned earlier, this view of learning science was based on a different interpretation of Piaget's theory, one which stressed learners' ability to be active and reflective in the learning process. In particular, within Piagetian constructivism the learner was considered to be an intelligent adaptive problem-solver, who brings his/her conceptions to the learning process and constantly tests them against experience. Encountering a perturbation relative to some expected result, the learner may be
actively induced to reconstruct his/her conceptions in order to re-establish a relative equilibrium between previous knowledge and the new experience (Driver, 1984; see also von Glasersfeld, 1989). This Piagetian constructivist approach to learning was particularly influential in science education during the 1980s (Turner & Sullenger, 1999).

From a Piagetian constructivist point of view, the teaching of science should aim to facilitate conceptual change by addressing the learner's existing conceptions, and providing appropriate learning experiences 'to promote the revolution in thought that is necessary to help pupils grow in their theoretical understanding' (Driver, 1975; p. 803). Practical activities, therefore, ought to be selected on the basis that they provide the necessary evidence which would force learners to confront the mismatch between their existing ideas and those accepted by the scientific community (Millar & Driver, 1987; Gott & Mashiter, 1995).

Thus, by arguing that 'children's ideas should be taken seriously', Piagetian constructivism offered a new approach to the teaching of science, one which differed from didactic methods of teaching that failed to recognise the importance of children's conceptions in the learning process. It also differed from the 'process approach', which assumed that children learn about science (learn the content of science) by doing science (getting involved in their own investigations) by arguing that children's everyday ideas need to be elicited and challenged directly, so as to help them modify their initial understanding towards a desired scientific one. Driver (1975), for example, pointed out that if during the teaching of science children are left alone to choose their own questions to investigate, there is a danger that their enquiries will be set within the context of the science theory they already know, so that no conceptual change would be achieved. Furthermore, the 'process approach'
was also criticised for reflecting an inadequate understanding of the nature of scientific activity. In 1987, Millar & Driver argued that there was no empirical evidence to support the view that a 'clearly describable method of science, consisting of a set of identifiable “processes” exist' (p. 36). The commonly listed processes of science (observing, predicting, hypothesising, etc.) are aspects of children's general cognitive functioning, and therefore science can lay no special claim to them (ibid. see also Millar, 1989).

On both sides of the Atlantic, during the 1980s and 1990s, many projects were set up to explore the nature and implications of learners' prior knowledge of science. Some of these projects suggested particular teaching sequences to help children reconstruct their initial understanding (e.g. Nussbaum & Novick, 1982; Driver & Oldham, 1986; Driver, et al., 1994). Such sequences usually involved an elicitation phase, during which the teacher would try to probe learners' thoughts on the topic in hand and help them to clarify their ideas through engagement in individual work or group discussion (see for example Driver et al., 1994). A second phase followed, in which the teacher should ensure that there is a direct contrast between the learners' view and the desired scientific view. This could be achieved by presenting the 'desired' view, or by somehow making it emerge from the class. During a third phase, the teacher should provide opportunities for the learners to see how the desired view is used in explaining a specific phenomenon and applying it to other examples. The teacher was seen as the facilitator of the process, responsible for creating the sort of environment necessary to help the learners to reconstruct their initial understanding (see for example, Driver & Oldham, 1986).
The picture of good primary science teaching in the 1980s

Most of the studies mentioned in the previous section involved secondary school children and were aimed, primarily, at teaching secondary science more effectively. Soon, however, Piagetian constructivism appeared in primary science education as a theory which could provide a better explanation for how children learn. During the 1980s the aim of teaching science in the primary school was still to help children learn how to learn. Harlen & Osborne (1985), for example, argued that a rationale for primary science should start from a vision of the way in which we want children to learn and of the kind of learning we wish to promote, rather than in terms of teaching specific items of scientific knowledge. It has also been argued that constructivism in primary science 'facilitated the acceptance of attempts to define the content areas to which children should be introduced in order to develop their scientific understanding' (Harlen, 1995, p. 91) and suggested an interrelated view of the processes and content of science. As Kerr & Engel (1983) put it:

We conclude that if science should continue to be taught in primary schools, an adjustment of policy is desirable. Perhaps we should begin by forgetting all about the process-content dichotomy, and looking more closely at how the child acquires scientific skills and attitudes as well as an understanding of essential concepts, and then what the teacher is required to do about it (p. 48).

In order to help teachers develop their understanding of a Piagetian constructivist approach to learning and teaching science, a project was set up in 1987, funded by the Nuffield Foundation. The project, which became known as Science Processes and Concept Exploration (SPACE), aimed to explore children's conceptual understanding in science and the possibility of children modifying these ideas as the result of relevant experiences (SPACE. 1987-1990). The project carried out research in primary classrooms and its starting point was the ideas children bring to the
learning process. Appropriate science activities were designed to enable children to test out their initial ideas and those of others against evidence, so that reconstruction of their initial understandings could be achieved. The project did not set clear objectives of what children should be expected to learn. Instead, it was suggested that the direction of development 'should be set out in broad terms to give guidance as to what it is reasonable to expect of children at various points' (Harlen, 1995, p. 97) and that it should be possible to define the 'Big Ideas' relating to 'both content and procedures of science, and present these as aspects of development to which scientific activities contribute' (ibid.). In the first phase of the project, from 1987 to 1989, eight concept areas were studied (Electricity; Evaporation and Condensation; Everyday Changes in Non-Living Materials; Forces and their Effect on Movement; Growth; Light; Living Things; Sensitivity to their Environment; Sound). The second phase of the project (1989-1990) included the study of a further ten concept areas (Earth; Earth in Space; Energy; Genetics and Evolution; Human influences on Earth; Processes of life; Seasonal Changes; Types and Uses of Materials; Variety of Life; and Weather). The research findings led to the development of classroom materials, known as Nuffield Primary Science (1993).

Thus, by the end of the 1980s, a new view of good primary science teaching was established, which emphasised the interrelated nature of content and processes and stressed the importance of children's prior conceptions in shaping their learning process. Learning was seen as a process of conceptual change, which takes place as children get engaged in practical activities, and are offered opportunities to reflect on and test their ideas against experiences designed to induce cognitive conflict. Good teaching requires the teacher to elicit children's alternative ideas, plan progression for them and devise experiments which will challenge their conceptions and will help
them to acquire the scientific view. And teachers' knowledge of the theoretical constructs of science was seen as an essential prerequisite for effective constructivist teaching (see Harlen, 1997; 1999).

Piagetian constructivist perspectives provided a unified approach to the teaching of science for both primary and secondary education, and they influenced decisions about the Science National Curriculum, which was introduced for the first time in 1989. Its emergence and main principles, together with its implications for the teaching of primary science, are discussed next.

The introduction of the Science National Curriculum

The 1980s ended with the introduction of the National Curriculum, consisting of ten 'core' and 'foundation' subjects plus religious education, and accompanied by a programme of attainment tests. Science was established as a 'core' subject in the curriculum and had to be taught to every child in state schools in England and Wales (DES, 1989).

In general, the idea of a national curriculum was cautiously welcomed. Some saw it as an important means through which children are introduced to 'valued skills, interests, attitudes, concepts and knowledge' (Richards, 1983, p. 3). However, within British society and its teaching profession, there was considerable disagreement over what is to be 'valued', and the content of the new national curriculum inevitably reflected that conflict. As Blyth (1978) had remarked many years earlier: 'Everybody agrees that curriculum matters. This is probably the extent of agreement about curriculum' (p. 25). Such debates, together with accumulated criticisms of progressive approaches to education, made it easier for the involvement of politicians
to appear necessary in sorting out educational matters. According to Darling (1994), the National Curriculum emerged within a climate which considered the freedom enjoyed by schools and local education authorities to determine the nature of the education provided for primary school children as a crucial weakness in a failing system. Moreover, the new, intensive programme of attainment tests, with school performances made public, introduced a system of 'accountability' designed to put pressure on schools and teachers' (ibid., p. 105). The idea of tests for primary school children at different ages was scarcely novel. Layton (1973) points out that, in 1862, the Revised Code introduced tests for reading, writing and arithmetic and defined six standards of attainment for each subject. For reading, for example, Standard I required 'narrative in monosyllables'; and Standard VI required the pupil to be able to read a paragraph from a newspaper. The testing was carried out by a visitor inspector and the results of the tests determined the school's income, and therefore that of the teacher (see also Darling, 1994).

Nevertheless, the Science National Curriculum was conceived as an attempt to give all pupils throughout their compulsory education an exciting, broad and balanced experience of science (Jennings, 1992). It stressed the importance of continuity, progression and equal opportunities in primary and secondary science education; although it made clear the need for differentiation, to allow 'the highest existing standards to be maintained for the most able' (DES, 1985). The Science National Curriculum included clear objectives (attainment targets) for the knowledge and understanding, as well as the skills and aptitudes, which pupils of different abilities and maturity should be expected to have acquired at or near certain ages (DES, 1988). Its first version (DES, 1989) consisted of seventeen attainment targets and multiple statements at ten levels for each one. Fifteen of these targets (AT2 - AT16)
dealt with knowledge and understanding, one attainment target (AT1) was concerned with the development of investigative skills, whereas the last one (AT17) dealt with the nature of science (this was not intended to be assessed at Key Stages 1 and 2) 5. In addition to this, and in relation to the Government's claim that regular testing would lead to the raising of standards, it was decided that pupils would be subject to formal testing at ages 7, 11, 14, and 16 (Jennings, 1992). Furthermore, it was stressed that equal emphasis should be placed on content and process, both in teaching and testing.

The first version of the Science National Curriculum was influenced by a number of different factors. Smith (1994), for example, argues that the advisory teachers and subject inspectors who were employed by the LEAs to provide support to classroom teachers contributed to the debate about the primary curriculum, and that the HMI discussion paper on primary science in 1983 was a significant landmark (DES, 1983). In particular, the report combined views of scientific activity that were acceptable to many primary teachers with arguments about content that were less easily assimilated into the primary tradition. Soon afterwards, the Department of Education and Science began consultations which led to the production of a policy statement for science from 5 to 16 (DES, 1985), which, in turn, resulted in the publication of the first version of Science in the National Curriculum in 1989. The work of putting the science part of the national curriculum together was done by nineteen people appointed by the Secretary of State. The group included teachers from across the primary and secondary phases, and several science educators who embraced a constructivist view of learning. This may be construed as reflecting continuity with the work of the 'eighties into the nineties', especially in relation to

5 Since 1989, there have been three revisions of the Science National Curriculum (1991: 1995: and
the research that had been carried out into children's learning of science, the work of
the Assessment for Performance Unit, and of the Association of Science Education
(Jennings, 1992).

However, the 1989 National Curriculum was soon found to be inconsistent with the
assumptions which underlie a constructivist approach to learning. Harlen (1995), for
example, argues that there was an 'incompatibility between a curriculum structure
which specifies objectives and the steps towards them and a view of learning which
takes the learner's ideas as the starting point' (p. 93). Furthermore, although science
educators had seen the concern for conceptual understanding as intimately linked
with the processes of investigation, the inclusion in the curriculum of processes and
content in separate attainment targets was thought to discourage attention to their
interrelationship (Smith, 1994; see also Black, 1993).

Primary teachers found the form of the Science National Curriculum unfamiliar, and
even at odds with the science they were used to teaching (Jennings, 1992; Harlen,
1995). Their anxieties centred on interpreting curriculum statements and assessment,
but the numerous ambiguities and inconsistencies within the different attainment
targets of the Science National Curriculum, together with the lack of assessment
requirement guidelines, did not make its understanding or implementation easy
(Jennings, 1992). On some occasions, teachers at both primary and secondary levels
began to teach to attainment targets, believing mistakenly that these represented what
was to be taught, rather than to work from programmes of study, which were
designed to facilitate an investigative approach to learning (ibid).

1998), which reduced the number of Attainment targets to four.
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Primary Science in the 1990s

It is not surprising that in the years following the introduction of the Science National Curriculum, the attention of primary science educators was focused on its implementation and the effects of this. For example, one of the first consequences of introducing tests was that government funding was switched to monitoring and assessing children's learning, thereby reducing the number of advisory teachers who provided support to primary teachers (Harlen, 1995). In turn, the appearance of national tests (Standard Assessment Tasks) and the introduction of prescribed content in the science curriculum placed greater demands on teachers' knowledge and prompted changes in the pedagogy that teachers needed to employ in order to achieve the desired learning outcomes (Smith, 1994).

The prescription of content was one of the most significant features of the changed primary curriculum, and one result of this was that a lot of attention came to be placed on teachers' ability to teach this content effectively. For example, in 1995, in the review of inspection findings conducted for the UK Office for Standards in Education (OfSTED, 1993/94), the inspectors argued that some teachers' low level of subject knowledge was detrimental to their teaching performance:

> Some teachers' understanding of particular areas of science, especially the physical sciences, is not sufficiently well developed and this gives rise to unevenness of standards, particularly in year 5 and 6 (OfSTED, 1995, p. 6).

This line of argument was supported by research into teachers' understanding of the scientific knowledge included in the Primary Science Curriculum (e.g. Kruger & Summers, 1989; Kruger, Palacio & Summers, 1990; Summers & Kruger, 1990):

---

6 Some attempts to encourage teachers to maintain or adopt a Piagetian constructivist approach to their teaching of science, whilst ensuring the successful teaching of the content of the science curriculum, were made by curriculum projects such as SPACE, mentioned earlier (see Harlen, 1995).
Harlen, & Holroyd 1995; Summers & Mant, 1995). Such studies suggested that many primary teachers lacked knowledge of some of the main concepts of science, and that where teachers did have some understanding of science concepts their knowledge was not in accord with that of scientists (see for example, Summers & Mant, 1995). Of particular importance was the research that was carried out by the *Primary School Teachers and Science* project (PSTS), which was set up in Oxford in 1988. Its main principle was that primary teachers need to have an adequate level of subject knowledge 'so that they can guide the conceptual development of their pupils on a rational basis' (Kruger, Palacio & Summers, 1992; p. 347). Framed by a constructivist approach to learning, the project initially aimed to 'investigate primary teachers' understanding of particular science concepts in order to identify misconceptions in particular conceptual areas' and to 'establish the prevalence of misconceptions in a much bigger sample of teachers'. (ibid., p. 341). Several concept areas were investigated (e.g. forces, energy, materials), which produced a plethora of evidence about teachers' misconceptions (e.g. Kruger & Summers, 1989; Mant & Summers, 1995). In order to help teachers develop their conceptual understanding, the project produced teaching materials and launched in-service courses (e.g. Kruger, Palacio & Summers, 1990). Such materials and projects employed conceptual change strategies, the goal of which was to provide experiences for teachers which would help them construct the scientific view. Other researchers suggested additional ways to help teachers develop their scientific understanding (e.g. Russell, et al., 1992). Such ways focused on encouraging teachers who work in the same school to support one another in developing knowledge and understanding.
These studies increased the force of debates about the knowledge primary teachers need to possess in order to teach science effectively and the extent to which teachers' subject knowledge influences effectiveness.

Since the beginning of the 1980s, some attempts to define an adequate level of subject knowledge had been made in policy documents concerning the training of primary school teachers (DES, 1983; DES, 1985). In particular, these recommendations stated that at least two years A-level study of a subject related to the primary school curriculum should be an essential part of BEd courses, and that one of the criteria for selection for PGCE courses should be a curriculum relevant degree (Calderhead & Miller, 1985). More recently, the Initial Teaching Training Curriculum (DfEE, 1998) made a similar requirement. It insisted that, by the end of the course, specialist student teachers are expected to have 'a secure knowledge of the subject to at least a standard approximating to GCE advanced level in those aspects of the subject taught at KS1 and KS2' (p.65). But, among science educators and researchers, such requirements were seen as introducing a wide and intense programme of studies which could only encourage rote teaching and learning (see for example, Johnson, 1997). Instead, they suggested that teachers' adequacy of subject knowledge should be defined in terms of their conceptual understanding: their ability to apply their understanding of the concepts including in the curriculum in giving explanations of relevant phenomena (e.g. Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; Summers, 1994).

Nevertheless, during the 1990s the issue of the kind and amount of scientific knowledge needed by primary teachers to teach science effectively became central in discussions of good primary practice (see for example, Harlen, 1999; Osborne & Simon, 1996a; 1996b; Summers & Mant, 1995). For the researchers who carried out the bulk of research into teachers' understanding of the science concepts included in
the Primary Science National Curriculum, primary teachers are capable of acquiring understanding of a small range of scientific concepts (Summers & Mant, 1995; see also Osborne & Simon, 1996a; 1996b). Others assume that primary teachers are capable of acquiring understanding of a broad range of scientific principles (see Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; Harlen, 1996; Harlen, 1999). These researchers also stress that in discussing teachers’ subject knowledge emphasis should be placed on teachers’ understanding of the nature of a scientific orientation (teachers’ adequacy of subject knowledge is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2).

With regard to the issue of the extent to which teachers' subject knowledge influences the effectiveness of teaching, different views were expressed. For example, while Harlen, Holroyd & Byrne (1995) argued that teachers' poor subject knowledge seemed to affect their confidence and forced them to adopt various coping strategies, such as 'teaching as little of the subject as the teacher can get away with it', they also claimed that teachers' knowledge about how to teach science may go 'a long way to compensating for lack of scientific knowledge' (p. 99; see also Harlen, 1995; Harlen, 1997; Golby, Martin, & Porter, 1995). Others placed more emphasis on teachers’ knowledge of scientific concepts as an essential condition for effective teaching (e.g. Summers, 1994; Summers & Mant, 1995; Osborne & Simon, 1996a; 1996b).

Some evidence that subject knowledge matters for an effective pedagogy was offered by Bennett & Carré (1991) and Bennett & Turner-Biset (1993). Bennett & Carré (1991), for example, summarised the advantages to teachers of possessing subject knowledge in the following way:

teachers need such knowledge adequately to transform programmes of study and attainment targets into worthwhile and appropriate tasks, they need it to frame
accurate and high quality explanations, and they need it to diagnose accurately children's understanding and misconceptions.

Further support was provided by research on teacher effectiveness, which originated in the United States, in the mid-eighties. This research has been particularly influential in debates about the notion of expertise in primary science and is discussed in the next section.

The appearance of the notions of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge within research in primary science

Research on teacher effectiveness in the mid-1980s in the United States shifted its focus from the identification of patterns of teacher behaviour which had been claimed to improve academic performance among pupils to the study of the knowledge and beliefs which underlie effective teaching behaviour (e.g. Buchmann, 1984; Berliner, 1989). In Britain, until that time there was little research about the role of subject knowledge in teaching, although, there had been some studies on the professional socialisation of teachers (e.g. Lacey, 1977; Mardle and Walker, 1980; Zeichner and Tabachnick, 1985).

Some of the research on teacher effectiveness was interested in teachers' knowledge of the content being taught (e.g. Anderson & Smith, 1985; Shulman, 1986; Shulman, 1987; Wilson, Shulman & Richer, 1987). It was argued that teaching is characterised both by its content and its processes and, therefore, research into teaching should 'pay as much attention to the content aspects of teaching as we have recently devoted to the elements of teaching content' (Shulman, 1986: p. 8).
Shulman's work is one of the main examples of this type of research, and it soon became influential in the area of primary science education; both in the United States and in Britain (e.g. Smith & Neale, 1991; Summers, 1994). Shulman developed a model for conceptualising practice, which included a knowledge base for teaching and a pedagogical rationale for action; the 'steps' that a teacher follows every time he/she teaches a subject (Wilson, Shulman & Richer, 1987, p. 106; see also Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman, 1989). Of importance, here, are his notions of content knowledge (or subject knowledge) and pedagogical content knowledge, which are at the core of the knowledge base for teaching; that is 'the body of understanding, skills and dispositions that a teacher needs to perform effectively in a given teaching situation' (Wilson, Shulman & Richer, 1987, p. 106.). The term 'knowledge base' is often associated with cognitive science to refer to 'the set of rules, definitions and strategies needed by a computer to perform as an expert would in a given task' (ibid., pp. 105-106). Content knowledge refers to 'the amount and organisation of knowledge per se in the mind of the teacher', whereas pedagogical content knowledge is 'the particular form of content knowledge that embodies the aspects of content most germane to its teachability' (Shulman, 1986, p.9). Thus, within Shulman's model, teachers' understanding of subject knowledge is considered to be one of the most influential factors shaping teaching. As he puts it 'most teaching is initiated by some form of “text”, a textbook, a syllabus, or an actual piece of material the teacher or student wishes to have understood' (Shulman, 1987, p. 14), and therefore, the teacher needs to comprehend the text before he/she decides how to teach it.

Using the notion of content knowledge, research was carried out in primary classrooms to illustrate the 'nature of pedagogical problem generated by lack of
subject knowledge’ (Osborne & Simon, 1996b, p.1; see also Osborne & Simon, 1996a). The findings of this research suggested that such knowledge:

- provides confidence
- instils a sense of authority
- enables open dialogue
- helps teachers to identify salient points in pupils' understanding
- enables the use of more/better analogies (Osborne and Simon, 1996b, p.12) 7.

Shulman's notions of content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge also provided a basis for developing a particular approach to teacher expertise in primary science. More specifically, during the 1990s the group of researchers who carried out the bulk of research into teachers’ understanding of scientific concepts expressed concerns about primary teachers’ understanding of constructivist pedagogy (see Summers, 1994). It was argued, for example, that primary teachers still follow the process approach in their teaching of science thereby restricting children from developing understanding of scientific concepts (Summers, 1994). In order to address these concerns, this group of researchers launched in-service courses which aimed to help practicing teachers to acquire curricular expertise in relation to specific scientific topics. It was claimed that this term embraced both content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, thereby identifying the subject knowledge and pedagogical skills a teacher should possess in order to be able to help children acquire scientific understanding of a topic.

More recently, Summers, Kruger & Mant coined the term subject specific teaching knowledge (Summers et al., 1997b; see also Summers et al., 1997a) in order to expand the notion of curricular expertise. Teachers' subject specific teaching knowledge includes a list of separate components that allow teachers to make their

---

7 This research is discussed again in Chapter 4
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own knowledge of science ‘accessible to children’ (Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a, p.111).

This notion emerged within a research project designed to assess the effectiveness of teachers who had acquired curricular expertise in relation to the topic of electricity and simple circuits (see Summers et al., 1997a; 1997b). The project involved study of six primary teachers who had previously taken part in the in-service course in order to develop curricular expertise about the teaching of electricity. The teachers were asked to apply their curricular expertise in their teaching. Pre-and post-tests were used to assess children's learning, and thereby, the effectiveness of teaching.

It is important to note here that during the in-service course that preceded the research project, the teachers had been introduced to the practical implications of a particular version of constructivism, which was considered to be effective, and they were expected to use this version of constructivist pedagogy in their own teaching (see Summers, 1994; Summers, Palacio, & Kruger, 1997a; 1997b). This version of constructivism stressed the importance of introducing children to abstract scientific concepts before their engagement with practical activities. It also emphasized the need for teachers to have a set of conceptual objectives which determine what the children are to learn. And it suggested that teachers’ subject knowledge could only consist of a limited range of scientific concepts.

This view of the teaching of primary science is not unrelated to criticisms of the constructivist perspective that began to emerge during the late 1980s. Some of these criticisms related to the epistemological principles of constructivism, especially its antirealist stance and the implications of this stance for the teaching of science (see

---

8 This project is discussed again in chapter 3
Matthews, 1994; Ogborn, 1995; Osborne, 1996;). Ogborn (1995), for example, argued that the abandonment of 'realism as policy' has 'led to a loss of nerve in science teaching, leading some to doubt the point and value of teaching science' (p. 3). Similarly, Matthews (1994) rejected constructivism for being subjectivist, empiricist, personalistic, and idealistic, and for tacitly assuming that 'a child in isolation can discover and vindicate scientific truths' (p. 147). And Osborne (1996), drawing on Rom Harre's realist philosophy, suggested that a realist conception of the subject matter of science need not lead to didacticism and can supplement constructivist pedagogy by making a place for demonstrating, showing or demonstrating' (p. 74). Such criticisms usually claim that all that is beneficial in constructivist pedagogy, mainly the elicitation of children's conceptions, can be preserved and used in other teaching approaches which could be more effective in helping children reconstruct their initial understanding (ibid., see also Matthews, 1994).

Around the same time, other researchers in primary science education modified their constructivist approach to the teaching of science in order to emphasise the role of language and communication in the development of children's scientific understanding (Harlen, 2000, see also Driver, et al., 1994). In this way, a rather different version of constructivist learning and teaching emerged, one which drew on Vygotsky's theories, especially his idea that learning needs to take place within children's zone of proximal development (zpd). This is defined as 'the distance between the actual development level determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers' (Vygotsky, 1978. p. 86). Some researchers refer to this version of constructivist learning as socio-
constructivism (see for example, Harlen, 1995; 1999; 2000). Based on a socio-
constructivist view of learning, Harlen (2000) argued that children reconstruct their
everyday ideas as they test these ideas and the ideas suggested to them by more
knowledgeable others within children's zone of proximal development. And she
stressed that the teaching of primary science should offer children opportunities not
only to test their own ideas against scientific evidence, but also to test the ideas
suggested to them by more knowledgeable others.

Following on from this, in 1997, Harlen discussed pedagogical content knowledge as
a broad framework that 'enables' (p. 7) teachers to use their subject knowledge to
support a socio-constructivist approach to the learning and teaching of science
designed to help children acquire understanding of broad scientific principles.

So, at the end of the 1990s, within research in primary science education, debates
about teacher expertise focused not only around the kind of subject knowledge but
also on the kind of pedagogical content knowledge that is necessary to ensure the
effective teaching of primary science.

These debates took place during a time when the Government was expressing the
view that teacher training should be conducted, as much as possible, in schools on an
apprenticeship basis; a proposal that is based on the idea that teaching is a practical
accomplishment that involves acquiring a battery of techniques to be deployed in the
delivery of a pre-specified curriculum (Darling, 1994). Support for this view was
given in 1992, with the publication of a 'discussion paper' written by Robin
Alexander, Jim Rose and Chris Woodhead. This redefined teacher education in
narrowly functional terms:
The current priorities for initial training and induction should be the acquisition and strengthening of subject expertise and systematic training in a broad range of classroom organisational strategies and teaching techniques (ibid., p. 3).

Further support for this view of teacher education was given by the publication of Circular 4/98 (DfEE, 1998), which detailed the subject knowledge and pedagogical skills required of beginner teachers.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have discussed the main reforms of primary science that took place in the past few decades, the picture of 'good' primary science they encompass, and how these reforms lent support to an increasing emphasis on the role of subject knowledge in primary science expertise.

I argued that there was a major reform of primary science associated with the curriculum developments that took place during the 1960s, and that this was closely linked with the child-centred tradition and its principle that education should aim to contribute to the child's continuing process of development. Influenced by aspects of Piaget's stage theory, the picture of 'good' primary science teaching that became predominant during the 1960s and 1970s was one which portrayed science teaching as a process of inquiry through which learners acquire useful knowledge. To teach science effectively, primary teachers needed to have an understanding of the process of inquiry and sufficient scientific knowledge to be able to guide children's inquiries.

However, during the 1980s, 'good' primary science teaching came to be redefined, as a result of dissatisfaction with the 'process approach', criticisms of child-centred
education, discussions about the need for a broad and balanced science curriculum and the appearance of Piagetian constructivist theories of learning. The emergent picture of 'good' primary science teaching was one which maintained the principle that science teaching should aim to contribute to the overall intellectual development of the child, but it assumed that the content and process of science were interrelated, and that children bring prior conceptions to learning that need to be challenged directly during teaching. And increased importance was given to the acquisition of abstract concepts as an outcome of learning.

Within this picture of science teaching, particular emphasis came to be placed on teachers' understanding of the theoretical constructs of science, since this was seen as an essential prerequisite for effective constructivist teaching. This stress on subject knowledge was further reinforced by the introduction of the Science National Curriculum, the appearance of prescribed content knowledge which primary teachers had to teach, and the introduction of tests designed to assess children's learning of this knowledge. As a result, during the nineties, the subject knowledge requirement became a major component of considerations of teacher effectiveness.

Around the same time the distinction between subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge came to be made in the literature of primary science education research. Furthermore, researchers saw the need to adjust their picture of 'good' primary science teaching. For some, constructivist teaching should include introducing children to abstract scientific concepts prior to children's engagement in practical activities. For others, constructivist teaching should engage children in activities where they are offered opportunities to test their own hypotheses and those of more knowledgeable others against scientific evidence. So, at the end of the 1990s, within research in primary science education, debates about teacher expertise
focused around the kinds of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge that are necessary to ensure the effective teaching of primary science. These discussions took place in a climate which encouraged criticisms of constructivist epistemology, research into the knowledge and beliefs that underlie effective teaching behaviour and a view of teaching as a practical accomplishment that involves acquiring a stock of techniques to be deployed in the delivery of a pre-specified curriculum.
CHAPTER 2

THE SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENT

INTRODUCTION

As discussed in Chapter 1, the emergence of the subject knowledge requirement was encouraged both by specific changes that occurred in ideas about the teaching of primary science and by the general educational reforms that took place in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As a result, in current discussions about the effective teaching of primary science, teachers' subject knowledge is widely considered to be a major component of teacher expertise, one that underpins the ways in which teachers help children to develop their understanding of the content of science as well as their ability to inquire.

In discussing teachers' subject knowledge what is often implied is that, in order to be effective, a primary teacher must have a level of subject knowledge above some specified threshold. This has been suggested by Harlen (2000), for example, who argues that teachers need to have a 'foundation for building a framework for teaching science' (p. 7). And, although the issue of what this foundation should consist of remains open to discussion, it is possible to identify two approaches. Thus, for some the foundation should consist of teachers' adequate knowledge of a small range of science concepts (Summers & Mant, 1995; 1998; Osborne & Simon, 1996a; 1996b). In this thesis, I will refer to this group of researchers as "small range" constructivists. For others, those that I will call "big ideas" constructivists, this foundation should take the form of adequate knowledge of broad scientific
principles or the *Big Ideas* of Science (Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996; Harlen, 1999; 2000) and of the nature of a scientific orientation.

In this chapter, I discuss these two constructivist approaches to conceptualising adequate subject knowledge in primary science. In particular, I examine the assumptions about knowledge and understanding that underlie each approach, and the methods used to determine teachers' adequacy of subject knowledge. In the course of this, I will draw on a sociocultural perspective of knowledge and learning. As I mentioned in the Introduction, this perspective stresses the complex interdependence of knowledge and action, and argues that knowledge and understanding are necessarily situated in the specific activities of communities of practice.

"Small range" constructivism

Some researchers in primary science education, those that I referred to as "small range" constructivists, argue that the foundation of the science knowledge that primary teachers need to possess in order to teach science effectively consists of the limited range of relevant science concepts of which primary teachers are capable of possessing *adequate conceptual knowledge* (e.g. Summers, 1994; Summers & Mant, 1998. Osborne Simon, 1996a; 1996b). This kind of knowledge is concerned with relationships among 'items' of knowledge, such that when individuals can identify these links in explaining the world we talk of them as having *conceptual understanding* (see Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986). These researchers argue that there is
a considerable lack of conceptual understanding about many areas of the primary Science National Curriculum (e.g. Kruger, Palacio, & Summers, 1990; Summers & Kruger, 1992), and that primary teachers experience great difficulty in acquiring the correct scientific understanding (see for example, Summers, 1994). On this basis, they argue that it may be unrealistic to expect that primary teachers, especially the ones with no science qualifications, to acquire adequate knowledge of all the concept areas included in the primary Science National Curriculum (Summers & Mant, 1998; Osborne & Simon, 1996a; 1996b). And so these authors concentrate their efforts on defining the range of relevant science concepts that primary teachers are capable of understanding. Osborne & Simon, (1996b), for example, claim that the science knowledge that primary teachers need to possess in order to teach science effectively to children can only be determined by a careful consideration of what science concepts most primary teachers are able to acquire adequate knowledge of. Without such knowledge primary teachers are considered to be unable to identify correctly children’s prior understanding or to plan their teaching so as to help children acquire the scientific view (see also Summers & Mant, 1998).

Thus, many of those who write about teachers’ adequacy of a small range of science concepts the content of the primary Science National Curriculum should be reduced ‘to a set of minimalistic requirements, albeit still broad and balanced’ (Osborne & Simon, 1996b, p. 15; see also Summers & Mant, 1998). And some of them have made specific recommendations about what such reduction should involve. Summers & Mant (1998), for example, discuss the aspects of the concept of energy that should be included in the Science National Curriculum, arguing that these
aspects should replace those aspects of *balanced* and *unbalanced forces* that teachers find difficult to understand (see also Summers, 1994).

This emphasis on teachers' conceptual understanding of a small range of science concepts seems to draw on a *sequential view of knowledge*. Within this view, the simple concepts, facts and process skills (lower functions of cognition) are basic in individuals' knowledge, and they exist as prerequisites to learning more complex or higher-order functions of cognition, such as complex concepts and how to figure out what a problem is about, how to test hypotheses, etc (see Greeno, Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1999). A sequential approach to knowledge separates conceptual knowledge (the understanding of concepts and the way they are interrelated) from *problem-solving procedural knowledge*; knowledge of *how to do* science. This seems to imply that once teachers have adequate knowledge of the necessary scientific concepts, the application in pedagogical contexts (e.g. identifying children's prior conceptions of science) is relatively unproblematic.

Sequential views of knowledge are part of a broader perspective on knowledge, which is often referred to as *cognitivism* (Bredo, 1999). Cognitivism was developed during the 1950s and 1960s and assumes that the mind and the environment are separate and have somehow to match one another. It uses computational methods and metaphors to model human learning and understanding, and is based on the assumption that there are certain universal features of human cognition (e.g. cognitive structures, short-term memory, etc) that explain human thinking in general. Moreover, it assumes that human thinking involves logical deduction using context-free rules. In particular, within this approach knowledge is seen as a property of the individual mind, acquired during the course of solving problems.
thrown up by the environment. During this process, encoded symbols from the environment are stored in the individual’s memory in hierarchical structures that stand in one-to-one correspondence with the problem in the world. Each time an individual has to solve a new problem, he/she compares the information received from the environment with existing structures in the brain in a search of correspondence or difference (see Murphy, 1999). Thus, for cognitivism, a problem in the external world is represented inside the individual’s head and is solved using specific rules. From this point of view, learning and understanding depend on changing knowledge representations, and acquiring or strengthening expert rules that would solve a given problem more efficiently (Bredo, 1997).

Cognitivism was developed in order to explain why students fail or succeed in acquiring academic knowledge, that is, the knowledge that students should learn in schools or other educational institutions (see Murphy, 1999). In such situations, students are expected to learn, first of all, the properties of the concepts of a discipline, and then the procedures by which such concepts are used to solve paradigmatic problems within the discipline (see Watts, 1983). Such problems are clearly stated and have one correct answer (see Roth, 1999), and concepts are treated as products or units of cognition (see White, 1979), which can be acquired in all-or-none integral steps (Gilbert & Watts, 1983). Understanding each of these steps implies that the individual possesses adequate description of its properties; and that, based on this description, he/she is able to correctly classify instances as examples or non examples of the specific concept (see Gagné, 1970; Klausmeier, Ghatala, & Frayer, 1974). And, since it is the learner who is responsible for doing the problem solving in this model, cognitivism places particular emphasis on what
an individual brings to a given problem. It suggests that the same data, such as a set of examples or non examples of a concept, will have different impact on the conclusions drawn by various individuals or by the same individual at different points during his/her learning. Thus, in order to lead an individual to a certain conclusion, one needs to be aware of his or her prior academic knowledge and search strategy (see Bredo, 1997). The term *misconceptions* is often used to refer to individuals’ defective understanding of some of the properties of a specific concept.

Cognitivism is a feature of some *constructivist* perspectives, especially those influenced by Piaget’s approach, within which knowledge is ‘constructed in a slow process that begins with a simple sensory-motor schema during early childhood and progresses to complex schema without physical referents from the late teens onwards’ (Roth, 1999, p. 6). Such perspectives place emphasis on learners’ everyday ideas, that is the ideas that individuals construct in their everyday interactions with the world. They argue, for example, that everyday knowledge can be an obstacle to the successful acquisition of academic knowledge (see Osborne & Gilbert, 1979). From this point of view, in order to ensure the effective acquisition of academic knowledge attention is given not only to individuals' prior academic understanding but also to their everyday understandings.

*Acquiring understanding of a small range of science concepts*

For “small range” constructivists, teachers should be capable of constructing conceptual structures during their everyday interactions with aspects of the physical
world (see for example, Summers, 1994). However, teachers’ understanding of scientific concepts is treated as sharply distinct from their everyday conceptualisations - the ideas that teachers construct in their everyday interactions with the physical world (Summers & Mant, 1995). Sometimes, this view of scientific concepts is associated with a modest realist perspective (Osborne, 1996), in which science is seen as involving a body of scientific propositions produced by the systematic testing of ideas against the real world. Each of these scientific propositions is treated as having a precise and fixed meaning that describes the universal properties present in all the phenomena being described. By contrast, everyday conceptualisations of a science concept (e.g. force) are seen as imprecise; they involve a variety of meanings or ‘intuitive beliefs’ (Summers, 1994, p. 181) which are specific to the situations they describe. The term misconceptions is often used to describe such intuitive beliefs-ideas which are ‘at odds with the currently accepted view of the science community’ (Kruger, Palacio, & Summers, 1992, p. 341).

At the core of this distinction between scientific and everyday knowledge is the belief that scientific knowledge is the product of a distinct form of reasoning about the physical world. Osborne (1996), for example, argues that the methods, procedures and criteria that scientists use to test hypotheses against the real world, to judge specific evidence for and against theory etc, are distinct from the ones used by other disciplines or by individuals in their attempts to understand their surroundings. On such a view, it is inappropriate to assume that teachers can acquire adequate understanding of scientific concepts through their everyday interactions with the physical world, though it is possible that some implicit
understanding of a science concept may be obtained through such interactions. Summers et al. (1998), for example, argue that some of the primary teachers who participated in an in-service course designed specifically to help teachers develop their scientific understanding of aspects of energy conservation, appeared to hold everyday ideas about the topic which were close to the scientific understanding of it. Thus, many teachers seemed able to explain energy conservation in terms of 'saving' or using 'less energy' (ibid. p. 311), though they appeared to be unaware that their everyday understanding was close to the scientific version of this concept.

In general, researchers who share this approach to judging the adequacy of teachers' knowledge emphasise that scientific understanding can only be ensured if teachers are introduced to the correct definition of specific scientific concepts, so that they acquire an adequate description of the properties and relationships of each scientific concept and a clear understanding of the ways in which such properties and relationships are used to explain all instances of it (Summers & Mant, 1995; Summers et al., 1998). In turn, they argue that teachers' introduction to scientific definitions should take place during in-service education courses and should precede teachers' involvement with practical activities (see, for example, Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a). In this way, teachers are expected to reconstruct their misconceptions and be able to use the predefined scientific explanation in explaining correctly relevant aspects of the physical world.

Of course, the process of acquiring an adequate understanding of a science concept is not smooth. It is possible that teachers may not acquire an understanding of all the relevant properties of a scientific concept, or that they may continue to use their misconceptions as well as their scientific understanding in explaining the same
aspect of the physical world. Summers (1994), for example, commenting on the scientific understanding acquired by primary teachers who participated in in-service courses, says that 'the scientific understanding achieved is likely to be partial and "messy" with, for example, misconceptions existing alongside scientific views and teachers unsure of their new knowledge' (p. 185).

Thus, from this point of view teachers' adequate conceptual knowledge of science refers to teachers' possession of an adequate description of the universal properties and relationships of scientific concepts, and to their ability to use this knowledge in explaining correctly aspects of the physical world. Of course, primary teachers are not expected to acquire adequate descriptions of all scientific concepts, or even of all of those included in the primary Science National Curriculum. This is judged simply not to be feasible (Summers, 1994). However, since for these researchers scientific concepts can be broken down into smaller parts, they argue that it is possible to identify the parts that primary teachers can easily understand and need. For example, Summers & Mant (1998) suggest, in order of difficulty, seven 'simple concepts' (p.13) associated with aspects of electricity. It is argued that these concepts were easily understood by most primary teachers who participated in an in-service on the topic.

---

1 It should be noted here, that researchers who share this approach to teachers' adequacy of science knowledge use the term misconceptions to refer not only to teachers' intuitive beliefs but also to teachers' partial understanding of a science concept (see for example, Summers & Mant, 1998).
The methods employed to define teachers' adequacy of science knowledge are usually semi-structured interviews and multiple-choice questionnaires (see, for example, Summers & Kruger, 1992). The interviews are carried out with a small sample of teachers to explore teachers' views of the specific concept. The interviews often precede the use of questionnaires, which usually aim to establish the prevalence of misconceptions in a larger sample of teachers (see, for example, Kruger, Palacio, & Summers, 1992).

The type of interview often used in these studies is a variation on the Interview-About Instances (IAI) technique, which was developed in the late 1970s by Osborne & Gilbert to investigate students' understanding of everyday words that are used in subtly different ways in science (Osborne & Gilbert 1979; see also Osborne & Gilbert, 1980). The IAI method consists of dyadic discussions with participants, using a deck of cards as a focus. These cards contain line drawings depicting situations such as 'a book lying on a table', or real objects such as a 'jumping toy car' (Summers & Kruger, 1992) and 3D models (e.g. Mant & Summers, 1995), which are used to prompt discussion about a particular aspect of a situation, such as the role of energy (Summers & Kruger, 1992). The method rests on the choice of appropriate instances, so as to expose critical aspects of teachers' knowledge. This is because, at the core of the design of the IAI technique, lies the assumption that understanding of science concepts is determined according to the individual's ability to correctly classify instances as examples or non examples of a concept (see Osborne & Gilbert, 1979; Gilbert & Osborne, 1980). It is important to note that since the method rests on selection of an appropriate set of instances the
researchers' decisions (about what the dimensions of an adequate description of a concept are) shape the findings (Osborne & Gilbert, 1979).

The presentation of selected instances follows a particular order, which sometimes is the one that is described in the Science National Curriculum (see Mant & Summers, 1995). During the interview, for each instance, the interviewer describes the situation and then asks the interviewee a 'focus question' (Summers & Kruger, 1992, p. 38). Some of these questions require the teacher to decide whether a particular concept is contained in the specific instance. For other instances, the interviewer may explain to the teacher the meaning of the concept that is included in a specific instance (e.g. net force) before he/she presents the teacher with a number of different statements, from which the teacher is asked to decide which one describes the instance best (see Summers & Kruger, 1993; Summers et al., 1998). On other occasions, the focus question aims to encourage the teacher to talk for a few minutes about a specific concept (see Summers & Kruger, 1992). For each response further questions are asked by the interviewer, aiming to clarify teachers' meaning or probe further to elicit teachers' understanding of the specific concept.

Quite often some of the instances used during the interviews are included in the questionnaire, together with a number of statements, from which the teachers are asked to choose whether they think the statement is true or false (and two more choices are included: 'don't understand' and 'not sure'). Sometimes, these statements are ideas that have been expressed by other teachers during interviews (see for example, Summers & Kruger, 1992). Since the aim of such interviews and questionnaires is to identify teachers' existing knowledge, particular emphasis is placed on not helping teachers with their responses (e.g. Summers et al., 1998).
The adequacy of teachers' science knowledge is determined by the analysis of their responses to interviews and questionnaires. Thus, teachers who possess inadequate scientific knowledge are those who are unable to classify correctly the specific instances included in the interviews and questionnaires as examples or non-examples of a specific science concept, or can only classify correctly a few of these (see Mant & Summers, 1995). By contrast, teachers who classify correctly most of these instances are taken to have 'complete' scientific understanding or, in other words, adequate subject knowledge. It is assumed that teachers' ability to classify correctly a limited number of instances associated with a particular concept and to give reasons for their decisions in terms of a predefined explanation informs their ability to use the same concept correctly in the future. It is believed that, each time a teacher is faced with a situation which relates to an aspect of the physical world, he/she should be able to recall the correct scientific concept and classify this situation as an instance or a non-instance of the specific scientific concept.

There are several issues associated with this approach to teachers' adequacy of subject knowledge which need to be addressed. These include the views about the nature of scientific knowledge and teachers' understanding of it, and the implications of these views for the methods used to assess teachers' adequacy of knowledge.
Issues related to teachers' adequate understanding of a small range of science concepts

A first point is that this approach seems to assume that describing the world correctly is a matter of matching the properties and relationships specified in a set of sentences with the properties and relationships present in the instances being described. In other words, this approach to teachers' adequacy of science knowledge appears to involve the tacit belief in representationalism, the idea that symbols mirror reality (see Bredo, 1999). Yet this idea could only be sustained if each scientific concept gathered together identical instances or at least very similar ones (Barnes, 1982). Under such conditions, the application of such concepts would be unproblematic, and their involvement in science generalisations could make the application of other terms unproblematic. For example, the statement that a force is a pull or a push could be used to provide a precise and adequate explanation of all the instances associated with force, if it could be asserted that the instances associated with the terms pull or push are identical (the extension of the concept). In such a case, of course, the extension only needs to include one instance which could be the very idea of 'force', 'pull' and 'push'. This suggests an essentialist account of concept application. However, Barnes (1982) argues that instances are not identical. For all the complexity of language, experience is much more complex and richer in information. Physical objects and events are never self-evidently identical with one another or possessed of a common essence (see also Barnes, 1974).

Moreover, the assumption that teachers should be able to apply their existing knowledge to explain all future instances associated with it, seems to suggest that teachers' cognition functions like a computer which manipulates symbols that
correspond to an external reality (see Bredo, 1999). Computers, however, cannot be said to understand what the symbols they employ represent, whereas for human beings symbols and sentences have meaning. This, in turn, means that in responding to a situation teachers have to exercise judgments about which concept is applicable in the particular situation, judgements which cannot be easily codified or made entirely explicit. Thus, even if a range of science concepts can be defined that primary teachers are able to use correctly in explaining a limited number of situations associated with them, this still leaves open the possibility that teachers may not be able to use the same concepts successfully in all future situations. In other words, in some situations teachers may still express misconceptions about concepts which they previously appeared to understand adequately.

Another issue arising from this approach to teachers' adequacy of science knowledge is the extent to which their responses to interviews and questionnaires can provide an appropriate basis for deciding which science concepts primary teachers can gain adequate knowledge of. In this approach, teachers' feelings of uncertainty about a particular question are considered to be evidence of their inadequate science understanding. For example, in a study which aimed to explore primary teachers' understanding of forces (Kruger, Palacio, & Summers, 1992), teachers were given a questionnaire which included a number of instances associated with aspects of this concept. Each of these instances was described by a particular statement and was accompanied by four choices: a) true b) false, c) don't understand, d) not sure. Teachers were asked to decide which of the four choices best described their understanding of the particular instance. The findings of this study suggest that many teachers seemed unsure about whether certain statements
correctly described specific situations, and this was interpreted as an indication of their inadequate science understanding. Such conclusions seem to assume that teachers’ construction of knowledge takes place in isolation from perception of the specific test and its associations with initial feelings of uncertainty. However, people often come to make sense of situations which are not immediately perceived as familiar (see Greeno, Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1999). Thus, it is possible that teachers who initially felt uncertain about how to explain specific instances would have been able to provide an explanation at a later stage.

Furthermore, decisions about what aspects of a science concept primary teachers are capable of possessing adequate knowledge of are often based on teachers’ responses to interview questions which take place before and after in-service courses (see for example Summers et al., 1998). This is because, from a cognitivist perspective, the construction of knowledge and the process of learning are seen as taking place inside the individual’s head and in isolation from social influences (Bredo, 1999). An implication of this view is that both the teacher and the researcher are expected to have the same interpretation of the problem presented in an instance, which makes it possible to compare changes in the performance of the same teacher over repeated trials. However, if the teacher has a different interpretation of a given task from the researcher, judgments based on the teacher’s performance on that task could be misleading, because the teacher may organise his thinking in different terms.

A final issue is the assumption that the knowledge which teachers have shown in interviews and questionnaires would be adequate for teaching effectively the same concepts to children in classroom contexts. As mentioned earlier, this kind of
knowledge refers to teachers' conceptual knowledge; their understanding of concepts and the relationships among them, and their ability to apply this understanding in explaining specific instances. Such instances are often described as depicting 'everyday situations' (see Summers et al., 1998, p. 313) because they refer to situations that can be found in everyday life (such as a book lying on a table). Such instances are clearly stated, they provide all the information assumed to be needed for their solution, and are taken to have one correct answer. It is likely, though, that many of the instances that a teacher encounters during his/her teaching of science will be ill-defined and need to be framed as problems before they are solved. Children's questions and ideas about scientific concepts or phenomena may be expressed within contexts that are far more ambiguous and complex than the instances teachers are asked to respond to in constructivist research of this kind. Given this, in order for teachers to provide an explanation for such cases they may need to figure out, first, what the situation is about before they decide which concept is more appropriate to use (see Greeno Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1999). Figuring out the situation may include framing and reframing the problem depicted in an instance, and trying out a number of different concepts to explain it, testing hypotheses, discussing the instance with children in the classroom or reading about specific concepts in resource textbooks. An important aspect of this process is teachers' use of problem-solving procedural knowledge of science, that which in this approach to teachers' adequacy of subject knowledge appears to be considered higher order.

There are, then, some problems with this first approach and the role of subject knowledge in primary science. Some of these concern the nature of scientific
knowledge, and the relationship between procedural and conceptual knowledge.

Others relate to the methods used to assess adequacy of teachers' understanding.

"Big Ideas" constructivism

Another group of researchers in primary science education, those which I called "big ideas" constructivists, argues that the foundation of subject knowledge that primary teachers need to possess in order to teach science effectively comprises understanding of the Big Ideas of Science and of the distinctive procedures of inquiry employed by scientists (Harlen, 1999; Harlen, 2000; Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996). The 'Big Ideas of Science' refer to a number of 'broad principles' (Harlen, 2000, p. 229) that are included in the primary Science National Curriculum. Examples of such principles are 'water exists as solid, liquid and gas', 'switches make and break the circuit', 'the battery supplies electrical energy which is changed in the bulb to heat/light energy' (see Harlen, 1996, p. 6). Discussing the importance of teachers' conceptual understanding of the Big Ideas of Science, Harlen (1997) says:

Why 'big ideas'? Because these are, in the end, what we want children to understand – not particular muscles in the arm, not the particular position of that image in the plain mirror, but the general ideas that help to explain muscle action wherever it happens and all the phenomena where images are formed (p.7).

In turn, teachers' knowledge of what it is for inquiry to be scientific refers to teachers' procedural knowledge of science, their understanding of how to do science. This involves understanding of how to observe and raise questions, to predict and hypothesise, to plan and carry out an investigation, to collect and
interpret data. Such understanding is associated with a view of science as a cooperative activity in which scientists use past and present ideas to produce knowledge that is conjectural, and is built up 'through testing ideas against evidence, with the ideas being accepted as being as good as the evidence which supports them' (Harlen, 2000, p.7).

“Big ideas” constructivists discuss teachers' subject knowledge from a socio-constructivist perspective, which argues that understanding of science develops as individuals interact with experience and the ideas of others, and involves conceptual change (see Harlen, 1999). On such a view, procedural understanding is the means for acquiring conceptual understanding. In other words, knowledge of how to do science develops interactively with knowledge of concepts of science. Thus, this approach to teachers’ subject knowledge places emphasis on problem solving aspects of procedural knowledge, those which in the first approach to teachers’ subject knowledge would be considered higher order.

More specifically, drawing on a Piagetian constructivist perspective of the learner, “big ideas” constructivists argue that throughout their lives teachers construct conceptual structures as they test their ideas against experience (see Harlen, 1999). These structures may involve ideas that are at odds with the accepted scientific ones. However, rather than drawing a sharp distinction between teachers’ alternative ideas and the scientific ones as involving different types of reasoning, this group of researchers argues that these ideas can be seen as the result of the ways in which particular words are used in everyday language to explain experience, or as an outcome of teachers’ making inappropriate links between their existing ideas and experience (see Harlen, Holroyd, & Byrne, 1995). As a result,
teachers' everyday ideas may be linked to specific events as opposed to the Big Ideas of Science that are used to explain a wide range of events. Following on from this, this group of researchers argues that to help teachers reconstruct their everyday ideas towards the Big Ideas of Science they need to be offered opportunities to develop procedural capability, so as to be able to test their existing knowledge against scientific evidence and use the evidence to make appropriate links between this knowledge and experience. Such reconstruction may also take place as individuals discuss their ideas with more knowledgeable adults, who may suggest different ideas for the learner to test. Indeed, influenced by Vygotsky's work, this group of researchers emphasise the role of social interaction with more knowledgeable others in the development of scientific understanding (see Harlen, 1996; Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996). Such interaction needs to take place within the learner’s zone of proximal development: ‘the distance between the actual development level determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers’ (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). This kind of interaction is, however, seen as outside of the individual with ‘his or her construal of those interactions and experiences being the essence of meaning for that individual’ (Lerman, 1994, p. 2).

“Big ideas” constructivists describe teachers’ knowledge of science as a network of links between scientific concepts and experience, which can be extended as teachers make new links between scientific concepts and ways of acting and interpreting evidence. Thus, developing teachers’ procedural understanding is seen as the key in the education of teachers. This is not just because this understanding is
fundamental for helping teachers acquire conceptual knowledge of the Big Ideas of Science, but also because it is closely related to the ways in which teachers should help children develop scientific understanding.

Nevertheless, teachers’ adequate conceptual understanding of the Big Ideas of Science is regarded as central to effective teaching, since without it teachers ‘are not in a good position to guide children to materials and activities which develop their understanding’ (Harlen, 2000, p. 229). Furthermore, like “small range” constructivism, this one also appears to draw on a cognitivist view of mind. It treats knowledge as a property of the individual, and as stored in the head in the form of cognitive structures that stand in one-to-one correspondence with the real world. There is an assumption that such knowledge can be used independently of the situation in which it was acquired. This is evident in the approaches used for defining teachers’ adequacy of knowledge. These methods are discussed in the next section.

Methods for defining teachers' adequacy of the Big Ideas of Science

The method used for determining teachers’ adequate knowledge of the Big Ideas of science is similar to the Interview-About-Instances method described earlier (see Harlen, 1996; Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996). During such interviews, teachers are presented with events associated with specific Big Ideas of Science. The means for presenting the chosen events to teachers are either coloured photographs, or simple equipment; and the related Big Ideas of science provide the framework for
analysing teachers’ responses. For example, in order to explore teachers’ understanding of energy and electricity, they were presented with a battery-operated circuit which included a switch and a bulb (Harlen, 1996). This event was the focus of the interview which aimed to explore teachers’ understanding of the following Big Ideas of science: 'Current flow needs a circuit of suitable materials', 'switches make and break the circuit' and 'the battery supplies electrical energy which is changed in the bulb to heat/light energy' (ibid. p. 6). During these interviews, teachers are asked to discuss the particular event and to arrive at a 'collaborative explanation' for the event, that is an explanation that is satisfactory for both the teacher and the interviewer.

Helping teachers in their explanations differentiates this approach to teachers’ adequacy of subject knowledge from the previous one, in which teachers were not offered any kind of support. This is judged to be appropriate here because what is taken as teachers’ knowledge is not the knowledge that teachers appear already to possess but the understanding that they can achieve under the guidance of another more capable adult, and within the teachers' zone of proximal development.

Thus, during discussions of a particular event, in some cases the teacher will provide the information and in other cases the interviewer will propose ideas to test out. In this way, the teacher not only develops his/her conceptual understanding but also his/her procedural understanding of science (see Harlen, 2000). Of course, not all of the Big Ideas included in the primary Science National Curriculum are easily understood by primary teachers. For example, it has been argued (see Harlen, 1996) that ideas such as 'current flow needs a circuit of suitable materials', 'switches make and break the circuit' are easily understood by most primary
teachers, whereas the Big Idea ‘the battery supplies electrical energy which is changed in the bulb to heat/light energy’ is less easily understood. Nevertheless, it has also been suggested that ‘given the opportunity, teachers can come to a scientific view of many things, linking up their existing experience, using their common sense’ (Harlen, 2000, p. 229).

Teachers’ ability to produce an explanation for a specific event, either individually or collaboratively, defines their adequacy of subject knowledge. It also implies that teachers’ ability to use a Big Idea of science to explain correctly a limited number of events defines their ability to use correctly the same Big Idea in the future.

Issues arising from teachers’ adequate knowledge of the Big Ideas of Science

A first issue relates to the assumption that teachers’ ability to explain correctly a limited number of events associated with a Big Idea of science implies their ability to use correctly the same concept in the future. As mentioned earlier, this seems to assume that language mirrors reality and that teachers’ minds function like computers which manipulate symbols that correspond to an external reality. This neglects the fact that in explaining a particular situation, judgments are involved which may not always make possible the correct retrieval of a specific Big Idea of science. Such judgments may depend on teachers’ perception and interpretation of the specific situation. Thus, even if a teacher’s responses to interview questions indicate his/her adequate understanding of a Big Idea of Science, it is still possible
that he/she may make inappropriate links between existing understanding and future instances associated with it.

It should be noted here that teachers' perception and interpretation of a particular situation seem to be taken into account during the process of helping teachers construct a scientific understanding of the specific situation. Harlen (1996), for example, argues that during interviews which aim to explore teachers' understanding of certain Big Ideas of Science, the interviewee was checking constantly that what was suggested made sense to the teacher in terms of the evidence presented and other evidence that could be recalled. However, teachers' perception and interpretation of a situation do not seem to be considered important after teachers have acquired the correct scientific understanding. And this is probably because from a social constructivist perspective social influences are seen as the means for acquiring abstract knowledge, their influence in applying such knowledge is given less attention.

Another issue relates to the assumption that the knowledge which teachers display understanding of in interviews and questionnaires would be adequate for teaching effectively the same concepts to children in classroom contexts. Unlike the previous approach, this one emphasises the need for teachers to possess adequate conceptual and procedural knowledge of science. However, their adequacy of knowledge is still determined according to teachers' responses to interview questions in which the problem that a teacher is asked to solve is clearly stated and has one correct answer. Furthermore, the process by which the correct answer is produced is also closely defined. It involves testing out an idea that may explain the situation in order to find out whether it actually explains it or not. As I argued
earlier in this chapter, it is possible that the events that a teacher may encounter during teaching will be ill-defined and need to be framed as problems before they can be solved. Children's questions and ideas about scientific concepts or phenomena may be expressed within contexts that are far more ambiguous and complex than those depicted in the events teachers are asked to respond to in interviews. Moreover, such situations may not have one correct answer and the process which teachers may decide to use in order to respond to such situations may not be closely defined. It may involve framing and reframing the problem, trying out a number of different concepts to explain it, testing hypotheses discussing the instance with colleagues or reading about specific concepts in resource textbooks, etc.

Both constructivist approaches to teachers' subject knowledge that have been discussed imply a universalistic view of scientific knowledge: the idea that the concepts of science are abstract, precise entities which can be internalised into the mind of the individual teacher. Moreover, both approaches treat teachers' understanding of subject knowledge as dichotomous: as either adequate or inadequate. They further treat this as acquired, commodity-like knowledge that is essentially decontextualised and available to be used across situations. However, some recent developments in the study of cognition emphasise that the construction of knowledge cannot be seen independently from the situation in which it arises. Sociocultural approaches to cognition offer a rather different picture of knowledge, understanding and learning, one which may have important implications for how teachers' adequacy of science knowledge is defined. These alternative approaches are discussed in the next sections.
Sociocultural approaches to knowledge and understanding

Sociocultural approaches to cognition (e.g. Brown & Palinscar, 1989; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989; Wertsch, 1985) appeared in the late 1970s and 1980s, and share the assumption that 'robust understanding and knowledge are socially constructed through collaborative talk in and around meaningful, whole activities (including their tasks, problems and tools' (Roth, 1999, p. 11).

Such theories have been inspired by the work of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky and other psychologists of the so-called 'Vygotsky school' (Backhurst, 1988). Vygotsky's work primarily contrasted practical ways of thinking associated with traditional society and the more theoretical and abstract ways of thinking introduced by modern educational institutions. Thus, it was directed toward modernisation and the learning of 'abstract "scientific" concepts' (Bredo, 1997, p. 36). Although it is difficult to generalise across this tradition as a whole, it is possible to describe the main theoretical insights which seem to be endorsed by all psychologists of the Vygotsky school. In particular, Vygotsky's theory is concerned with the social development of mind: the ways in which a person's higher mental functions develop through social interaction (Axel, 1992). These higher mental functions - the mental capabilities such as thinking, believing, remembering, wishing, desiring, hoping, imagining, and so on - are embedded in or mediated by language (Backhurst, 1988). Language is an essentially social phenomenon, in the sense that it presupposes the existence of a set of shared social meanings (e.g. the theoretical propositions of physics) against which any communicative act has its reality. Such sets of shared social meanings are the
products of a *culture*. Cultures are constituted by the socially significant forms of activity of a community: ‘historically evolved human attributes, abilities and modes of behaviour’ (Leont’ev, 1983 cited in Davidov, 1988, p. 23).

Within Vygotsky’s theory, it is only through the appropriation of such socially significant forms of activity that the individual becomes capable of the higher mental functions. *Activity*, therefore, becomes the unit of analysis; it is the mediating agent between the individual and culture/society. Thus, knowledge about the world develops as individuals become ‘functioning members of communities in which they learn first how to make sense of others before they become Selves’ (Roth, 1999, p. 10).

This is taken to mean that higher mental functions must be understood as internalised forms of social activity. On such a view, *appropriation* is a process in which these social activities are translated from the social plane onto the individual plane, where they emerge in restructured form as the individual’s higher mental functions (Backhurst, 1988). This transformation of cultural to individual knowledge takes place in the *zone of proximal development* (ZPD). In this endeavour, linguistic expressions become the *means* by which individuals construct understanding of a situation and participate in the activities of a particular community. When there is problem in acting, the meaning of these expressions has to be negotiated and socially constructed. Thus, within Vygotsky’s theory individual actions and mental representations are understandable as integral elements of the activity systems in which they function, take shape, and which they in turn constitute (Engestörm, 1988). Thought and speech are instruments for the planning and carrying out of tasks, just as eyes and hands are. And, in this way,
Vygotsky conceptualised 'a unity of perception, speech and action which leads to the internalisation of the sensory field' (Roth, 1999, p. 13).

Influenced by Vygotsky's theory, sociocultural approaches to cognition hold that 'what we take as knowledge and how we think and express ideas are the products of the interaction of groups of people over time' (Putman & Borko, 2000, p. 5). It is important to note here that like cognitivist perspectives, sociocultural approaches are also concerned with the individual's understanding of the body of knowledge produced by a particular community (e.g. the scientific community). However, unlike cognitivist approaches to mind, which consider the concepts and ideas expressed in language as representing the situations they describe - and, therefore, as having an existence independent from the situation in which they were produced - sociocultural theories view the concepts and ideas expressed in language as the products of a particular line of inquiry which take their meaning from the context of this inquiry.

Thus, language is seen as providing the means or tools for social coordination and adaptation (e.g. Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Putman & Borko, 2000). Throughout their lives, individuals participate in various communities, ranging from scholarly disciplines such as science and history to groups of people sharing a common interest, including those operating in particular classrooms. Each of these communities, provide the tools which its members use to interpret and negotiate their interpretations with other members of the same community, thereby enabling them to continue to act successfully in the activities of this community. Thus, as individuals participate in the activities of a community, they use particular tools to make sense of specific situations, developing in this way their understanding of the
particular tool and the situation itself. In this way, individuals develop rich networks of links between specific tools and situations, which are used to make sense of future related situations. And because situations are not fixed or identical, each time an individual uses a tool to construct understanding of a new situation that resembles an old one, he/she develops a better understanding of both the tool and the situation itself. As Brown, Collins & Duguid (1989) put it:

People who use tools actively rather than just acquire them build an increasingly rich implicit understanding of the world in which they use the tools and of the tools themselves. The understanding, both of the world and of the tool, continually changes as a result of their interaction (p. 33).

An important implication of sociocultural approaches to knowledge is that an individual's understanding of the concepts, theories and ideas of a particular community is a dynamic process resulting from acting in situations and negotiating with other members of the community. Furthermore, such understanding is constructed first on a social plane before it becomes internalised by the individual, and is best described as an 'evolving spiral' (Murphy, personal communication), in which lower mental functions (e.g. concepts and facts, and simple process skills) and higher mental functions (problem-solving procedural knowledge, complex concepts, perception, remembering, etc.) develop interdependently as individuals participate in socially and culturally organised activities. For example, in their attempts to act successfully in an activity of a specific scientific community, individuals may initially perceive the task as unfamiliar and feel unable to understand it. On such occasions, the situation in which the blockage occurs forms the practical background for the thinking.
This is a completely different approach from understanding being treated as involving a static set of rules and procedures that solve problems, as within cognitivist approaches to mind (Bredo, 1999). Individuals may decide to examine the actual site of the problem, to look around, negotiate it with other members of the community, choose which tools could be used to make sense of it, to help determine the nature of the problem. Testing the proposed solution involves practical action to see whether anticipated consequences occur, that may lead to further thinking, testing and acting until a solution is reached which is acceptable to the members of the particular community. Following on from this, sociocultural theorists emphasise the contingency of understanding. They argue that because knowledge as organised for a particular task can never be sufficiently detailed, sufficiently precise to anticipate exactly the conditions of action, the individual needs to be prepared to deal with contingency. As Keller & Keller (1993) put it:

An individual's knowledge is simultaneously to be regarded as representational and emergent, prepatterned and aimed at coming to terms with actions and products that go beyond the already known (p. 127).

Sociocultural perspectives direct our attention not to the individual who tries to build understanding independent of others, but instead to individuals as they 'become functioning members of communities before they become Selves' (Roth, 1999, p. 10). It is important to note here that, unlike cognitivist theories which assume that novices' ability to understand the expert depends on the possession of identical cognitive structures or representations of the task, within sociocultural perspectives novices' ability to understand the expert depends on their ability to engage in the activities of the relevant community (Roth, 1999). Thus, the crucial aspect of achievement is to 'perform, not to talk about performance' (ibid. p. 12).
Sociocultural approaches to cognition seem to have similarities with the view of how scientists' understand scientific concepts which was suggested by Thomas Kuhn (1970; 1997) and developed further by Barry Barnes (1982). According to this view, the concepts and laws of science are tools or conventional representations of the physical environment which are used to group, order and pattern the objects and processes encountered in nature according to their similarities and differences. Understanding of these conventions is acquired by carrying out paradigmatic procedures, which highlight the relations of similarities and differences currently accepted by the specific scientific community. From this point of view, paradigms, that is to say the problem-solutions that students and scientists encounter during their education or research career as exemplars of how the specific scientific community does its job, are the means by which new members of the scientific community acquire understanding of scientific generalizations. And, because instances of these generalisations are not all identical, this understanding is not static but dynamic: it develops each time a scientist uses a tool to solve a particular problem. Moreover, there are sometimes problems where nothing seems the natural concept to apply. And, this is because each time a scientist decides to use a tool in a new situation, he/she needs to assert resemblance between the new situation and a previous one. The idea of resemblance involves the individual's judgment that similarity outweighs difference. And this judgment arises from the 'the routine operation of the agent's own perception and cognition – something which is contingent and revisable' (Barnes, 1982, p. 26). For Kuhn and Barnes, misconceptions are seen as part of learning how to do science rather than as a deficit in the acquisition of a correct description of the properties of a specific science concept.
Sociocultural approaches to knowledge and understanding of science

Sociocultural theorists describe the process by which novices become functioning members of a particular scientific community in terms of enculturing learners into the practices of a particular community (e.g. the scientific community), so that novices learn, through cognitive apprenticeship, 'the language, behaviours and other culturally determined patterns of communication of the scientific community' (Roth, 1993, p. 147; see also Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Cobb, 1994; Roth, 1995).

The metaphor of enculturation is associated with situated practice theory. This theory, while it is related to Vygotsky's perspective, is quite distinctive because it considers cognition not solely as a property of individuals, but as 'being 'distributed' or 'stretched over' (Lave, 1988) the individual, other persons, and various artifacts such as physical and symbolic tools' (Putman, & Borko, 2000, p. 5). Work on situated practice focuses on everyday ways of thinking and knowing: the ways in which individuals solve problems that arise in the performance of everyday activities of the community of practice to which they belong (Bredo, 1997). In particular, it argues that problems found in everyday activities, such as those which arise when Liberian tailors learn to sew (Lave, 1988) or when grocery shoppers compare prices are complex and often ill-structured; they may not provide all the information needed or they might provide so much that the problem-solver has to make crucial decisions about which information to use as a basis for a solution (see also Roth, 1999). In such situations, individuals appear to use a variety of problem-solving approaches, depending on the specific situation (Bredo, 1997 see also Scribner, 1985).
Furthermore, it has been suggested (see Roth, 1999) that problems which might be considered by outsiders as identical tasks were solved by means of different strategies. This indicates an inextricability of tasks from the setting so that, ‘in effect, problems always changed with the setting and thus became different problems altogether’ (ibid. p.15). Thus, within situated practice, learning and knowing lie in the relationship between the individual and the environment, where environment refers to ‘the physical environment, historical and cultural surroundings, as well as more internal aspects such as problem solvers’ beliefs relevant at the moment’ (Roth, 1999, p. 15). And, since learning and knowing involve changes in activity in an environment co-constructed with others, they are considered to be distributed phenomena rather than residing in the heads of individuals (see Roth, 1999).

Drawing on situated practice theory, sociocultural theorists often argue that novices become functional members of a particular scientific community of practice as they observe and practice in situ the behaviour of members of this community (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Roth, 1995). Brown, Collins, & Duguid (1989), for instance, argue that following extended membership in the activities of a culture, novices pick up relevant jargon, imitate behaviour, and gradually start to act in accordance with its norms (see also Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). From this point of view, learning a subject, such as physics, involves more than introducing learners to abstracts concepts and self-contained examples. It involves exposing novices to the ways in which the members of a scientific community look at the world and how they use their conceptual and procedural tools to solve well and ill-defined problems. Initially, such exposure is
expected to help learners develop a *tacit* understanding of what makes a relevant scientific question or what is legitimate or illegitimate behaviour in a particular activity.

Novices become fully-fledged members of a specific scientific community as they participate in *joint authentic activities* with experts, during which, they learn, through a process of cognitive apprenticeship, how to conduct research from the beginning, through to the end of a research project (Roth, 1999). And, this involves learning about the tools of science, about how to identify a problem and how to proceed to its solution, by trying out different concepts, raising questions, testing a proposed idea, negotiating and discussing the proposed solution with other members of their community until a solution is sought which is acceptable by the other members of the community. Here, sociocultural theorists, drawing on situated practice theory, argue that there is no difference between scientists' rationality and that of everyday practitioners, such as shoppers and tailors. People from all these groups use logical thinking to solve practical problems, and in doing this they turn out to be good not only at inventing and using tools but also in the resourceful use they make of their surroundings (Roth, 1999).

It should be noted here that the term *authentic activities* is used to refer to both *personal* and *cultural authenticity*. Personal authenticity means that that in order for learning to occur problems cannot be given to individuals by experts but need to be conceived as problems or *dilemmas* by the novices (see Lave, 1988). In turn, cultural authenticity suggests that the activities that learners are engaged in need to 'have a large degree of resemblance with the activities in which core members of a community actually engage' (Roth, 1999, p.16). Here, sociocultural theorists are
influenced by a view of science as practice, according to which scientific culture is 
made up of all sorts of bits and pieces - material, social, and conceptual - that do not 
stand in any unitary relation to one another. The problems that scientists solve in 
the laboratory are frequently ill-structured; they may not provide all the information 
needed or they provide so much that the scientist has to make crucial decisions 
about which information to use as a basis for a solution. In such situations, 
scientists appear to use a variety of problem-solving approaches depending on the 
material, conceptual and social resources available. On such a view, the production 
of instruments, facts and interpretations of phenomena is collaboratively 
constructed, meanings and courses of action are negotiated, determined by majority 
vote, or dictated by someone in power by bringing together the material, conceptual 
and social elements available in specific settings (e.g. Latour & Woolgar, 1979; 

Sociocultural theorists do not exclude the explicit instruction of scientific concepts, 
skills and procedures of a particular scientific community of practice. They do, 
however, stress that the essence of an individual’s knowledge is its functionality: 
the ability to employ knowledge as a resource in order to achieve situated, 
contextualised goals emanating from problem-solving situations in the communities 
of practice to which they belong (see Greeno, Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1999).

Sociocultural theorists do not explicitly deal with the notion of adequacy of 
teachers’ subject knowledge. It is possible, however, to draw some implications 
about this from the main ideas that underly sociocultural perspectives. These 
implications are discussed in the next section.
Implications for defining primary teachers' adequacy of subject knowledge

From a sociocultural perspective, scientific knowledge is a resource: a set of tools that take on meaning only in a context of application. On such a view, teachers' understanding of subject knowledge is dynamic: it consists of a rich network of links between the ways in which a particular concept is used in a number of different situations and of the situations themselves. This network would develop and change each time a teacher uses a particular concept to act successfully in a specific situation. Furthermore, from a sociocultural perspective teachers' understanding of subject knowledge would be seen as representational and emergent, with the aim being to come to terms with actions and products that go beyond the already known. And, it would be described as an evolving spiral, in which simple concepts, facts and process skills and complex concepts, procedural knowledge, perception, remembering and feelings of uncertainty develop interdependently as teachers participate in socially and culturally organised activities.

It is important to say here that teachers can be seen to participate in the activities of different communities of practice such as that formed by primary teachers in a school, that made up of teachers and mentors in in-service education courses, and that constituted by the teacher interacting with children in a particular classroom. Indeed, sociocultural theorists emphasise that learning is a process of boundary crossing mediated by access to different communities of practice (Lave, 1993; Engestörm, Engestörm, & Karkhainen, 1995). Furthermore, they point out that developing expertise is a matter of social relationships and identities within different communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), in which novices learn
how to use tools of various kinds to solve the problems of the specific community. Following on from this, sociocultural theorists argue that increasing access and participation, within and between different communities of practice, would increase ‘individual and collective knowledgeability’ (Guile & Young, 1998, p.114). Given this, it can be suggested that one way to determine adequacy of teachers’ subject knowledge is functionality: their ability to make decisions on which concepts are more appropriate to use and how these should be used in order to perform successfully in problem solving situations that can be either well or ill-defined. On such a view, adequacy of knowledge is determined according to their ability to perform successfully in problem solving situations of different communities of practice, including situations that arise as they participate in their science classroom communities.

It should be noted here, that some sociocultural theorists have used interviews to assess secondary students’ knowledge of aspects of physical science (Welzel & Roth, 1998; see also Roth, 1996; McGinn & Roth, 1997). In particular, Welzel & Roth (1998) carried out interviews with 13 grade 6-7 students at the end of a four-month classroom unit on simple machines. Prior to and at the end of the unit, students were tested in a number of ways which included their responses to paper-and-pencil questions about three real-life situations that illustrated applications of levers, pulleys and inclined planes. The interviews were aimed at ‘eliciting elaborations of students’ written answers and observing students’ responses to these questions, with the goal of assessing the maximum level of complexity that interviewees can enact at a specific moment in time’ (p.40). Furthermore, these interviews were designed to take into account the dynamic and situated nature of
cognition by regulating the complexity of the tasks that were offered to the students, allowing students sufficient time for situated cognition development, and by explicitly participating in the cognitive activities of the interviewees. Nevertheless, the researchers argue that given the situated and dynamic nature of cognition interviewees' responses are mediated by the contingencies of the interview situation. Thus, for these researchers interviews 'can only provide clues to ongoing cognitive processes' (Welzel, & Roth, 1998, p. 40).

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have explored two constructivist approaches to defining adequacy of teachers' subject knowledge. I argued that these are both influenced by a universalistic view of knowledge and a cognitivist view of mind. They treat scientific knowledge as a set of abstract, well-defined entities expressed in a set of propositions that have a one-to-one correspondence with the external world, and assume that once conceptual understanding of a scientific concept is acquired it can be applied independently from the situation in which it was initially understood. While both approaches share this view of knowledge and understanding, they differ in their interpretation of how teachers' knowledge develops and of the relation between conceptual and procedural understanding of science. In turn, these differences have implications for determining what form teachers' science subject knowledge should take.
Thus, for "small range" constructivists, teachers' knowledge in science develops in a sequential manner: the concepts, facts and practical problem skills (lower functions of cognition) are basic in teachers' knowledge, and exist as prerequisites to learning more complex or higher-order functions of cognition, such as complex concepts and problem-solving procedural knowledge (the scientific skills and procedures that are needed to collect and interpret evidence in order to address scientific problems). Following on from this, "small range" constructivists, argue that teachers' subject knowledge needs to consist of a limited range of simple science concepts and practical process skills, and these should be introduced to teachers during in-service courses.

By contrast, the second approach to teacher's subject knowledge (Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; Harlen, 1999, 2000) adopt a socio-constructivist perspective on knowledge. This argues that teachers' subject knowledge of science consists of a network of links between scientific concepts and experience, which can be extended as teachers make new links between scientific concepts and ways of acting and interpreting evidence. On such a view, procedural knowledge is the means for acquiring conceptual knowledge. In other words, for "big ideas" constructivists, knowledge of how to do science develops interactively with knowledge of the concepts of science. Thus, this approach places importance on problem solving aspects of procedural knowledge, those which in the first approach would be considered higher order. In turn, teachers' subject knowledge is treated as involving a range of broad scientific principles (The 'Big Ideas' of science) and a particular approach to doing science. In line with this, it is argued that the education of teachers should offer them opportunities to develop adequate understanding of
problem-solving, not just because it helps them to extend their own understanding of science and respond effectively to children's questions, but also because it is central to children's learning of science.

Despite their differences, both approaches treat teachers' understanding of scientific knowledge as dichotomous: as either adequate or inadequate. They further treat this as acquired, commodity-like knowledge that is essentially decontextualised and available to be used across situations. This is evident in their approaches to the assessment of adequacy of teachers' subject knowledge, which they define according to a teachers' ability to retrieve or collaboratively achieve the correct scientific knowledge and apply it in their explanations of well-defined situations that are included in interviews and/or questionnaires. From this point of view, both approaches to teacher expertise assume that once teachers acquire adequate understanding, of either a set of simple concepts or of a range of broad scientific principles, they are able to apply these in the classroom with the use of appropriate means.

In the course of discussion, I identified a number of problems with these views. One is that the process of knowing is often messier, more fraught with ambiguity than their views of knowledge and learning allow. In responding to a situation associated with a particular scientific concept, teachers may have to exercise judgments which cannot be easily codified or made explicit. Such judgments often involve processes of interpretation and negotiation of the situation at hand. Another problem is that their views of adequacy of teachers' subject knowledge assume that all problems are well-defined: that they have one correct answer, and can be solved either by the retrieval of the correct scientific concept or by the application of a
straight-forward scientific procedure. Yet, quite often problems are not well-defined, and may need to be reframed before they can be solved. Children's questions are often expressed in contexts that are confusing or ambiguous, and have to be worked into problems that can be addressed in scientific terms.

These criticisms derive from sociocultural perspectives of knowledge and learning, which stress the situated nature of knowledge, and the complex interdependence of knowledge and action. These perspectives assume that the concepts, theories and ideas of a scientific community are tools: the products of a particular line of inquiry which can only take on meaning in that context. Drawing on Vygotsky's work, they stress that an individual's understanding of the concepts, theories and ideas of a particular community is a dynamic process resulting from acting in situations and negotiating with other members of the community. Furthermore, they argue that understanding is constructed first on the social plane before it becomes internalized by the individual, and is best described as an evolving spiral, in which lower mental functions (e.g. simple concepts, facts, and routine skills) and higher mental functions (procedural knowledge, complex concepts, perception, remembering etc) develop interdependently, as individuals participate in the authentic activities of communities of practice. Moreover, understanding is regarded as representational and emergent, with the aim being to come to terms with actions and products that go beyond the already known. From this point of view, teachers' subject knowledge consists of a rich network of links between the ways in which concepts are used in particular situations and the situations themselves. From this point of view, teachers' subject knowledge is regarded as functional: as a set of tools that they need to use skilfully in order to achieve specific goals. In turn, teachers
develop functional knowledge through a process of enculturation into different communities of practice where they form social relationships and transform their identities.
CHAPTER 3

THE PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENT

INTRODUCTION

As I pointed out in Chapter 1, teacher expertise is sometimes seen as involving not just subject knowledge but also pedagogical content knowledge (see Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a; 1997b; Harlen, 1997). The notion of *pedagogical content knowledge* was introduced by Shulman (1986; 1987) to refer to the knowledge that teachers ought to possess in order to transform their own subject knowledge into a form appropriate for teaching.

The two constructivist approaches to primary science expertise that I discussed in the previous chapter both recognise the role of pedagogical content knowledge, though they view it differently. For “small range” constructivists, teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge comprises a body of separate components which specify in detail the knowledge and skills that primary teachers ought to possess in order to transfer their own knowledge of a small range of science concepts in the classroom, or make this ‘accessible to children’ (Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a, p. 111, see also Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997b). The researchers refer to this list of components as *teachers’ subject specific teaching knowledge* or *teaching knowledge*, and consider it to be an extension of Shulman’s pedagogical content knowledge.

By contrast, for “big ideas” constructivists emphasis is placed not on specific components that enable the transfer of subject knowledge in the classroom, but rather on teachers’ understanding of how to use their subject knowledge to support a *socio-
constructivist learning and teaching approach through which children construct their own understanding of the Big Ideas of Science (Harlen, 1997).

In the first part of this chapter I examine in detail the assumptions that appear to underlie each of these two approaches to pedagogical content knowledge. In the second part, I discuss the implications of sociocultural perspectives for this aspect of primary science expertise.

**Teachers' subject specific teaching knowledge**

For “small range” constructivists, the notion of teachers' subject specific teaching knowledge includes the following components:

- The conceptions and preconceptions that children of different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning of a topic.
- The strategies most likely to be fruitful in developing the understanding of learners.
- The most useful analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations and demonstrations.
- Appropriate scientific terms and language to use with children.
- What to emphasise (not just what is the case, but critically, what is not the case).
- How to simplify validly what are often very complex ideas.
- Simple technical knowledge of equipment to be used in children's investigations. (Summers et al., 1997b p. 332)

These seven components of teachers’ subject specific teaching knowledge are considered to be an extension of Shulman’s (1986) notion of pedagogical content knowledge, and are the outcome of a research project which aimed to identify the knowledge that primary teachers need in order to teach the topic of electricity effectively in primary classrooms (Summers et al., 1997a; Summers et al., 1997b). For Summers et al. adequacy of teachers’ subject specific teaching knowledge seems to be inferred from the degree of effectiveness of their teaching, which in turn, is
determined according to 'pupil learning outcomes' (Summers et al., 1997a, p.1) – the extent to which, following teaching, children’s understanding of specific scientific ideas conforms to or deviates from the scientific ideas laid down by the teacher at the beginning of the session. It has been suggested that children’s failure to acquire a specific scientific idea can be attributed to 'inadequate teaching knowledge' on the part of the teacher (ibid., p. 115).

For "small range" constructivists, teachers need to possess adequate knowledge of a small range of science concepts in order to be able to develop adequate subject specific teaching knowledge (Summers et al., 1997a, p. 112). It is this knowledge that enables teachers to select which aspects of the concepts ought to be taught, and to formulate them in a series of conceptual objectives. Setting conceptual objectives is seen as an essential part of the effective application of subject specific teaching knowledge. And, in setting conceptual objectives, teachers should be able to decompose their subject knowledge into smaller parts according to children’s age and abilities. As Summers et al. (1997a) put it, teachers should include in their conceptual objectives the 'simpler more limited form' (p. 23) of a specific piece of scientific knowledge. Moreover, teachers should be able to choose the right order for their conceptual objectives, since such objectives determine not only what knowledge children are to learn but also the sequence in which effective teaching of this knowledge can take place. It has been argued that presenting ideas in the wrong order detracts from the effectiveness of teaching (ibid. p.116). Teachers also ought to include in their conceptual objectives the teaching of practical problem-solving skills. Such skills include, for example, children's understanding of how to wire a circuit, or how to connect electric components in series and in parallel (see p. 21).
This emphasis on teachers’ ability to set appropriate conceptual objectives in terms of simple concepts and process skills indicates a sequentialist view of knowledge (see the discussion in Chapter 2). For “small range” constructivists, simple concepts, facts and routine skills are basic in children’s knowledge, and exist as prerequisites to learning more abstract concepts and the scientific processes and procedures that are needed to collect and interpret evidence in order to address scientific problems (problem-solving procedural knowledge) (see Murphy, et al., 2000). Indeed, Summers et al. (1997a) argue that once children acquire the necessary scientific knowledge, they can then apply it in solving more complex problems, such as the building of an electric device which indicates when it is raining (p. 21).

It is argued that because primary teachers often lack adequate subject knowledge, they are often unable to develop adequate subject specific teaching knowledge. Following on from this, “small range” constructivists claim that in order to ensure the effective teaching of primary science it is important for researchers to identify the aspects of scientific knowledge that teachers need, and are able to acquire, in relation to a particular scientific area, and the subject specific teaching knowledge that is necessary for teaching these aspects effectively to children. Once such knowledge is identified by researchers, it can be included into resource materials and/or be introduced to teachers during in-service training (INSET) courses, so as to be ‘transferred directly to the classroom’ (Summers et al., 1997a, p. 106).

This group of researchers, also seems to suggest that in order for teachers to be able to use effectively in their teaching the components of subject specific teaching knowledge, they must acquire adequate understanding of a particular interpretation of constructivist teaching, which should be presented to them during INSET courses. It is argued that the most effective teachers from those who participated in the INSET
course that was part of the research were the ones who used in their teaching of electricity the same teaching approach that was introduced to them during the course (see Summers et al., 1997a, p. 18). These teachers also employed in their teaching the representations of scientific concepts and most of the analogies, demonstrations, practical activities, etc. that were used by this group of researchers in teaching the in-service course.

At the core of the “small range” constructivists’ teaching approach is the belief that children’s everyday ideas about aspects of the physical world are ‘scientifically incorrect’ or misconceptions (Summers et al., 1997a, p. 94). They argue, for example, that scientific concepts are ‘the imaginative constructions of some of the greatest minds which have ever lived’ (Summers & Mant, 1995), and therefore, it should not be expected that they can be discovered by children through practical work. Following on, this group of researchers argues that, in order to change children’s misconceptions towards a desired scientific concept, the classroom teacher must a) explicitly tell children and show them the desired scientific view prior to children’s engagement with practical activities and b) contrast children’s misconceptions with scientific evidence during practical activities. Commenting on their approach to the effective teaching of primary science, Summers et al. (1997a) argue that it relies on ‘getting the right mix’ between ‘ready-made scientific explanations’ and asking children ‘to make their own interpretations, speculations and predictions’ (p. 116).

In the next section, I provide some examples of the ways in which primary teachers are encouraged to use their subject specific teaching knowledge of electricity during teaching. The examples derive from the guide for primary science that was published by Summers, Kruger, & Mant (1997a) as an outcome of their research project.
Subject specific teaching knowledge for teaching aspects of electricity effectively to children

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, for “small range” constructivists the teaching of a particular science session or a series of sessions proceeds according to a set of conceptual objectives. To achieve each conceptual objective the teachers are expected to select the most appropriate means and practical activities prior to teaching. For example, one of the teachers who participated in the project (Summers et al., 1997a) started the teaching of electricity to her Year 7 children with the following two conceptual objectives:

1. An electric circuit is a pathway which must be complete for a current to be present
2. An electric current consists of electrons moving in one direction (Summers et al., 1997a, p. 21).

In order to achieve her first conceptual objective, the teacher gave the children the task of making a bulb light in a simple circuit. After the children had completed the practical task, the teacher asked them several questions aimed at eliciting children’s misconceptions of what was happening to the electricity in the circuit and what they thought electricity is. Some of these questions were: ‘What is electricity?, ‘What do you think it looks like?’ (p. 26). Children expressed a range of ideas (e.g. electricity travels from the battery into the bulb and stays there, electricity is wavy lines or clusters of white sparks). These were accepted but not discussed further by the classroom teacher, although she took care to ensure that the children understood the electrical pathway inside the bulb-and battery holders.

To achieve her second conceptual objective, the teacher presented the children with the ‘scientific’ view that electricity ‘consists of electrons (already present in the wires) and an electric current is these electrons moving in one direction’ (p. 27). She did this by using a visual aid on a flip chart to portray electrons as ‘dots’ in the
wire. For Summers et al. (1997a), 'matching the already familiar with the new' is expected to cause some progress in the child's learning towards the correct scientific concept (p. 116).

"Small range" constructivists stress that it is important that teachers use appropriate scientific language in their explanations of scientific concepts, and are very careful in their choice of everyday words to facilitate their explanations (p. 114). Teachers are also encouraged to combine their verbal description of these ideas with suitable visual aids. It has been pointed out, for instance, that teachers who used visual aids, such as flip charts, were more effective than teachers who described verbally the same concept to the children (p. 116). Moreover, Summers et al. place particular emphasis on the teacher's use of analogies and demonstrations for 'reinforcing' and 'developing' children's understanding of already scientific ideas (p. 31). For example, the same teacher later in her teaching in order to reinforce children's understanding of the 'battery as a 'pusher or electrons' (p. 31), used an upturned bicycle placed on a table, and drew children's attention to the similarities between the ways in which the pedals provide the push on the bicycle chain, and the ways in which the battery is the pusher of electrons in an electric circuit.

Within this teaching approach teachers are encouraged to 'revisit continuously' (p. 112) their conceptual objectives, so as to offer children opportunities to consolidate their understanding of an already introduced concept. During revision of a conceptual objective, the teacher's role is to elicit children's possibly continuing misconceptions and to advance them towards the desired scientific concept, either through classroom discussion or by engaging them in practical work. For example, the teacher above wanted to revisit her conceptual objective that an electric current consists of electrons moving in one direction (p. 29). Therefore, she asked the
children to express their ideas about what is happening to the electricity in a simple circuit that included a battery and a bulb. Although, most children were able to explain that a complete circuit is needed for the bulb to light, one child expressed the view that the electrons go along one of the wires only as far as the bulb. The teacher next emphasised to the rest of the class that if that child’s idea was correct, ‘you don’t need this wire then, do you?, and then ask children to predict ‘What happens if you take it off’ (p. 29). Through further classroom discussion the correct scientific explanation was offered by some children. It was intended that the contrast between the scientific explanation and the child’s misconception would convince all the children to accept the scientific view.

From this point of view, the role of practical activities, then, is to modify children’s misconceptions towards the scientific view. Practical activities are organised in a structured way to enable learners to arrive at the same endpoint. For example, during the discussion described above about the direction of electric current in a simple circuit, some children seemed to hold the conception that current is used up as it passes through the bulb. In order to help them change their ideas for the desired one, the teacher offered them a simple circuit and ammeters and asked them to measure the amount of electricity in the wires by placing the meters at different points in the circuit. The teacher told the children where to place the ammeters, so that they could confirm that the measurement was the same all over the circuit. Their seeing that the measurement was the same all across all the circuit was expected to convince learners to accept the scientific view. And, it is argued that this should be encouraged by the teacher during discussion following the practical activity, by emphasising not only the scientific view but also what is not the scientific view (p. 112).

Following on from this, Summers et al. argue that it is important that the
classroom teacher selects appropriate practical activities and has adequate knowledge of technical equipment, so as to enable the children to see the appropriate scientific evidence.

It is possible, of course, that children may still retain their misconceptions after their engagement with practical activities. It is argued that, on such occasions, further scientific evidence should be provided to them by the classroom teacher. For example, at the end of the previous activity one child (Neil), 'still firmly believed the electrons traveled from each end of the battery and met in the bulb' (p. 30, emphasis in the original). In the following session, in order to help the child change his belief, the teacher introduced devices which allow electrons to pass through them in one direction. Use of these devices 'convinced Neil of the scientific view that the electrons' direction was towards the bulb on one side and away from it in the other' (p. 31, emphasis in the original).

In the next section I want to raise some questions about the assumptions involved in this constructivist view of teachers' subject specific knowledge, relating to the view of the learner and of the learning process. I will also assess the implications of this view for the teaching of primary science.

**Questionable assumptions involved in the notion of teachers' subject specific teaching knowledge**

As I mentioned earlier, for “small range” constructivists children acquire knowledge of scientific concepts through the teacher explicitly telling them about and demonstrating the desired concepts. This assumption, however, seems to confuse a constructive with a passive view of the learner and the learning process. On the one
hand, it seems to draw on the Piagetian principle that children are capable of constructing everyday ideas about aspects of the physical world and that the reconstruction of their ideas requires conceptual change. On the other hand, it ignores the constructivist principle that in order for conceptual change to occur, learners need to be offered opportunities to reflect on and problematise their everyday ideas, so as to determine the value of their conceptual structures by judging how well they 'fit' with their experiences and how well they enable them to solve problems they experience (see Murphy, et al., 2000; von Glasersfeld, 1989). In Summers et al work, there is no evidence that children's ideas become available for reflection during the learning process. For example, although teachers' knowledge of children's misconceptions and the elicitation of such misconnections is the starting point of teaching, the aim of elicitation is to help the teacher assess children's existing knowledge against specific conceptual objectives, rather than to engage children in discussion and reflection.

"Small range" constructivists seem to assume that conceptual change is induced by the teacher using the most appropriate means to present children with the desired scientific view, and by engaging them with practical activities which are well structured in order to provide children with accurate scientific evidence. It is expected that the presentation of the scientific view, and subsequent scientific evidence, will convince learners to accept the correct scientific concept. In turn, this assumption implies a sequential-computational view of mind (Bredo, 1997; see also the discussion in Chapter 2). It suggests the existence of an inherently structured world with distinct and clearly identifiable phenomena that can be easily restructured inside the individual's head. On such a view, children are treated as passive
recipients of scientific knowledge who only acquire an adequate representation of a scientific explanation by being told or shown it (see Roth, et al., 1997).

In this respect, the form of teaching implied by this conception of pedagogical content knowledge parallels transmission teaching (see Torff, 1999). The teacher’s role can be best described as the deliverer of the scientific knowledge and simple process skills that he/she has included in the conceptual objectives. It has been argued, though, that seeing the world around us in terms of specific objects and properties is not a self-evident process; and that children structure their world differently from their teachers (ibid. see also Roth et al., 1997). Moreover, it has been pointed out that all observation involves interpretation (e.g. Feyerabend, 1975; Hanson, 1965), and that interpretation arises from the interplay of existing understanding and the world. In other words, what one can understand depends on what one already knows. This suggests that children who do not yet have the relevant background may be unable to see what a particular scientific explanation, analogy, or practical activity is showing (see Roth, et al., 1997).

Furthermore, many constructivist researchers suggest that if children are not offered opportunities to think about their ideas and about how they have arrived at their ideas, and also about why and how the scientific evidence provided suggests a better way for solving problems than their own, then it may still be possible that children will carry on using their everyday ideas about a scientific concept in explaining situations associated with it (see Larochelle & Bednarz, 1998; Murphy, et al., 2000).

In turn, the knowledge that children may have been shown to have acquired during teaching is tied to problems that have been clearly stated and required one correct answer. By contrast, the relevant situations they come into contact with subsequently
may be ill-defined; they may not provide all the information needed, or may provide so much information that the problem solver has to make crucial decisions about which information to use as the basis for a solution. From a sociocultural perspective, to achieve a solution to such problems, the learner may need first to examine the problem in order to determine its nature, to try out different concepts to explain it, to test a number of different hypotheses, to discuss the problem with other learners or to read about a range of scientific concepts. For this reason, despite having been taught a concept ‘effectively’, children may be unable to respond successfully to problem situations of the same kind in the future, unless these are a close match to those in which they were originally taught the concept.

A computational view of mind also appears to underpin Summers et al.’s approach to the ways in which teachers’ minds should operate during teaching, as they make use of the subject specific teaching knowledge that they acquired during an INSET course. It is assumed that this knowledge can be transferred directly to the classroom so as to ensure the effectiveness of teaching of specific scientific concepts. The assumption seems to be that all classroom situations where a particular scientific concept is taught are for practical purposes identical. However, classroom situations are not identical, and teachers often need to adapt their teaching to children’s needs. The analogies, practical activities, or scientific terms that teachers have used effectively in teaching a particular scientific concept to one class or group of children may not be appropriate for use with another class or group of children or with the same children on different occasions. Thus, even if teachers have effectively used their subject specific teaching knowledge of a scientific concept with a group of children this still leaves open the possibility that this knowledge may not be effective in teaching the same concept in the future.
Moreover, in selecting the means for representing a particular scientific concept to children, teachers must exercise judgments about which analogy, practical activity or scientific term is most appropriate to use in order to promote the children’s learning. Such judgments sometimes have to be made on the spot, as teachers respond to children’s questions. In such situations, teachers may have to develop new practical activities, or use different terms and analogies. Yet there is very little room for developing this kind of teachers’ understanding in Summers et al.’s notion of subject specific teaching knowledge. Indeed, primary teachers are advised to ignore any of the children’s questions that they are unable to answer.

A computational view of children’s and teachers’ minds is also associated with the claim made by Summers et al. that children’s failure to acquire adequate understanding of the scientific ideas included in the teacher’s conceptual objectives can be attributed to the teacher’s inadequate understanding of subject specific teaching knowledge. In their research project, children’s learning of a science concept was assessed before and after teaching, using paper-and-pencil tests and interviews similar to the ones used to assess teachers’ scientific knowledge. On each occasion, children’s learning outcomes were expressed on a scale ranging from 0 (little or no understanding) to 2 (good understanding). In order to determine the effectiveness of teaching, the score that children achieved after teaching was compared to the score children achieved prior to teaching. As I discussed in Chapter 2, comparing changes in the performance of the same learner over repeated tests, often assumes that the construction of knowledge and the process of learning take place inside the individual’s head and in isolation from processes of interpretation and perception of the problem presented in a question (see Bredo, 1997; 1999). However, if the learner has a different interpretation or perception of a given task.
judgments made about the child's performance could be misleading, because the learner may organise his/her thinking in different terms. From this point of view, learning outcomes which indicate that children failed to acquire a particular conceptual objective may not be the result of the teacher’s inadequate knowledge of subject specific teaching knowledge, or even children’s inability to acquire the specific piece of knowledge. Such outcomes may simply indicate that the children are thinking in a different and not necessarily inadequate way.

Pedagogical content knowledge needed for teaching the Big Ideas of Science

As noted earlier, a rather different approach to teachers' pedagogical content knowledge has been developed by “big ideas” constructivists (Harlen, 1997; 1999; 2000), concerned with the effective teaching of the ‘Big Ideas of Science’ which are included in the primary Science National Curriculum. Within this approach, the emphasis is placed not on the specification of a list of components that ensure the effective representation to children of the teacher's own subject knowledge but on teachers' understanding of how to use their conceptual and procedural understanding of science to support a socio-constructivist learning and teaching approach through which children construct understanding of the main ideas of science.

More specifically, drawing on a Piagetian constructivist view of the learner, Harlen explains that children bring ideas into the learning process which are the outcome of their attempts to solve problems that they have encountered in their everyday interactions with the physical world. Sometimes these ideas are referred to as ‘small ideas of science’ (Harlen, 2000, p.13) because they are specific to an event that
children describe or explain, whereas the 'Big Ideas' of science explain a wide range of phenomena. Such small ideas of science are the product of children's 'immature thinking and reasoning' (p. 57). Children, for example, do not use a systematic way of testing ideas against evidence like scientists do. Nevertheless, their ideas are the product of reasoning and make sense to the children themselves; they are viable in helping children to solve problems successfully. In this respect, for Harlen children are active and reflective learners (Harlen, 2000, p. 49). Moreover, like scientific ideas, children's ideas are viable as long as there is evidence to support them. When children encounter a perturbation relative to some expected result, they may be actively induced to reconstruct their small ideas of science so as to re-establish a relative equilibrium between previous knowledge and the new experience. Harlen stresses, however, that in order for children to reconstruct their small ideas of science towards a particular big idea of science they need to have developed procedural knowledge 'to the point of being scientific', prior to the testing of their ideas; otherwise, their ideas 'will not be properly tested and may be retained when they really do not fit the evidence' (p. 63). Children's procedural knowledge refers to their understanding of how to observe, raise questions, predict, hypothesise, plan and carry out an investigation, collect, interpret and communicate evidence.

Children's reconstruction of their small ideas of science can also take place as they interact with the ideas suggested to them by the classroom teacher. Indeed, Harlen (2000) argues that children should not be expected to acquire abstract scientific concepts by testing only their own ideas against evidence. If this were the case, 'there would be a danger of recycling ideas from limited experience and not making the headway that an input of new ideas might make possible' (p. 80). Harlen stresses, however, that any idea suggested to learners has to be put forward as an idea
to be tested out by them so as to enable them to judge for themselves that the new idea is more viable in explaining their own experiences compared to their existing understanding. Moreover, she points out that any learner’s interaction with the ideas of others should take place within that learner’s zone of proximal development. Thus, for Harlen, the process by which children acquire understanding of scientific principles is similar to the process by which teachers acquire scientific understanding (see the discussion in Chapter 2). Indeed, children’s scientific understanding is described in terms of a network of links between their scientific ideas and experience. This network increases as children create more links between their ideas and new experiences (see Harlen, 2000, p. 54).

For Harlen, as for “small range” constructivists, for teachers to be able to support effectively children’s acquisition of scientific ideas, they need to possess adequate subject knowledge. However, as I indicated in Chapter 2, for “big ideas” constructivists, this knowledge consists of teachers’ understanding of the Big Ideas of Science, and understanding of the processes and procedures that are involved in carrying out a well defined form of scientific investigation. Teachers’ adequate knowledge of the Big Ideas of science enables them to know the scientific understanding they are aiming for, to identify children’s everyday ideas, select appropriate resources and practical activities for the children and to know ‘how each activity with their pupils will lead there’ (Harlen, 1997, p. 7). Teachers’ procedural understanding of science enables them to organise their teaching in a way that supports children’s engagement in scientific investigations. Teachers’ adequate conceptual and procedural knowledge of science also helps them to assess children’s learning and introduce ideas for them to test. As Harlen (1997) puts it, pedagogical content knowledge enables teachers to use their subject knowledge in order to:
plan, knowing the progressive understanding they are aiming for; it enables them to recognise the seed of a scientific idea in what children say and write and work on this; it enables them to recognise misunderstandings and the possible reasons for them; it enables them to recognise 'blind alleys' and redirect children's activity along more fruitful lines; it enables them to put forward scientific ideas for children to consider (not as the 'right answers', but to be tested against what is there); it enables them to assess pupils' progress and to involve children in assessing their own progress by communicating the directions of learning in the feedback they give to children (Harlen, 1997, p. 7).

Harlen appears to attribute to scientific knowledge a form of hierarchical structure in terms of various levels of perceived difficulty and status. She argues, for example, that some of the Big Ideas included in the primary Science National Curriculum are more easily understood by children than are others (see Harlen, 2000), and that the 'Big Ideas of Science' are not restricted to the scientific principles included in the science curriculum. Scientists' understanding of a particular phenomenon (e.g. dissolving), for instance, may be bigger than the understanding children should acquire about the same phenomenon following teaching. From this point of view, teachers need to possess adequate knowledge of the Big Ideas of science in order to be able to select the understanding of a science concept that children of different ages and abilities can manage, and include it in their learning objectives (see for example, Harlen, 2000, p.71). Furthermore, Harlen argues that teachers' need to be able to select those activities that enable children to develop their procedural understanding and include this in their learning objectives. Here, too, she seems to argue that there is some kind of hierarchical structure in the processes and procedures that children of different ages are able to acquire understanding.

Unlike "small range" constructivists (Summers, et al., 1997a, 1997b), however, who argue that teachers' conceptual objectives determine the knowledge that children ought to acquire and the sequence in which this knowledge is to be learned, for Harlen learning objectives determine at a general level what children are to learn,
when and how. This is taken to mean that the teacher must be able to alter his/her learning objectives or practical activities to respond to children's suggestions. This does not imply that teachers ought to respond to all of the ideas suggested by the children. Some of these ideas may be beliefs that cannot be tested, or ideas that are not likely to lead children towards the development of a specific 'Big Idea' of science that is included in the teacher's learning objectives. Therefore, teachers should be able to recognise children's everyday ideas, and make an appropriate selection of these for testing (see Harlen, 1997).

Nevertheless, Harlen stresses that teachers need to be clear about 'the objective of the lesson and the learning outcomes intended' (Harlen, 2000, p. 71), and that they structure their lessons in a way that enables them to achieve their learning objectives. She argues, for example, that science lessons need to have a clear structure of phases in which different kinds of activities take place, such as 'introduction, discussion, practical work, and ending with whole class discussion of outcomes and opportunity to reflect on procedures and learn from mistakes' (p. 71). In Harlen's approach to teachers' pedagogical content knowledge there are no explicit references as to how the effectiveness of teaching should be evaluated. She does, however, suggest several methods by which children's learning can be assessed. These include the use of paper-and-pencil tests, concept maps, diagrams, etc. (see Harlen, 2000).

In the next section I give some examples of the ways in which primary teachers are encouraged to use their pedagogical content knowledge to help children acquire understanding of the Big Ideas of science. The examples derive from Harlen's (2000) book 'The effective teaching of primary science'.
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The idea of teachers' pedagogical content knowledge in effective teaching of the Big Ideas of Science

As discussed in the previous section, for Harlen children develop understanding of a scientific idea when they are offered opportunities to reflect on their everyday ideas, and test these ideas against evidence. From this point of view, an important aspect of the effective teaching of primary science is to elicit the starting point of children's understanding. Unlike "small range" constructivists who use elicitation in order to assess children's prior understanding against specific conceptual objectives, for 'big ideas' constructivists the main purpose of elicitation is to help learners reflect on their own thinking, that is, to make it clear to themselves, and reconsider or modify it.

Teachers are encouraged to elicit children's everyday ideas of science after children have been offered opportunities to get engaged in a practical task and explore a 'new experience'; that is, an experience that is likely to be novel to them (Harlen, 2000, p. 53). This exploratory phase is fairly unstructured; children are not asked, for example, to systematically test their ideas. In doing so, any ideas elicited at the end of the practical task are more likely to be the outcome of children's thinking rather than ones made up on the spur of the moment. For example, at the beginning of a teaching session about the nature and properties of soil, the classroom teacher provided his Y4/5 children with samples of three different types of soil: sandy, loamy, and clay soil, and asked the children to look at them (see Harlen, 2000, p.2). Thus, he organised the children in groups, offered them some hand-lenses, sieves, disposable gloves and some general instructions about what to do. Children were asked, for instance, to separate the different parts that each of the soils contains, to find out what is contained in the soils, to find out what is different in each soil and to
think about how each of these differences might affect how well plants grow in the soils. During this exploratory phase, the teacher visited each group and listened to children’s ideas.

After the children had completed the practical task, a whole class discussion took place during which the teacher collected findings and ideas from each of the different groups. The teacher focused the discussion on the ‘new experience’ that children would explore during the session. Thus, the teacher explained to the children that they would test their ideas about which was the best soil for growing plants after they had found out more about the soils and the differences that might make one better than the other. He then asked the children to think of ‘what would the plants need to grow?’ (p. 2).

Harlen explains that primary teachers should encourage children to answer these questions by making links between the new experience and earlier experiences ‘through noticing some similarities of form, behavior, reaction or names’ (p. 54). At the end of this process, children are expected to come up with an idea that may explain the new experience. This idea can be used to predict something about the new experience that has not so far been observed.

Indeed, at the end of the previous classroom discussion, four main ideas were identified: ‘the differences in the amount of water held in the soil; how quickly water drained through each one; the amount of humus in each and the amount of air’ (p.3). Of course, teachers should have already planned the ideas that children ought to test in order to develop their understanding of a particular scientific principle. Nevertheless, teachers must try to draw these ideas out from the children. If children do not mention some of the teacher’s ideas, the teacher may decide to direct their
thinking towards them. For example, during the previous classroom discussion children suggested that plants need water and fertilizer to grow but none of the children mentioned the presence of air in the soil, which was one of the ideas that the teacher wanted children to investigate. To help children consider the presence of air in the soil, the teacher asked the children to think about the difference between soil that was compressed and the same soil in a loose heap. In particular, he encouraged them to think about whether there was the same amount of air between the particles in each soil and whether this was likely to make a difference to how well plants would grow in it.

During such classroom discussions, the teacher may decide to introduce scientific terms or analogies that might help children develop their understanding of the new experience. Harlen stresses, however, that decisions about when to introduce a scientific term or analogy should be left to the classroom teacher, who may need to consider whether children have experience of the event or the phenomenon described by the term or represented by the analogy, whether the term or the analogy is needed at the time, and whether or not it is going to help them to link related ideas and experiences to each other (p. 116). For example, during the previous classroom discussion, the idea of ‘fertilizer’ led to a discussion of what this meant in terms of the soils children had looked at; and it was eventually related to the bits of leaves and decayed plant material that children had found in the loam. At this point, the teacher introduced the word ‘humus’ to describe this part of the soil. In this respect, Harlen’s pedagogical content knowledge differs from Summers et al.’s subject specific teaching knowledge, in which analogies, metaphors and demonstrations are specified prior to teaching.
Once the ideas that children should systematically test have been identified, the teacher is expected to engage children in practical activities. Such activities are carefully planned to enable children to collect accurate scientific evidence. In turn, it is the teacher’s responsibility to ensure that children have adequate procedural understanding prior to testing their ideas, although this understanding can be further developed through children’s engagement with the practical activity. This can be achieved by the teacher asking questions such as ‘how will you be sure that the difference is only caused by the type of soil?’ ‘How will you be able to show the difference?’ (p.2) aimed at probing children’s procedural understanding. In turn, the teacher may decide to provide explicit support to children on procedural matters if he/she judges that children do not have adequate understanding of it (p. 3).

Children should work in groups, and should be encouraged to discuss and reflect on their ideas, and keep a record of their findings. For example, in the previous instance the teacher asked each of the six groups in which the children were working to choose for testing one of the four ideas to that had been identified, and set about planning how they would go about their inquiries. The teacher asked the children first to plan what they would do, so as to identify what they would need in terms of equipment. It should be noted here that, unlike “small range” constructivists who stress teachers’ use of technical equipment, in Harlen’s approach, both everyday and specialised equipment can be used in children’s practical activities, depending on the topic.

Children were also asked to prepare a report to the class in which they should include what they did, what they found, whether what they found was what they expected, and how they explained the differences they found. In this way, the collection of scientific evidence is expected to help children to develop their small ideas of science
by making links between these ideas and scientific evidence. As Harlen explains, if the evidence confirms the prediction as correct, children’s ideas are made ‘a little bigger by explaining the new experience’ (p. 54). If there is no supporting evidence, another idea linked to the new experience may be tried. The new idea may be one suggested by the children or it may be one proposed by the classroom teacher.

At the end of the practical work and after a period of bringing their ideas together, each group presented a report and other children were given opportunities to ask questions. The teacher’s role during this phase is to listen to children’s findings and explanations and relate them to the scientific questions of the teaching session (e.g. which is the best soil for growing plants?). By listening at what the children say, the teacher also forms an assessment of children’s scientific understanding, especially in relation to how they progressed from their initial ideas towards a better scientific understanding. It is at this point that the teacher may decide to engage children in another practical activity during which children may ask to test an idea suggested by the teacher. However, before children go on to set up another inquiry, the teacher should encourage children to reflect on their learning by asking them, for example, to think ‘which parts of the work just completed they had enjoyed most, which they would do differently if they could start again and what they now felt they could do better than before’ (p. 4).

Recently, Harlen has used the idea of the teacher employing explanatory stories to help children make links between a number of scientific ideas associated with a particular scientific phenomenon. For Harlen, these stories, should be used at the end of a series of sessions about a scientific phenomenon and they should vary in depth and detail according to children’s age and abilities (see Harlen, 2000, p. 24).
In Harlen's teaching approach, the teacher's role can be best described as the director of children's construction of scientific knowledge, responsible for providing appropriate support to enable them to construct understanding of a particular scientific principle. This support may include the introduction of scientific ideas for the children to test, the use of specific questions which aim to help them clarify procedural issues, or to develop their ability to ask scientific questions.

For Harlen, this kind of support is often described as 'scaffolding' (see Harlen, 2000, p. 73). The metaphor of scaffolding was originated by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) to refer to the kind of teacher intervention that provides a supportive tool for the learner, which extends his or her knowledge and skills, thereby allowing the learner successfully to accomplish a task not otherwise possible. As Harlen (2000) puts it: 'scaffolding means supporting children in considering an idea that they have not proposed themselves but are capable of making "their own"' (p. 80). The judgment of when this is likely to be possible has to be made by the teacher, who has to take into account children's zone of proximal development, their existing ideas and how far they are in taking the next step.

Questionable assumptions involved in teachers' pedagogical content knowledge for the teaching of the Big Ideas of Science

As I mentioned earlier, in Harlen's notion of pedagogical content knowledge learners are treated as active and reflective in the learning process. Indeed, a crucial aspect of Harlen's socio-constructivist approach to the teaching of science is the engagement of children in practical activities that offer them opportunities to reflect on their

1 The idea of explanatory stories was initially introduced by Millar and Osborne (1998)
ideas, so as to reconsider the limitations of these ideas in explaining a new experience. However, in Piaget’s account active learners are not only responsible for determining the value of an idea by judging how well it ‘fits’ with their experiences, but are also seen as capable of judging how well the new idea enables the problems experienced to be solved. In other words, for Piaget active learners not only use ideas to solve problems but are also able to evaluate these ideas as solutions. Piaget describes this characteristic of knowledge as *operative* (see von Glasersfeld, 1989). It is knowledge of what to do to produce an answer. Following on from this, some constructivist researchers argue that children’s ability to use a new scientific idea in explaining a novel problem is only part of scientific competency (see Murphy, et al., 2000). To be a competent problem solver in science, children need to know what they are doing and why it is appropriate. This means that it is important for a teacher to support children’s reflection on both their conceptual and their procedural understanding. For these researchers this kind of support receives little attention in Harlen’s socio-constructivist learning and teaching approach.

Furthermore, in Harlen’s approach, it is the child’s responsibility to *make the links* between familiar and unfamiliar problems. Indeed, although teachers are encouraged to scaffold children’s learning, their support is restricted to making suggestions about conceptual and procedural aspects. Teachers are not expected, for example, to provide explicit support about how to carry out an investigation or how to link ideas with scientific evidence. In criticism of this, it has been suggested that children are seldom capable of making the connections between problems, and that explicit guidance in creating links needs to be provided by the classroom teacher (D’Andrade, 1981; Rogoff & Gardner, 1984). Furthermore, it has been argued that the links between a familiar and a novel problem do not involve only the transfer of learners’
conceptual understanding but also the transfer of procedural understanding about how to solve familiar problems.

Such criticisms raise questions about the kind of scientific competency children develop in Harlen’s approach. As I mentioned earlier, for her, the aim of science teaching is to help children acquire understanding of a ‘Big Idea’ of science through testing and discussion. This assumption implies that the knowledge children acquire in this way should enable them to explain future problems associated with it. The practical activities that children are asked to engage in are well defined and the procedures that children have to follow in order to collect the necessary scientific evidence are also highly defined and controlled by the classroom teacher. However, this approach, like the “small range” constructivists’ approach, seems to underplay the way in which problems are often expressed within contexts that are complex and ambiguous. To solve such problems children may need to use a different way of thinking about solving problems than the one supported by Harlen, one which involves them in reflecting on and reconsidering both their procedural and conceptual understanding, in their attempts to make sense of a problem. Thus, even if children’s learning seems to have been modified towards a ‘Big Idea’ of science this still leaves open the possibility that they may continue to use ideas on other occasions that are less appropriate.

Harlen’s approach to the learning and teaching of science has implications for her notion of teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge and how this should be used during teaching. Teachers are given greater control over their own teaching than in “small range” constructivists’ approach. Whereas Summers et al (1997a; 1997b) argue that the most appropriate means for representing scientific knowledge effectively to children can be prescribed prior to their teaching, for Harlen teachers
are expected to make judgments about the appropriateness of such means on the basis of their understanding of how useful these means will be in promoting children’s scientific learning on particular occasions. At the same time, for Harlen, pedagogical content knowledge enables teachers to use their abstract knowledge of science to support a highly specified approach to the teaching of science that works for all learners as long as teachers take into account their starting points. This knowledge enables teachers to recognise immediately children’s everyday ideas and engage them in well-structured scientific investigations. It also enables them to respond effectively to children’s ideas or questions for which the teacher does not know the answer by setting up an inquiry that will test such ideas against scientific evidence (see Harlen, 2000, p. 229). However, this view of pedagogical content knowledge seems to neglect the fact that it may not always be possible to retrieve the correct ‘Big Idea’ of science, or to solve problems using highly specified procedures. As I mentioned earlier, children’s questions and ideas may be expressed within contexts that are complex and ambiguous. To solve such problems may require a different kind of thinking about problems than the one supported by Harlen.

Thus, despite their differences both constructivist approaches treat teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge as largely decontextualised, available for use independently of the contingent situations that may arise during teaching. Furthermore, if teachers’ subject knowledge is seen as dynamic and situated, the very distinction between teachers’ subject and pedagogical content knowledge is open to question. It is not surprising, then, that sociocultural approaches offer a different picture of the learner, the learning process and the teaching of science. These are discussed in the next sections.
As I discussed in Chapter 2, sociocultural approaches to knowledge are also concerned with the individual’s understanding of the body of knowledge produced by a particular community of practice (e.g. a scientific community). However, unlike cognitivist theories, which regard such a body of knowledge as having an existence independent from the situation in which it was produced, sociocultural perspectives assume that the concepts, ideas and theories of a given community are the products of a particular line of activity and can only take their meaning in the context of that activity. An implication of this is that learners’ understanding of science is a dynamic process resulting from action in situations and from negotiations with other members of the community. Furthermore, sociocultural perspectives stress the contingency of understanding and the functional character of knowledge. They argue that the essence of individuals’ knowledge is their ability to make decisions about which tools to use and how these can be employed to act successfully in problem solving situations that may be either well or ill-defined.

In much the same way, from a sociocultural perspective the aim of science teaching is to help children develop functional knowledge, so as to be able to act successfully in the activities of their science classroom communities. From this point of view, learning science is often described in terms of enculturating children (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Brown, & Palinscar, 1989) into the authentic activities of a particular scientific community, so that children learn, through a process of cognitive apprenticeship, the language and ways of acting of the scientific community (see for example, Roth, 1993; 1995).

Drawing on a view of science as practice, authentic activities in science classrooms frequently include engaging children in research projects that allow children to learn
how to conduct research from the beginning through to the end of the project, to
experience ambiguities and uncertainties and the social nature of scientific work and
knowledge (Roth, 1995; 1999). In engaging children in such joint authentic
activities, more capable participants guide the interaction with them ('novices') in
such a way that children can 'participate in authentic practice until they are able to
manage the activity on their own' (Roth, 1999, p. 13).

In turn, much of the mediation in joint activity is done by means of language. More
specifically, sociocultural approaches to learning, drawing on Vygotsky, argue that
what children learn first as they begin to participate in the activities of a particular
scientific community is how to make sense of others' behaviour and to construct
knowledge that enables them to carry out successfully the activities of this
community. In this endeavor, words (including scientific concepts like force)
become 'transparent means through which children make meaningful contact with
their surroundings' (ibid., p. 10). When there are problems in this contact, this
transparency disappears, and new meaning has to be developed through a process of
interpretation. This process suggests that the child's understanding of specific words
is negotiated with other more knowledgeable participants and the new meaning is co-
constructed. In turn, the translation of cultural knowledge from the social plane to
the individual plane takes place in the child's zone of proximal development (ZPD).
Thus, as children interact with more knowledgeable participants (e.g. the classroom
teacher) in joint activities within the ZPD, they appropriate knowledge and skills that
were initially external to them. And, once cultural knowledge is appropriated, it can
be used by the child to control his/her own actions.

On such a view, the teaching of science focuses not on helping children acquire
abstract scientific concepts held by the teacher, but on helping children to develop a
dynamic network of links between concepts as the tools of science and how they are used in specific situations.

Indeed, teaching within a sociocultural approach is sometimes conceived of as a joint problem-solving event in which an expert and a novice structure their interaction so as to help the novice appropriate new knowledge and skills (Rogoff, 1994). During this interaction several adaptations are made by the participants as the novice gains greater understanding of the problem and the expert evaluates the novice's readiness to take greater responsibility for solving problems independently. Such teaching is sometimes referred to as the community-of-learners teaching model (ibid., p. 212). At its core is the assumption that both mature and less mature members of the community are active: 'no role has all the responsibility for knowing and directing, and no role is by definition passive' (p. 213). Thus, the teacher and the children together structure their shared endeavors, with the teacher responsible for guiding the overall process but with the children able to participate in the management of their own learning and involvement (e.g. Brown & Campione, 1994; Newman, Griffin & Cole, 1989). It is worth noting that there is still some asymmetry in the teacher-learner relationship here. Indeed, as Rogoff notes, in any activity participants' roles are seldom equal: 'they may be complementary or with some leading and others supporting or actively observing, and may involve disagreements about who is responsible for what aspects of the endeavor' (Rogoff, 1994, p. 213).

The role of the teacher in such joint activities is to scaffold the child's performance: that is, to structure their interaction by building on what the teacher knows the learner can do (Greenfield, 1984). Thus, scaffolding closes the gap between the task requirements and the existing skills and knowledge of the learner, thereby enabling the learner to develop his/her knowledge and skills by accomplishing the task in
hand. In this respect, scaffolding is different from the way it is used in “big ideas” constructivism, in which scaffolding aims to help learners acquire commodity knowledge.

It should be noted here that, within Vygotsky’s theory, collaboration in the child’s ZPD occurs between an adult and the child. Sociocultural researchers, however, have extended the notion of the zone of proximal development, so that collaboration in joint activities is not limited to asymmetrical dyads. Rogoff (1990), for example, argues that children are likely to appropriate knowledge and skills when solving a problem with another partner whose knowledge and skills are ‘at a level just beyond that of the child’ (p. 173, italics in the original; see also Tudge & Rogoff, 1989). It has also been pointed out that collaborating with a partner equal in skill and knowledge, or even less advanced, also yields progress (Forman & Kraker, 1985; Light & Glaahan, 1985).

Thus, for some sociocultural researchers, the zone of proximal development is defined as ‘the structure of joint activity in any context where there are participants who exercise differential responsibilities by virtue of differential expertise’ (Cole, 1985, p. 155). Such researchers claim that the notion of differential expertise has particular implications for children’s leaning in school classrooms, because it enables children to distribute the responsibilities of a task so that the whole responsibility in solving the problem does not fall on any one learner. In this way, children develop differential expertise which ‘allows students in peer groups to scaffold their abilities to more complex achievement than any one individual would have been able to accomplish’ (Roth, 1999, p. 11). Such achievement has been observed in the learning of members of computer clubs (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) and in the learning of students in science groups (Roth, 1993).
Moreover, certain methods have been identified that can be used by the classroom teacher or other participants in order to scaffold children's science learning. The metaphor of cognitive apprenticeship is often associated with the practices of situated modeling, coaching and fading (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989), whereby the teacher first models the solution to a new problem by offering children extensive support and/or by making his/her reasoning explicit to the children. Then, the teacher supports and directs the children's attempts at implementing the strategies (coaching), and finally he/she leaves more and more room for the learner to work independently (fading). The metaphor of 'guided participation' is often used to describe the teacher's role from a sociocultural perspective (see Rogoff, 1990; 1994).

In particular, modeling aims to facilitate learners' appropriation of new knowledge and skills by making explicit to learners the links between their existing understanding of solving problems and the new problem. Rogoff & Gardner (1984), for example, argue that, when faced with a new problem, learners make use of the knowledge and skills that are familiar in the context of the new problem to produce a solution. Aspects of the particular problem context are important in facilitating or blocking the learner's application of knowledge and skills developed in other contexts. Therefore, children need to learn how to find or create similarity across contexts.

Unlike some of the "big ideas" constructivists (e.g. Harlen, 2000) who argue that learners are able to find the connections between problems by themselves, for sociocultural theorists 'children may seldom be independently responsible for discovering the connections between problems or transforming available knowledge to fit new problems' (Rogoff, & Gardner. 1984. p. 96; see also D'Andrade, 1981). From this point of view, 'an important function of adult-child interaction may be to
provide guidance in creating links between the context of a novel problem and more familiar problem contexts, allowing the application of available skills and information’ (Rogoff, & Gardner, 1984, p. 96). In turn, for modeling to be successful, it is essential for the teacher to create a context of interaction in which the new knowledge is compatible with the learner’s current knowledge and skills. Brown (1979) calls the creation of such contexts headfitting and argues that ‘the distance between the child’s existing knowledge and the new information that he or she must acquire is a critical determinant of how successful training will be’ (p. 251). Once the teacher models the solution to a novel problem, he/she then coaches the learners in their application of their understanding of the new knowledge and skills in solving similar problems. As learners become more competent performers, the teacher gradually withdraws his/her support. This can be a subtle process involving successive attempts by the participants to ‘assay the novice’s readiness for greater responsibility and negotiations of the division of labor’ (Rogoff, & Gardner, 1984, p. 107).

Most of the attempts to implement the main elements of a sociocultural perspective to the effective teaching of physical science are in the context of secondary science (Roth, 1993; 1995, 1999). This is discussed in the next section.

An example of teaching science from a sociocultural perspective

As mentioned earlier, from a sociocultural perspective, the effective teaching of science aims to develop children’s understanding of new scientific knowledge by enculturating children into authentic practice and through engaging them in shared
joint activities with the classroom teacher or with other more knowledgeable peers. It follows that an important requirement is to organise school classrooms to resemble and operate as scientific communities (see Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1991; Roth & Bowen, 1995). In order to achieve such organisation, the classroom teacher is responsible for selecting and engaging children in authentic activities, and for helping children to learn how to participate in communities of inquiry in which knowledge, practices, resources and discourse are shared with others, and how to draw on the expertise of more knowledgeable others, such as peers and teachers (Roth, 1993; 1995; 1999). In communities of inquiry, authentic activities will often address ill-defined problems, that is, problems which do not have an obvious solution and may need to be framed and reframed before they can be solved, so as to offer students opportunities to learn what it means to conduct scientific research from the beginning to the end of a project.

Roth (1993), for example, in organising his own science classroom to operate as a community of physicists, created a classroom environment which encouraged students to select their own research questions about a particular scientific topic, to carry out their own scientific investigations, and to discuss and share their ideas about the design and the outcome of their investigations with other children and with the classroom teacher. During classroom discourse, the teacher’s role is to guide the overall discussion and to scaffold learners’ construction of scientific meaning.

For instance, in Roth’s classroom three groups of children decided to investigate the question ‘What is the relationship between the mass and the acceleration of falling bodies?’ In order to investigate this question, children were not presented with ready-made procedures. Instead, they were encouraged to discuss the meaning of the
focus question, and the experimental design, with the other members of the group. and then to carry out the investigation and report their results to the classroom teacher. Not offering to children ready-made procedures has the implication that different groups may decide on varying experimental designs which may lead to the same or different results and claims. Indeed, students developed three designs.

As the students carried out the investigation, the teacher served as a 'facilitator, trouble-shooter for broken equipment, and as a sounding board for student ideas' (p. 149). Once all the reports were submitted, the teacher produced an acetate sheet for overhead projection which included both the experimental designs and the various results, to serve as a basis for classroom discussion. Students had to justify their designs to the other groups and to the classroom teacher, and in order to do this they used their understanding of the concepts involved as well as their procedural understanding of how they interpreted the problem and carried out the experiment.

Thus, unlike Harlen's socio-constructivist approach to the teaching of science, in which the role of scientific evidence is to prove or disprove a specific prediction, from this sociocultural teaching approach the role of evidence is to engage children in discourse where both their conceptual and procedural understanding is employed. In turn, the teacher's role during classroom discourse is to guide students' thinking about the specific problem by asking them appropriate questions or suggesting scientific ideas that could explain a particular aspect of the problem. For example, the teacher decided to introduce Newton's Second Law to the children because he thought this could help them explain one of the three designs. In this way, the teacher provided the starting point for further exploration and experiments.
Although encouraging children to select their own research questions and carry out their own scientific investigations is at the core of Roth's effective science teaching approach, students are also encouraged to participate in other activities that may include solving textbook problems, reading scientific texts and producing concept maps of their understanding of specific scientific concepts and writing essay assignments on various scientific topics (p. 148). The range of all of the compulsory and suggested activities of a teaching unit becomes explicit to the learners at the beginning.

Furthermore, in order to facilitate students' entry to new scientific knowledge, the classroom teacher introduces and demonstrates to them some key scientific concepts, as well as technical equipment that learners may not have encountered before, prior to their engagement with activities. Roth stresses, however, that during his teaching new equipment is usually introduced when the need for it arises (p. 149). Also, after the demonstration of the key concepts, students are offered opportunities to play with the available materials, so as to help them decide their own research question. At this point, the teacher may decide to suggest an investigation that could be carried out by the students.

The students are also asked to keep a record of their thoughts about the problem they decided to investigate. This is because keeping a record offers children opportunities to 'see the knowledge constructed throughout these reports as products of their own processes, that is, the children develop a feeling of ownership of this knowledge' (Roth, 1993, p. 150). At the same time, it allows the classroom teacher to assess learners' procedural and conceptual understanding.
In Roth's science classroom, students work in groups or individually but are aware of the aim of each teaching unit and of their own contribution to the overall shared endeavor of their community of inquiry to develop scientific understanding of a specific topic. Furthermore, the construction of scientific meaning does not necessarily take place only through classroom discourse. It can occur as students think and rethink a particular problem individually, or when they work with fellow students in small groups and when they interact with the teacher either one-to-one or within a group. The following example, gives an indication of the support that the classroom teacher typically offers to a student in order to scaffold children's science learning.

A student (Rod) was working on a textbook problem with torques which involved a drawing of a person doing push-ups, with distances from toes to hands and from toes to the centre of gravity (p. 152). The problem required the student to calculate the force at the hands and toes of a 58-kilogram athlete holding a push-up position. Rod did his calculations but his answer did not match that from the textbook. He then decided to discuss the problem with the classroom teacher, who noticed that Rod's answer was wrong because he had associated the larger mass with the larger distance.

To help the student produce the correct answer, the teacher first decided to elicit the student's existing understanding of the problem situation. Thus, the teacher started to read the problem aloud and whilst he was doing this, the student began to make some calculations. Rod's response indicated that in his calculation he was only taking into account two of the forces involved (at the toes and at centre of gravity) which suggested that he did not have an appropriate understanding of the problem situation. As Roth puts it, this kind of scientific problem can be solved by
considering that in equilibrium, the sum of all forces and the sum of all torques are both zero. Therefore, all forces and torques have to be identified, which can be done in stick drawings' (p. 153).

To help the student develop an appropriate understanding of the problem, the teacher decided to get Rod to make an abstract sketch of all of the forces involved. This decision was driven by the teacher's own scientific understanding of what the solution to the particular problem involves, and by his own experience of what helps in constructing understanding of the essential parts of a problem. Furthermore, asking the student to produce a sketch of the forces involved also aimed to create an appropriate context of interaction that enables the new knowledge to become compatible with the learners' existing knowledge and skills. This is taken to mean that the creation of a context of interaction enables the teacher to monitor the student's understanding of the problem and, therefore, to provide appropriate scaffolding within the learner's zone of proximal development. It also offers the student the opportunity to use 'something concrete' as the 'object of conversation with the tutor' (p. 153). Thus, the teacher asked Rod to identify all the forces involved in the drawing, and directed the student's attention to the forces he had not considered earlier.

Roth, in defending the authenticity of students' engagement with physics discourse, argues that such discussions are not intended to keep students busy or to help them develop skills in solving textbook problems. Rather, students' engagement with physics discourse offers them opportunities to reflect on their use of physical principles and to develop their understanding of general strategies 'for constructing an understanding of the problem as intended by its creator or strategies for negotiating the conventions of interpretation' (p. 154). Once Rod had identified all
the forces involved, the teacher asked him to make the sketch, and as the student started to do this, the teacher indicated where the forces on the drawing should be placed. Thus, the teacher modeled the solution to the problem by making his own reasoning explicit to the student. He then coached Rod, as he was doing the calculation, and as the student was becoming more confident in performing the task successfully, the teacher began to withdraw his support.

Wertsch & Stone (1979) describe this teaching as *proleptic instruction*. In proleptic instruction the novice carries out simple aspects of the task (e.g. drawing the forces) as directed by the expert. In turn, by actually performing the task under expert guidance, the novice participates in creating the relevant contextual knowledge for the task and acquires some of the expert’s understanding of the problem and its solution. Proleptic instruction contrasts with explanation, where the teacher tells about a new piece of knowledge rather than guides the child through the task. It also contrasts with demonstration, where the teacher carries out the task rather than involving the child in the action (see Rogoff, & Gardner, 1984). Proleptic instruction, sometimes leads into joint inquiry when both the teacher and student engage in a problem that is novel to the teacher. The discourse is more evenly distributed and there is less teacher guidance than during the scaffolding phase.

Sociocultural researchers do not deal with the notion of teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge: it cannot be separated from subject knowledge. However, their views about the learner, the learning process, the teaching of science, and the teacher’s role have particular implications for our understanding of the notion of pedagogical content knowledge. These implications are discussed in the next section.
As I indicated earlier, from a sociocultural perspective the teaching of science is seen as a joint-problem solving activity in which the teacher and the children structure their interaction so as to help the children appropriate new knowledge and skills and learn how to function successfully in the activities of their science classroom community. It has been argued that during these interactions teachers' own subject knowledge is significant (Tobin, 1998). It enables teachers to organise their classrooms to resemble and operate as particular scientific communities, and to facilitate and support the development of a shared language and provide additional discursive resources as they coparticipate in the activities of their science classroom communities. Moreover, to be effective in structuring their interactions with the children, teachers also need to know how to model, coach and fade their support, how to engage children in reflective discourse, how to regulate the complexity of the task, and how to assess children's readiness for taking greater responsibility over the task.

However, rather than seeing pedagogical content knowledge as separate from subject knowledge, sociocultural theorists draw our attention to the functional character of teachers' subject knowledge. Indeed, as I argued in Chapter 2, from a sociocultural perspective teachers' subject knowledge is itself a resource: a set of tools that teachers need to employ skillfully in order to act successfully in the activities of a particular community of practice. From this point of view, teachers' understanding of how to function successfully is developed as they transform their identities through their participation in the problem solving activities of their science classroom communities. Indeed, for some sociocultural theorists teaching and
learning are seen in terms of enculturation into evolving communities of practice (see Tobin, 1998). Moreover, to act as a teacher means making decisions about what science tools are most appropriate to use to respond to specific problem situations that arise from children’s questions and ideas. And, because the situations that arise during teaching are variable and contingent, teachers need to be prepared to respond to actions and products that go beyond the already known, by using different knowledge and pedagogical tools that enable them to interpret the situations and facilitate children’s learning. It can be suggested, therefore, that from a sociocultural perspective teachers’ subject and pedagogical knowledge is an integrated and situated whole.

**Conclusion**

In this Chapter, I have examined the attitudes of the two constructivist approaches to teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge. Both see this as a separate kind of knowledge from knowledge of science itself, one that allows teachers to help children acquire abstract scientific understanding. However, as with teachers’ subject knowledge, these constructivist approaches differ in the way in which they see children’s scientific understanding as developing and in the relationship between conceptual and procedural understanding of science. Moreover, they differ in their interpretation of constructivist learning and teaching. In turn, such differences have particular implications for the form that teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge should take.

The “small range” constructivists (Summers et al, 1997a; 1997b), despite their constructivism, adopt a passive view of the learner. Their approach to learning implies a sequential-computational approach. It assumes that children acquire
understanding of a small range of science concepts and simple process skills by being explicitly told and shown the desired scientific concept. Moreover, for this group of researchers the teaching of science parallels transmission teaching, and the teacher's role is best described as the deliverer of knowledge. From this point of view, subject specific teaching knowledge includes a list of separate components that specify in detail the science knowledge and skills that teachers need to acquire in order to deliver effectively to children their own understanding of a small range of scientific concepts and simple process skills.

By contrast the second approach to pedagogical content knowledge (Harlen, 1997) supports a socio-constructivist view of the learning and teaching of science, according to which children construct understanding of broad scientific principles (the 'Big Ideas of Science') as they test their everyday ideas or ideas suggested to them by the classroom teacher against scientific evidence. Learners are treated as active and reflective in the learning process, responsible for making links between their scientific ideas and experience. Thus, in this approach procedural knowledge is the means for acquiring conceptual knowledge. Moreover, the conduct of highly structured scientific investigations is a central aspect of teaching. The teacher's role within this approach is to provide scaffolding, so as to help the children make links between scientific ideas and experience. For "big Ideas" constructivists, the notion of teachers' pedagogical content knowledge is employed as a broad framework that enables teachers to use their conceptual and procedural understanding of science to support this socio-constructivist learning and teaching approach.

However, despite these important differences, both approaches to teachers' pedagogical content knowledge suggest that, although dependent on teachers' subject knowledge, is separate from it. Moreover, they treat both as acquired, commodity-
like knowledge that is essentially decontextualised and available to be used across classroom situations. In this chapter I identified a number of problems associated with this view. One relates to the fact that classroom situations are variable and contingent, and that in order to respond to such situations teachers may need to make decisions about what the situation is about and how best they can respond to it. Moreover, such decisions may require a different kind of thinking from the one supported in the two approaches to pedagogical content knowledge, one that takes into account the situated nature of knowledge.

These criticisms derive from a sociocultural perspective which treats the learning of science as a process of enculturating children into the authentic activities of their classroom science community, so that children learn, through cognitive apprenticeship, how to use the tools of science in order to perform successfully in problem solving situations that can be either well or ill-defined. Here, teaching is seen as a joint problem-solving activity, where the teacher together with the children structure their interaction in order for the children to appropriate new tools. During these interactions teachers make decisions about which tools to use and how these tools should be employed in order to perform successfully in specific problem solving situations that arise from children’s ideas and questions. From a sociocultural perspective, teachers’ subject and pedagogical knowledge is integrated and situated, and is developed as teachers transform their identities through their participation in their science classroom communities.

There are several implications of this discussion about the pedagogical content knowledge requirement. The most obvious one is that it challenges the idea that the knowledge that teachers ought to possess in order to teach science effectively can be specified in detail prior to teaching, or that it includes the application of a highly
defined pedagogical approach that works for all learners as long as teachers take into account their starting point. It also challenges the idea that pedagogical content knowledge is a separate kind of knowledge from subject knowledge. From a sociocultural perspective, scientific knowledge is functional, and one of its functions is its use in teaching. Moreover, from a sociocultural perspective to understand expertise involves understanding their identities: the perspectives and actions of those who are recognised as experts in their local communities.
CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

As I explained in Chapter 1, my purpose in this thesis is to explore the issues surrounding the role of subject knowledge in primary science. In the previous two chapters I have examined in detail the arguments supporting the current emphasis in research on the importance of subject knowledge. I did this from a sociocultural perspective, which views knowledge and learning as necessarily situated within communities of practice. In the remainder of this thesis I want to apply this approach to an empirical investigation of primary science expertise. Therefore, in this chapter I will begin by outlining some of the methodological implications of a sociocultural approach. I will then discuss the qualitative case study that will be the focus of Chapters 5, and 6.

There are two important methodological implications of a sociocultural approach to knowledge and learning, for my purposes here. The first is that this approach does not require a researcher to begin by defining science expertise on the basis of some normative theory of knowledge and/or learning. Rather, the researcher must study expertise as it is defined in action, by the relevant community of practice: its character is to be discovered empirically by studying the activities of those who are recognised as experts, and/or situations where novices are inducted into practice. Thus, the strategy I adopted in my research is to study in-depth the perspective and practice of one teacher who is widely recognised as an expert in primary science. In
this, I am not claiming that she is representative of expert primary science teachers, only that she provides one exemplar of what could count as such expertise at the present time.

The second important methodological implication of a sociocultural approach, which in some ways follows on from the first, is that an exploratory or qualitative case study approach is a valuable way of investigating expertise. Of relevance here are the qualitative traditions that have been developed in anthropology and sociology, in which participant observation and/or in-depth interviewing are employed to understand what people do and how their perspectives on the world are implicated in their activities (see for example, Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). These have been an important influence on many of those working in the sociocultural tradition. A clear example is Lave's participant observation research on how learning and knowledge develop as apprentices learn to become tailors in Liberia (see Lave, 1988). This is an approach which differs significantly from those, that have typically been used in studying the role of subject knowledge in primary science teaching. I can illustrate this by looking at the methods employed by the two main studies that have been carried out within UK research in primary science education on the relation between teachers' subject knowledge and teacher effectiveness.

The first of these studies (Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996) was a research project commissioned by The Scottish Office Education and Industry Department (SOEID) on the implications for primary teachers of implementing the National Guidelines for Environmental Studies\(^1\). The research was concerned with the difficulties teachers could encounter and the help that might be needed (see Harlen & Holroyd, 1995). It

\(^1\) For science, these guidelines included the following areas: *Living Things and the Processes of Life*, *Energy and Forces*, and *Earth and Space*.
was carried out by independent researchers at the Scottish Council for Research in Education from March 1993 to February 1995. In relation to the science aspects of the guidelines, the project was framed by Harlen's view that the task of primary science teaching is to introduce children to broad scientific principles, and that doing this effectively requires that teachers have an adequate understanding of those ideas as well as of how scientific investigations are carried out (see the discussion in Chapters 1, 2, and 3). Thus, her assumptions about the knowledge to be taught to primary school children, and the importance of teachers' own understanding of it, provided the basis for the research.

The project investigated teachers' understanding of the concepts of science in three main ways. Firstly, by means of a survey designed to explore their confidence in teaching science. Secondly, through semi-structured interviews aimed at assessing their understanding of the 'Big Ideas' of Science. And, finally via discussions of structured records kept by teachers about topics and activities that they used in their teaching. As this description indicates, the research was framed by a set of hypotheses about what counts as expertise in primary science, and it used methods that enabled the researchers to collect data that could help the researchers to identify the extent to which the teachers studied had this expertise. The focus was, therefore, rather narrow; and the data collected were structured in terms of a prior notion of what constitutes primary science expertise.

The second study investigating the impact of teachers' subject knowledge on the

---

2 The project also used semi-structured interviews with college and local authority staff to gather information about initial and in-service primary teacher education in science and technology. This is because a further aim of the project was to assess the extent to which initial and in-service training were adequately providing for the development of primary teachers' understanding of science and technology.
teaching of science was an ESRC-funded project (MAST), aimed at examining ‘classroom influences on children’s perceptions and learning in mathematics and science’ (Osborne & Simon, 1996a, p.119; see also Osborne & Simon, 1996b). One focus of the project was on the ways in which teachers’ subject knowledge and associated pedagogic knowledge influences the selection and use of science activities in the classroom (see Simon & Brown, 1996; Brown & Simon, 1996). And, it was framed by the view that the relevant abstract scientific concepts should be introduced to the children prior to their engagement with practical activities, and that teachers’ understanding of these concepts is the key requirement for effective primary science teaching. This project employed a case study method to illustrate the ‘nature of pedagogical problem generated by lack of subject knowledge’ (Osborne & Simon, 1996b, p.1, see also Osborne & Simon, 1996a). As this description suggests, there was little attempt to use a case study approach to explore the nature of primary science practice. Rather, the investigation was framed by the researchers’ assumptions about this, and the data used largely for illustrative purposes. Such a use of case study is at odds with the ways in which it is typically used by qualitative researchers.

The next section of this chapter provides a discussion of the meaning of the term qualitative case study, and discusses some methodological issues related to this approach. After that, I will explain how I used the case study method in my own research.
Defining the term qualitative case study

In the literature of social science research, the term case study has been used in a variety of different ways. However, one of its most important forms is as a version of qualitative research, and, this is the approach to case study that I used in my research. Qualitative inquiry stems from the anthropological and sociological developments that took place in the early twentieth century which were characterised by a shift towards collecting data firsthand and analysing it with the view to understanding how human behaviour is shaped by diverse cultures (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994; see also Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Hammersley, 1996).

Case study as a version of qualitative research has a number of distinguishing characteristics. First, it approaches the area of investigation in a relatively open-ended fashion. It does not begin from a set of hypotheses to test, nor is the research always framed by a single theoretical approach. Rather the aim is to explore the issues that are the focus of inquiry in a way that allows for the development of new understandings of them. While some researchers argue that the purpose of case study research is to test, and illustrate theory (e.g. Yin, 1994), most see the aim as to generate theory from data (e.g. Mitchell, 1983; Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001). They characterise their approach to theory development as inductive, contrasting it with the deductive or hypothetico-deductive method of quantitative research. The theory is then said to be grounded in the social activity it aims to explain (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Grounded theory gives the researcher a specific set of steps to follow to systematically gather and analyse data for developing theory. Basic strategies include

---

3 It has been noted that quite often the meaning of the term case study overlaps with that of others particularly with ethnography, participant observation, fieldwork, and qualitative research (Gomm, Hammersley, & Foster, 2000).
theoretical sampling, systematic coding, and guidelines for achieving conceptual density, variation and integration (see Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

It is often argued that qualitative research is concerned with ‘life as it is lived, things as they happen, situations as they are constructed in the day-to-day, moment-to-moment course of events’ (Hammersley, 2001, p. 49). Following on from this, an important characteristic of qualitative case study research is its focus on the study of a small number of instances, often just one, in their natural settings. In turn, for many qualitative researchers this commitment to naturalism also means a preference for fairly lengthy and deep involvement in the natural setting. The argument is that the fewer the cases investigated, the more information can be collected about each one. And, this is important because it allows each feature of the case to be understood in the context of its other features (Hammersley, 1999).

Thus, open-ended and detailed investigation of a single case (or a small number of cases) is central to qualitative research. However, the term ‘qualitative case study’ also has implications for the kind of data that are collected and also for how they are analysed. Frequently, but not always, it implies the collection of unstructured data, that is, data that have not been coded at the point of collection in terms of a closed set of analytical categories. Thus, when engaging in observation, qualitative researchers audio or video-record what happens or write open-ended field notes, rather than coding behaviour in terms of a predefined set of categories. Similarly, when interviewing, open-ended questions will be asked rather than questions requiring

---

4 This emphasis on naturalism differentiates qualitative case study from experimental research, which also involves the investigation of a small number of cases. In experiments, however, the researcher creates the cases studied in order to control a specific number of variables (see Hammersley & Gomm 2000).

5 From this point of view, qualitative case study is often contrasted with social surveys, which also collect a relatively small amount of data from each respondent (Hammersley, 1999).
predefined answers. In fact, qualitative interviews are often designed to be close in
case to casual conversations. In qualitative case study quantification, and
statistical analysis play a subordinate role at most (see Hammersley, 2001).

This emphasis on the collection of unstructured data relates to a fundamental issue
about the purpose of the research. Qualitative researchers are interested in process:
how understandings are formed, how meanings are negotiated, how roles are
developed. And, some researchers argue that the purpose of qualitative case study
research is to capture cases in their uniqueness (e.g. Stake, 1978; 1994; 1995; Guba &
Lincoln, 1982; Simons, 1980). As Stake (1994) notes: ‘as a form of research, case
study is defined by interest in individual cases, not by the methods of inquiry used’
(p. 236). This approach means that data analysis involves explicit interpretations of
the meanings and functions of human actions, and should take the form of what has
been called ‘thick description’. Denzin (1989) describes this in the following way:

It goes beyond mere fact and surface appearances. It presents detail, context,
emotion and the webs of social relationships that join persons to one another.
Thick description evokes emotionality and self-feelings. It inserts history into
experience. It establishes the significance of an experience, or the sequence of
events, for the person or persons in question. In thick description, the voices,
feelings, actions, and meanings of interacting people are heard. (Denzin, 1989,
p. 83).

Arguments about the nature and purpose of qualitative case study research are often
associated with the question of whether case study is a method or paradigm. Many
researchers argue that qualitative case study research involves different assumptions
about how the social world is and how it should be studied from those underlying
other methods, such as the experiment and survey research (e.g. Guba & Lincoln,
1982; 1989; Lincoln, & Guba, 1985; Hamilton, 1980; Simons, 1980). In other words,
case study is seen as a distinct research paradigm. And, usually, this argument is
formulated in terms of a contrast between positivism, on the one hand, and
naturalism, interpretivism or constructionism, on the other (Hammersley, 1999). Those who see case study in this way often consider any comparison of it with other methods as misconceived.

Other researchers treat case study as one method amongst others; as having both advantages and disadvantages, and to be used as and when appropriate, depending on the problem under investigation (e.g. Platt, 1992; Yin, 1994; Mitchell, 1983; Hammersley, 1992; Gomm, Hammersley, & Foster, 2000). Platt (1992), for instance, argues that case study is 'a strategy to be preferred when circumstances and research problems are appropriate rather than an ideological commitment to be followed whatever the circumstances' (p. 46).

The above discussion suggests there are a number of methodological issues surrounding the study of a single case, arising from these differences in view about the purpose and nature of qualitative case study. The ones that are important for the purpose of my research are the notions of generalisability and theory development.

**Generalisability**

A common criticism of qualitative case study, especially by comparison with survey research, is how the findings of a single case (or a small number of cases) can provide the basis for drawing conclusions about a general type of phenomenon or about members of a wider population of cases (see for example, Shaugnessy, Zechmeister, & Zechmeister, 2002).

Some researchers who treat qualitative case study work as a distinct paradigm, argue that case studies need not make any claims about the generalisability of their findings, that what is important is the use others make of them (see for example, Stake, 1978:
For these researchers, the findings of case studies feed into processes of ‘naturalistic generalisation’ (Stake, 1978; 1995) or facilitate the ‘transfer’ of findings from one setting to another on the basis of ‘fit’ (Guba & Lincoln, 1982; 1989). For example, Stake (1978), arguing for what he calls *intrinsic case study*, the study of a particular case for its own sake, explains that from case study reports the reader develops experiential knowledge as well as tacit understanding of ‘how things are, why they are, how people feel about them’ (Stake, 1978, p.6). In turn, this knowledge is used to form naturalistic generalisations about ‘how these things are likely to be in other places which this person is familiar with’ (ibid.). Similar, Guba & Lincoln (1982) argue that the aim of case study research is to produce ‘an ideographic body of knowledge’ (p. 238), which is best encapsulated in a series of ‘working hypotheses that describe the individual case’ (ibid.). They go on to suggest that some transferability of these hypotheses may be possible ‘depending on the degree of temporal and contextual similarity’ (ibid.). And, based on the idea of transferability, they call for replacing the notion of generalisability with that of fittingness: the degree to which the case studied matches other cases in which the reader is interested in.

Although, the concept of naturalistic generalisation or transferability is an important idea, and it points to a process that all people are engaged in routinely in everyday life (e.g. Gomm, Hammersley & Foster, 2000; Donmoyer, 1990), the argument that it can replace the conventional view of the function of research as producing general knowledge is surrounded by a number of problems. For example, in Guba & Lincoln’s account of transferability, the conventional view of generalisation is rejected on the grounds that it assumes a reductionist and deterministic view of the social world; that the social world is governed by laws. And yet, as Donmoyer
(1990) argues, the notion of transferability is not very different from the conventional view of generalisability, because it still assumes that findings from one case are only generalisable to another case if both cases are very similar; in other words if a pattern of events that occurred in one case recurs in the other (see also Gomm, Hammersley, & Foster, 2000). Moreover, it has been suggested that both the concept of transferability and that of naturalistic generalisation provide no guidance for which cases to study: it suggests that any case can be as good as any other in illuminating the problem that the research is concerned with (Yin, 1994).

Other researchers argue that the kind of generalisation that is involved in case study research is quite different in character from statistical analysis, being 'logical', 'theoretical' or 'analytical' in character (Yin, 1994; Mitchell, 1983). This argument can be expressed in terms of a distinction between statistical generalisation, on the one hand, and theoretical inference, on the other (Hammersley, 1992). Statistical generalisation is achieved by survey research, and assumes that inferences for a large but finite population of cases are made from the study of a sample drawn from that population, with the understanding that their accuracy is subject to statistical limits. By contrast, theoretical inference involves 'reaching conclusions about what always happens, within a given degree of probability, in a certain type of theoretically defined situation' (Gomm, Hammersley, & Foster, 2000, p. 103).

Other researchers do not find the argument that only theoretical inference is relevant to case study research entirely convincing, and suggest ways in which case studies can be used to make what are in effect the same kind of generalisations as those which survey researchers produce (Schofield, 1990 see also Hammersley, 1992; Gomm et al., 2000). One strategy, which is used by case study researchers for both purposes, is...
the selection of a critical case as the focus of the research. What is usually meant by a ‘critical’ case is one that constitutes the most favourable conditions for judging the validity of a knowledge claim. Where a knowledge claim is a theory, this would be a situation in which the causal variable identified by the theory has a high value, and where potentially confounding variables are at low levels or are held constant across a change in the causal variable. Alternatively, the knowledge claim may relate to an empirical trend, with the case being a situation that could be expected to be in the vanguard of that trend. In both versions, any mismatch between the knowledge claim and evidence from the case would amount to a decisive refutation (Hammersley, personal communication).

However, cases can be critical, or at least significant, in less direct ways: by offering evidence that could illuminate a set of theoretical ideas, and enabling the researcher to come to a clearer judgment about them, without necessarily providing a clear-cut confirmation or refutation of such ideas. It is in this weaker sense that the case I have studied here is significant, as will be explained later.

*Case study and theory development*

A second methodological issue surrounding qualitative case study research relates to the claim that by examining one or a small number of cases it is possible to produce causal explanations or theories in a way that is not feasible in survey research (e.g. Mitchell, 1983). This is because the case(s) are studied in depth and over time rather than at a single point. In turn, quite often, this is taken to mean that such causal relationships can be identified in a direct manner; that through case study it is
possible to actually see causal relationships occurring in particular instances. Glaser & Strauss (1967), for example, claim that ‘in field work... general conclusions are often discovered *in vivo*, that is the field worker literally sees them occur’ (p. 40). And a similar view is implied in Mitchell’s (1983) notion of logical inference, which suggests that theoretical relationships among phenomena can be induced from detailed investigation of a single or a small number of cases.

However, the argument that causality can be seen in some immediate way has been criticised on the grounds that the ascription of causal power always relies on assumptions (Hammersley, 1992; Hammersley, Gomm, & Foster, 2000). As Hammersley (1992) puts it: ‘all perception and observation depends on assumptions, even though most of the time we are not aware of those assumptions’ (p. 193). Questions have also been raised about how to distinguish contingent from necessary relationships among events, if only one or a small number of cases is being studied (Hammersley, Gomm, & Foster, 2000).

Some case study researchers argue that they can identify causal relations through comparative analysis (e.g. Mitchell, 1983; Becker, 1998; Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001). Comparative analysis involves, ‘comparing situations where the causal variable is different in value but other relevant variables remain the same’ (Hammersley, 1992, p. 193). The most powerful version of comparative method is experimentation, in which cases are created in order to test a specific causal claim. In case study research, however, the researcher has to search for naturally occurring cases that will provide the necessary comparative leverage, and, for this reason, certain forms of comparative analysis have been produced and employed in case study research (see Mitchell, 1983; Becker, 1998; Hammersley, Gomm, & Foster, 2000). However, it
has been argued (Hammersley, Gomm, & Foster, 2000) that given that the study of
the social world involves many factors and in diverse types of relationship ‘finding a
correlation in a single case, or in a small number of cases, is usually an even less
secure basis for identifying a causal relationship than finding a correlation in a rather
large sample of cases’ (p. 161; see also Hammersley, 1992).

Having described the main components of case study and referred to some
methodological issues surrounding case study research, I discuss next the research
design of my own study.

The research design of this study

As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, my research approaches the study
of teacher expertise in primary science from a sociocultural perspective: by
identifying a teacher who is recognised in her local school environment as an expert
primary science practitioner, and investigating in detail the nature of her expertise.

Unlike other research in the area of primary science, which studies teacher expertise
by starting with a set of assumptions about the kind and role of subject knowledge
and pedagogical content knowledge that defines expertise, my research is open-ended
in character, to allow for the in-depth and detailed investigation of the ways in which
a practitioner (Coral) displays her own expertise. It involves the study of her views
about her own subject knowledge and its role in teaching, her beliefs about children's
learning in science, and her pedagogy.

From this point of view, my research aims to capture complexity, and in this respect it has similarities with Stake's approach (1978, 1994, 1995). He argues that case study is the 'study of the particularity and complexity of the single case, coming to understand its activity within important circumstances' (Stake, 1995, p. xi). However, unlike Stake's work, my research does not just aim to capture the complexity of the single case for its own sake. Instead, it aims to widen the debate and to question assumptions about the nature of subject knowledge, learning and pedagogy that appear to underlie the two constructivist approaches to expertise found in the literature of primary science education research (as discussed in Chapters 1, 2, and 3).

Thus, I use the information collected from the case study to deepen my theoretical analysis of such assumptions. In this respect, theoretical inference seems to be the most relevant goal for my case study research. Here, I use the term 'theoretical inference' to refer to some meaningful patterns and explanations that were produced from studying the features of the case and the relationships among them during a relatively long period of time. By exploring similar issues at different points during that period, the study is able to increase the internal generalisation (Gomm et al., 2000b) of the case; that is, the extent to which the data represent the case adequately. However, as I discussed in the previous section, explanations cannot be validated solely through the study of a single case or even through the study of a small number of cases. Thus, the patterns and explanations produced in this study do not claim to have universal validity. Rather they constitute hypotheses that can be tested in future
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6 The name Coral is not the teacher's real name. It is used to protect her anonymity.
It is important to emphasise that Coral was not selected on the grounds that she was typical or representative of all expert teachers of primary science. Rather she was chosen on the grounds that she provides an exemplar, a critical case, of what is widely taken to count as such expertise at the present time by practitioners.

As noted earlier, some of the literature on sociocultural perspectives defines expertise in terms of recognition by relevant communities of practice. Coral met this requirement in several key respects. At the time when I began my research, she had been working as a primary teacher for seven years and was the science co-ordinator for her school, assisting other colleagues with aspects of their science teaching, especially those related to their science understanding. Her qualifications included three science A levels, some modules from an unfinished physics degree and a B.Ed (honours) degree with a specialisation in science. Furthermore, Coral had published articles in a professional journal of primary science about the ways in which her own teaching was contributing to the development of children’s science learning, indeed, she was a member of the editorial board of that journal.

Prior to selecting Coral as a critical case for my research, other teachers were contacted to take part. I sent fifteen letters to different primary school head-teachers asking for permission to approach the science coordinators in their schools. In these letters I explained the purpose of my research, which at that time was broadly defined in terms of increasing understanding of the relation between teacher expertise and children’s learning in the area of primary science. In the same letter I also included a brief description of how I would like to collaborate with teachers in my research.
This involved: a) an initial meeting with the teacher to discuss his/her views on teaching and learning, education and science education; b) observation of teaching; and c) discussion with the teacher about aspects of his/her teaching, which could lead to further classroom observations d) discussion with selected children about their understanding of the teachers' intentions.

After negotiating with the heads and individual teachers in these schools, five teachers agreed to meet with me. However, during the initial discussion it became clear that two of these teachers were not meeting my selection criteria. In particular, both teachers were in their first year of teaching, and, although they had taken on the role of the science coordinator for their schools, they were still working alongside the previous science coordinators in order for them to develop their own expertise. Thus, they did not seem to be regarded in their local school environment as expert teachers of primary science, so I ruled them out as the focus of my study. Three other teachers who appeared to meet the selection criteria, expressed concern about the time and degree of commitment that my research would require on their part. By contrast Coral, showed considerable interest in my research. Thus, apart from Coral being recognised as an expert teacher of primary science, her willingness to take part in my research was an additional element that encouraged me to select her as the case that my research would investigate.

Data collection techniques and analysis

The data collection took place in two phases. The first phase covered the summer term of 1997; the second phase took place during the summer term of 1998. For the
first phase, the following qualitative data collection techniques were used:

i) Classroom observation of three sessions related to the area of the primary Science National Curriculum dealing with forces (DfES, 1995). The sessions that I observed were: gravity and air resistance; measuring pulling forces, and friction;

ii) Unstructured interviews with the classroom teacher;

iii) Coral’s own writing about her teaching and the children’s progress in science;

iv) E-mail communication with the teacher aiming to clarify issues, which arose from the other sources of data.

For the second phase (summer term, 1998), the following qualitative data collection techniques were used:

i) Unstructured interview with the classroom teacher;

ii) E-mail communication with the teacher aiming to clarify issues, which arose from the other sources of data;

iii) Classroom observation of a session on balanced forces.\(^7\)

More specifically, I contacted Coral formally on 13/02/97 when I sent her a letter to explore the possibility of visiting her classroom and to explain the purpose of my research. In that letter, I explained to Coral that in order to achieve my research aim, I would want to observe her teaching and discuss with her aspects of it, and to find out about her views on teaching, learning and science education.

Soon after that, I had a telephone conversation with Coral, in which we arranged for me to visit her class for a period of six weeks starting after the Easter break (first half of the summer school term 1997). During that telephone conversation we also discussed very briefly her plans for that term. Coral proposed to focus her teaching on the area of the primary Science National Curriculum dealing with forces. This seemed appropriate for my purposes.

I first visited Coral’s class on 9/04/97 and I observed the second of a series of

\(^7\) The concept of balanced forces was part of the Primary Science National Curriculum, 1995. This concept was removed from the Primary Science National Curriculum in its revision in 1998.
sessions on forces, which was about gravity and air resistance. At the beginning of
that session, Coral provided me with the following brief outline of what took place in
the initial session and the activities that children would be engaged in during the
session I observed:

Initial session 7/4 – Discussion of falling objects
Set of questions generated from children

Session 9/4
Recap of discussion
Task – to make paper fall as slowly as possible
May go on to making a 100g weight fall slower.

I was introduced to the class as ‘a visitor to see what we do in science’. I recorded
classroom observations in field notes, and a tape-recorder was also used to record the
teacher’s talk. During group work I joined in with a group of children and observed
the ways in which children were getting involved in the practical activities that Coral
had set up for them. I talked to the children about what they were doing and I
discussed some of these observations with Coral at the end of the session when we
had a brief informal conversation about how she thought the session had gone.

I visited Coral’s class again the following week (16/04/97) to observe the session on
measuring pulling forces. I worked in a similar way to the previous session, though
this time I decided to video-record the second half of the session. This was because I
found that field notes and audio recording had not captured some of the important
classroom interactions that took place between the teacher and the children. Prior to
my visit, I telephoned Coral to ask for her permission to use the video camera during
this session, and explained to her the reasons why I wanted to do this. I also asked
her how she thought the children in her class would react to it. At the beginning of
our conversation Coral said that she was afraid that she would not be able to
concentrate on her teaching with the presence of a video camera in her classroom.
However, she did mention that her teaching had been video recorded before and that the children were used to the presence of a video camera. And, on that basis, she decided to agree to it.

During this second visit (16/04/97), I also had my first interview with Coral, which took place at lunch break and lasted for about thirty minutes. The interview aimed to help me develop my understanding of Coral’s general approach to teaching and learning science, and her views about her role as a teacher. I asked her broad questions about the role of science in primary education and the aim of science teaching, and her views about how children learn science. I also asked her questions about the ways she plans her science teaching, her beliefs about the role of practical work in promoting children’s scientific understanding, her preferred ways of working with the children, and her views about her role as a teacher. Towards the end of the interview we talked more specifically about her aims for the particular session I had been observing. In particular, I asked her questions about her learning intentions for the session, the ways she assesses children’s learning and the ways she organised her session in terms of what the children are to do, and what she does in order to help them develop their scientific understanding. The interview was tape-recorded and subsequently transcribed.

I arranged to visit Coral’s class again the following week (23/04/97) to observe a session on friction, which was video-recorded and subsequently transcribed. A few days before my third visit, I received an e-mail from Coral, in which she included a three-page piece of writing entitled ‘Year 5 work of forces – rationale for planning’. Coral explained that she had decided to write down her thoughts about what took place during the three sessions on forces I observed, so as to offer me a more detailed
account of her teaching, and because she found it stressful to talk about her teaching in school time when there were frequent interruptions. This piece of writing involved a description of and justification for how each of the three sessions had been planned (W/C 7/4/97; W/C 14/4/97; W/C 21/4/97), which included a discussion of the aim of each session, a description of what went on, the practical activities the children were asked to engage in, Coral’s understanding of how children’s learning progressed, and her dilemmas and concerns about her own teaching in helping children to develop their scientific understanding. Coral also included in that e-mail examples of children’s questions and explanations in relation to aspects of forces, as an indication of their progression in science.

When I first started my research, I had not anticipated that e-mail communication could be used as a means for collecting data, so I was surprised when Coral initiated it. However, e-mail proved to be a very useful way of collecting data because it enabled me to communicate quickly with the teacher the issues about her teaching that needed further discussion, whilst at the same time it offered Coral more time to think about these issues than she would have had during a telephone conversation. Moreover, I had not anticipated that the classroom teacher would provide a detailed written account of her own teaching. However, I found it an important source of data and encouraged her to continue to send me similar pieces of writing.

Coral did three more sessions on forces during that half term: a session on pendula (W/C 28/4/97), and two sessions on floating and sinking (W/C 6/5/97; 15/5/97). After each session she e-mailed me a piece of writing similar to the one described earlier (e-mails received on 30/04/97; 6/5/97; 15/5/97). During that half term Coral also sent me three separate e-mails with examples of children’s explanations and
questions about friction (email received on 4/05/97), forces (email received on 5/05/97) and floating and sinking (email received on 6/05/97).

The transcription and initial data analysis took place during the summer and autumn term of 1997. In particular, I fully transcribed the interview with Coral and the teaching session on friction. I also transcribed parts of the other two sessions. I then classified my field notes, observation and interview transcripts and Coral’s own writing and email exchanges by identifying repeated words and phrases that seemed to be significant for the teacher’s views concerning the role of science in primary education, her beliefs about her role as a teacher, children’s learning in science and her approaches to science teaching. By examining these classifications I was able to identify relationships among them and I began the process of understanding these relationships by using a number of theoretical perspectives from the literature. Trying to make sense of the data also involved the identification of issues that needed further clarification to enable me to suggest that certain relationships hold firm in the case being examined. Thus, I decided that I needed to contact Coral again and discuss further with her issues related to her understanding of children’s learning and her approaches to science teaching. Moreover, in trying to understand the data collected, other issues emerged which my study had not given much attention to until that time. Such issues included some aspects of the teacher’s understanding of science knowledge and its role in her teaching. This coincided with my theoretical analysis of views of knowledge that appeared to underlie notions of expertise found in the literature of primary science education research (e.g. Harlen, 1997; Summers, 1994; Summers, Kruger & Mant, 1997a; 1997b).

Thus, in January 1998, I phoned Coral and asked her whether it would be possible for
us to meet and talk further about her understanding of scientific knowledge and its role in her teaching, and to clarify some issues related to her views of children's learning in science. Coral agreed to this, but because it was a busy term for her she suggested contacting her again during the summer term. In April 1998, I sent an e-mail to Coral to remind her about the issues that I would like to discuss with her and to arrange a time for the interview.

The interview took place on the 17/05/98 at Coral's home. It was unstructured, taking the form of a conversation, which lasted about an hour and a half and was tape-recorded and subsequently fully transcribed. Just before we started talking, Coral gave me a one page piece of writing which included four paragraphs. Each of these paragraphs had a subheading to indicate that it tackled a specific issue associated with an aspect of subject knowledge. Thus, the first paragraph referred to the role of 'subject knowledge in primary science teaching', the second one offered 'an example of the complex issue of subject knowledge', the third paragraph discussed Coral's own 'subject knowledge', and the last paragraph dealt with her 'responsibility for science throughout the school'. I decided to start the interview by discussing the issues Coral included in that piece of writing, though soon after other issues emerged, including her worries about other teachers' lack of science understanding; the ways in which she develops her own science understanding; the ways she plans her teaching of science; her concerns about balancing her approach with the demands of the primary Science National Curriculum and the Science Attainment Targets' (SATs) exams; and her beliefs about how children learn and progress in science and the ways in which she assesses their science understanding.

I transcribed the interview soon after it took place and I did some preliminary
analysis, aiming to identify issues that needed further clarification. Thus, on 16/06/98 I sent an e-mail to Coral, in which I asked her to elaborate on some issues that arose from the interview. These included questions to do with her own understanding of science knowledge, and how she assesses it. In that e-mail I also asked her whether I could visit her class again to observe a session on science. On 30/05/98, I received an email from Coral in which she said that she found my questions very interesting and that she needed some time to think about them. In that email she invited me to visit her class on a day that suits me. I decided to visit Coral’s class on the 22/06/98 when she was teaching a session focused on balancing forces, and to video record it. The reason for observing Coral’s teaching again was to check the extent to which the data I had collected during the summer term 1997 remained an accurate picture of her practice. One day before my final classroom observation (21/06/98), I received two email messages from Coral in which she responded to my questions regarding her own subject knowledge. In the first email, she talked briefly about the ways she forms an assessment of her own scientific understanding. In her second email, Coral described in more detail what she means by scientific understanding, how she develops this, and its role in her teaching.

The analysis of the interview and the e-mail messages took place during the summer and autumn term of the 1998 and used a similar approach to the one described earlier. The data collected from both phases were then reanalysed to produce the content of the following two chapters (Chapters 5, and 6).

Thus, in the remainder of the thesis, I will compare the dominant ideas about primary science expertise in the research literature, already discussed in the previous chapters, with Coral’s views about subject knowledge and its role in teaching and learning, and
above all with her practice in the classroom.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have discussed the use of case study method in my research. In the first part I dealt with the main components of case study and with the issues of generalisability and theory production that have been the focus of much discussion in the methodological literature. In the second part I described the research design of my study, with its aim of capturing the complexity of a single case and using the findings to interrogate the theoretical assumptions that underlie currently influential notions of primary science expertise.
CHAPTER 5

AN EXPERT PRIMARY SCIENCE PRACTITIONER'S PERSPECTIVE

INTRODUCTION

In the first part of this thesis I discussed different views of the requirement that, in order to be effective, primary teachers need to possess adequate subject and pedagogical content knowledge. In this chapter, I explore the ways in which one teacher of primary science, who was widely regarded as expert, discusses her own expertise. Thus, the first section deals with Coral's views about her science subject knowledge, the ways she assesses her own understanding of this and her beliefs about the role of her subject knowledge in her teaching. The second section discusses Coral's views about the learner, the learning process, the teaching of science, and her role in supporting the development of children's scientific understanding.

The data used in this chapter derive from unstructured interviews with the teacher, the teacher's own writing about her teaching of science, and email exchanges between the teacher and the researcher. Coral's writing relates to her teaching of forces. Coral taught forces to 28 Year 5 class children (Key Stage 2) during a period of six weeks.

1 A detailed description of the research design of this study is given in Chapter 4.
She started her teaching with the concepts of gravity and air resistance. She then moved on to teach measuring pulling forces, friction, pendula, and, finally, floating and sinking.

In the Primary Science National Curriculum, these aspects of forces should be taught at Key Stage 2 (NC, 1995, 1999), whereas the notion of a force as a push or a pull, and the idea that a force is needed to change the movement or the direction of an object should be taught at Key Stage 1. It is likely, therefore, that the children in Coral's class were familiar with these ideas prior to her teaching of forces.

Coral's perspective on her own understanding of subject knowledge

Coral discusses her own scientific understanding in terms of a network of links between her 'formal knowledge' of science and aspects of the experienced physical world (interview, 17/5/98). And she describes her understanding of science in dynamic terms, as generating a 'wider picture' (email, 21/06/98):

Linking bits of knowledge and experience in a meaningful way seems to be the key to conceptual development. This is what I mean by the development of a 'wider picture'. Thus, the wider picture changes all the time for me as I see new links between areas of knowledge.

Coral traces her formal knowledge of science back to her education, which included three Science 'A' levels and some science modules from an unfinished physics degree. She sees this knowledge as tied to problems of the kinds that are often found in secondary science textbooks. These problems have a single right answer and therefore only required rules or simple algorithms to solve:
I went to a grammar school and all the teaching there was very formal... I knew facts to be able to do A level calculations about them (interview, 17/5/98).

What Coral refers to as making 'meaningful' links between her formal knowledge of science and experience relates to her understanding of the process of explaining phenomena of the kinds that are addressed in primary school classrooms (interview, 17/5/98). She says that she developed this understanding further during the science education courses of her BEd degree. She explains that during these courses, she was offered opportunities to get engaged with problems associated with specific scientific concepts or phenomena which did not have an immediate clear answer (e.g. 'what makes the difference to the brightness of a bulb in an electric circuit?') (informal discussion, 22/5/98). To solve such problems, students had to redefine the problem in a form appropriate for investigation. In other words, students were encouraged to use their knowledge of science to ask questions that could be systematically tested, to form hypotheses and make predictions. They were then asked to carry out their own investigations in order to test their predictions, collect and interpret their data and discuss their interpretations with colleagues and other tutors.

For Coral, her involvement in such practical activities helped her to develop an understanding of how to ask scientific questions about aspects of the physical world, and to find answers to these questions by using both her formal knowledge of science and her procedural understanding; her understanding of how to do science. She compares this approach to solving problems with the discovery learning approach that underlay Nuffield secondary science. As I discussed in Chapter 1, this approach involved encouraging learners to ask their own scientific questions, isolate a scientific
problem and find its solution through careful investigation. Coral had briefly come across this approach during her secondary schooling, but she did not find it helpful. It was not until her college education that she began to appreciate this approach:

[talking about her secondary school education] In chemistry we had the beginning of Nuffield science, which of course was completely not formal and we had textbooks that were all questions... It was completely hopeless for me... When I went to college I could see the value of this approach, that in doing science in that way you do actually learn something... All of a sudden I could look at really basic things like circuits with batteries and bulbs and could find out what was going on. I found that really nice (interview, 17/5/98).

Her views about the adequacy of her own subject knowledge

Coral believes that she has an adequate level of scientific knowledge: ‘good enough for Key Stage 2’ (interview, 21/6/98). She explains that she feels ‘comfortable with the science in the National Curriculum’ (email, sent on 21/06/98) and argues that she uses several means of assessing her own science knowledge. One of these is associated with her ability to explain adequately to other colleagues aspects of the scientific concepts that are included in the National Curriculum. This kind of assessment is further reinforced by the fact that other teachers often say to her that they find her support helpful:

I feel able to support colleagues with any difficulties. Other teachers have told me that I have helped them to understand things (interview, 17/5/98).
Another way that Coral uses to assess her science knowledge seems to relate to her ability to identify correctly instances as examples of particular scientific concepts. She argues, for example, that her knowledge of scientific concepts offers her ‘security’ in distinguishing the aspects of scientific knowledge she understands from those which she does not:

I have a certain amount of security in terms of formal education (3 science ‘A’ levels and some science in my first degree course). The main outcome of this is familiarity with basic concepts and a fairly clear idea of what I don’t understand (email, 21/06/98.).

Coral goes on to explain that once she has identified ‘a patchy area’ in her ‘science network’ she is ‘keen to reinforce it’. So, once she has realised that she does not know enough about a particular aspect of scientific knowledge to explain a particular scientific experience, she is willing to develop her knowledge of that aspect by reading up about it, for example, or by watching scientific programmes on the television (email, 21/06/98). In this way, she widens her existing picture of science. Coral emphasises that she is able to do this because she knows that her ‘level of background understanding is good enough’ to allow her ‘to assimilate new ideas’. In this respect, her views about the development of her own scientific understanding suggest a metacognitive awareness of the organisation and synthesis of her scientific understanding: Coral seems able not only to identify the knowledge she lacks but also to reorganise and synthesise her existing picture of science (see Bruner, 1986). Following on from this, it seems clear that Coral believes that the foundation of knowledge that she acquired at A level and undergraduate level is important.
However, Coral also argues that her knowledge of science does not always enable her to identify situations as examples or non-examples of particular scientific concepts. She explains that during her science teaching she often come across situations that she cannot immediately understand, even if they relate to a concept she has taught before:

I will frequently come across things that I am suddenly aware that I don’t really understand whilst I am talking to the children (Coral’s writing, 17/5/98).

Coral describes an episode which followed work about forces acting on floating objects:

[...] during a discussion following work with Newton meters and floating objects, I began to wonder about the situation of a person on a floating boat who was, from one perspective apparently weightless. This was not a helpful thought (ibid.).

It seems that this situation of a person on a floating boat was interpreted by Coral as a problem that involves the concept of the balanced forces which exist between the weight of the floating object and the upthrust force of the water in which the object floats. So she was led to the possibility that the person would be weightless. To explain this situation, Coral needed to interpret it as a problem which involves the balanced forces that exist between the weight of the person and the reaction force of the floor of a building on land. Although Coral had used this concept in other situations, her previous experience in using this particular concept was not sufficient to enable her to interpret the situation as effectively as in the previous ones. In other words, in this situation Coral has an abstract knowledge of the concept as taught to her and a situated knowledge of it in the contexts she has experienced it and taught it. The situation of the person on the boat was a new context, so she had to transfer her understanding to the new context. From a sociocultural perspective, situations like this indicate that an individual’s understanding of a particular problem involves the individual’s
interpretation and perception of the problem depicted in it, a process which is contingent (see the discussion in Chapter 2).

For Coral, such situations are 'a real problem' for her and the children, because she gets confused, her teaching stops and she 'loses momentum' (email 21/06/98). Nevertheless, she argues that during her teaching she tries to resolve such confusing situations either by thinking about them alone or by sharing her confusion with the children (interview, 21/05/98). She explains that the way to deal with such situations is to ask 'hard and searching questions' (email 21/06/98) that aim to clarify the problem and broaden her own and the children's understanding of the same concept across problem situations. So, a solution to a scientific problem is sought, yet this simultaneously involves developing children's learning. It seems, therefore, that for Coral the ability to know how to make sense of experience, which she developed on her BEd course, is as important as her formal scientific knowledge. It is this ability, as well as her approach to the teaching of science, that allows her to explain confusing situations that may appear during teaching. It also seems to allow her to widen her picture of science by forming new links between familiar concepts and new experiences. Indeed, she claims that only after she has taught a specific concept several times can she say that she has developed a better understanding of it:

I develop my understanding all the time. When I've taught something for the third or fourth time running I think 'all right' now I know what it means (interview, 17/5/98).

Following on from this, it can be suggested that Coral acknowledges the contingency of her scientific understanding, and has developed ways of coping with this when it emerges during problem-solving situations that arise during her teaching.
Coral’s views about the role of subject knowledge in her teaching

Coral argues that the aim of her science teaching is to help children become ‘really scientifically literate’, and she explains that this means that what she wants the children to be able to do as a result of her science teaching is to look at things and say “I know what’s happening there. I understand it” (interview, 15/4/97). This kind of understanding seems to be similar to that which she developed during her BEd course, and relates to children’s metacognitive awareness: their ability to know how to make sense of physical experiences by using their scientific understanding. And, she seems to use evidence of children’s metacognitive awareness to evaluate the success of her teaching. As she comments: ‘the thing that gives me pleasure is when they relate one thing to another, when they say “that’s like when”’ (interview, 15/4/97).

Coral describes her science lessons as 'genuine processes of exploration' (email 21/6/98), during which she helps the children to ask their own scientific questions about a particular experience and to develop their procedural and conceptual scientific understanding, so as to be able to provide adequate answers to these questions. Discussing the way she teaches the content of the primary Science National Curriculum, she stresses the interrelated nature of the concepts, procedures and processes of science:

I am not doing lots of investigations that are just AT1 investigations which have not got any content. I wouldn't want to do that. I am interested in the content, so are the children. But the teaching of content does not necessarily take place at the expense of process (interview, 15/4/97).

2 AT1 refers to Attainment Target 1 of the Primary Science National Curriculum, which deals with scientific inquiry.
From this point of view, Coral argues that her own picture of science plays a significant part in her teaching. It enables her to have an understanding of what are the 'interesting questions' about a particular aspect of the physical world, and of the concepts and processes that could be used in order to explore it (email, 21/6/98). In turn, this understanding gives her 'confidence' in her teaching; it helps her to organise her teaching in a way that encourages children to explore physical experiences. Coral compares her teaching of science with her teaching of geography. She argues that in geography her network of conceptual links is much smaller, and therefore her understanding of interesting questions is limited. This prevents her from organising her geography teaching in an exploratory way, so that she usually simply offers the children 'facts'. Commenting on her science and geography teaching Coral says:

I find it difficult to give children neatly packaged, easy to understand facts which obscure the interesting questions in science. I don't find this at all difficult in geography because I don't know the interesting questions. I am a much more confident science teacher than geography teacher (email, 21/6/98).

However, she also points out that her picture of science can cause problems in her teaching. In particular, she explains that quite often her broad understanding of links between knowledge and experience encourages her to push the children beyond their abilities to understand certain links:

I push them as far as they can go and beyond all the time. I can see they know this bit and they know the other bit and I want them to put these bits together and I get so excited that I want to share this with them, and then I just lose them (interview, 21/5/98).

Coral seems to suggest that her understanding of scientific knowledge is important in assisting the children to address scientific questions. This knowledge enables her to
identify 'profitable lines of thought' (email 21/6/98) in what the children say or do and link them together towards the understanding of a particular scientific concept:

I often think: 'If I didn’t know the next fact, I wouldn’t be interested in what that child says or does. I am only interested in that because I know it can lead to some other understanding of what I think might be an important concept (interview, 17/5/98).

She also argues that her knowledge of science helps her to 'shape' what she says to the children (Coral’s writing, 17/5/98). In particular, she says that she is able to select and introduce to the children appropriate scientific terms. She explains that, prior to her teaching, she forms an idea of which terms to use and how they can be defined and related to children’s everyday language (interview, 21/5/98). She comments, however, that 'over a period of two years there are relatively few terms that the children need to know' (interview, 21/5/98). Moreover, she stresses that she does not necessarily associate children’s scientific understanding with children’s use of scientific language. She explains that she is more concerned with the thinking underlying children’s responses rather than with the extent to which their responses conform to or deviate from certain specifications laid down by her at the beginning of a session.

To illustrate this point she refers to the use of particular tests (e.g. Standard Assessment Tasks, SATs) to evaluate children’s learning in science. She points out that in these tests, children’s science learning is associated with their ability to answer particular questions which are expressed in a decontextualised way. By contrast, when the evaluation of children’s learning is more concerned with understanding children’s thinking, their ability to use a scientific term is less important than their ability to explain a particular phenomenon using their own language:
In a SAT paper we did last week there was a question about burning candles saying that when a candle burns a liquid is formed. What is this liquid called? That's a hard question. It's too technical. Some children did know the name of course. And then the next question was 'What is the name of the process by which this liquid is formed?' And if you say to the children 'what do we say is happening here, they'll say it's melting. They know it is melting except that some of them will say 'it's burning' because we are talking about the candle is burning (interview, 21/5/98).

Furthermore, Coral says that her scientific understanding helps her to simplify complicated scientific ideas and draw a ‘sequence of learning objectives in my mind’ (Coral’s writing, 17/5/97). Such objectives also include the scientific skills and procedures (e.g. how to construct a graph or how to carry out a fair test) that she is expecting the children to learn during a teaching session (email, sent on 17/5/98). However, she does not produce written detailed descriptions of the learning objectives of her sessions.

Moreover, for Coral such learning objectives are only used to determine at a general level what the children are to learn and to guide her in the choice of scientific terms, explanations, activities and resources that she may need to provide in order to help the children develop their scientific understanding. She disagrees with the idea that knowledge within a specific area of science can be broken down into smaller bits and taught according to their degree of difficulty, expecting the children to construct their understanding following the same kind of logical relationship that the teacher has drawn between concepts in her objectives:

I don’t believe that you can put things in order, that you have to learn this first and this second and this last. Learning science does not come in nice neat little packages that can be taught in a nice neat way and fit together afterwards (interview, 21/5/98).
Nevertheless, she points out that certain areas of science (e.g. forces) include complicated concepts and explanations that cannot easily relate to children's everyday experiences:

Well some areas are quite complicated. The teaching of forces is very difficult. The ideas are very sophisticated and maybe are not appropriate for 10 year olds. It's very hard to teach forces and it's very difficult for children to understand (interview, 21/5/98).

Furthermore, the structure of a session or a series of sessions is based partly on what Coral thinks is the order that children will find easier to follow, and partly on her formative assessment of the children’s current understanding. So, her teaching does not follow a fixed course. As she explains, she decided to start her teaching of the topic of forces with a session on falling objects because it is an everyday phenomenon that all children have experienced, and about which they are likely to have developed a number of different conceptions (Coral’s writing, W/C 7/4/97). When the children had shown evidence in their understanding that they 'could expect things to fall at the same speed', Coral moved on to discuss the concept of air resistance, hoping that the children would find this phenomenon interesting to explore since it is closely associated to gravity and the speed by which different objects fall:

I now assumed that the children knew that they could expect things to fall at the same rate, and that they would, therefore, find air resistance an interesting phenomenon (ibid.).

The role of learning objectives in Coral’s teaching is discussed again in the next sections.
Coral's views about the nature of children's science learning

Coral argues that children bring their own ideas to the science classroom which are the outcome of their attempts to solve problems that they encounter in their everyday interactions with the physical world. Talking about children's everyday ideas of forces, for example, she says:

After all, from the time a baby drops something out of the pram and looks down and not up, he or she is developing concepts about forces (Coral's writing, W/C 7/4/97).

Coral assumes that children's everyday ideas of a scientific concept or phenomenon are likely to be different from the one held by scientists. This is because children's ideas are the product of their mundane thinking about the world, which is different from 'the logical thinking' (interview, 15/4/96) that scientists employ to explore particular scientific phenomena. 'Logical thinking' refers to the processes and procedures that scientists use to produce a body of scientific propositions that explains aspects of the physical world. Thus, for Coral scientific understanding requires evidence, and this in turn, requires procedural capability. Coral states that in her science teaching she aims to help the children to think about their experiences of everyday scientific phenomena in a way similar to the one employed by scientists. As she puts it: 'in science children find out about things that are obvious in everyday life but they haven't thought of in this way before'. For instance, referring to her session on gravity and air resistance she explains that although children had their own ideas about falling objects, they had not 'thought about it like Galileo or Newton thought'. Thus, encouraging the children to think 'logically through it, they were surprised when they found that things fall at the same
speed' (Coral’s writing, W/C 7/4/97). In this respect, her views about the learner seem to draw on Piagetian constructivist accounts of the learner, according to which learners are regarded as intelligent problem solvers motivated to initiate and complete acts, and to construct conceptual structures which enable them to make sense of aspects of the physical world that are related to what ‘has been experienced by individuals’ (Murphy, et al., 2000, p. 12; see also Harlen, 2000).

Coral emphasises the tacit character of children’s everyday ideas. She says, for example, that children’s ideas are often ‘implicit and difficult to access’, and argues that her role during elicitation is to help them ‘articulate their thinking’ (Coral’s writing, W/C 7/4/97). Coral stresses that the elicitation of children’s ideas is used as a ‘tool’ for the children and as a ‘tool’ for herself (interview, 21/5/98). As she comments, children do not ‘know what they know and what they think unless they are asked to articulate their thoughts’ (interview, 21/5/98). This comment indicates Coral’s concern with the development of children’s metacognitive awareness, which appears to be central in her view about how scientific understanding develops. In her teaching the elicitation of children’s ideas is achieved by encouraging the children, during whole class discussions or smaller conversations, to ‘relate their ideas to everyday experiences and real contexts’ (Coral’s writing, W/C 6/5/97). For example, in order to find out children’s ideas about gravity, weight (as a force) and air resistance, Coral presented the children with three objects of different size and weight. She then dropped the three objects in a situation with minimal air resistance and asked the children to predict the results. She reports that the children expressed a range of ideas such as ‘the heavy one would fall first because it was the heaviest; the lightest one would fall first because it was little and would drop
quickly; the heavy one would fall slower because it was bigger' (Coral’s writing. W/C 7/4/97).

As I mentioned earlier, as a teacher, Coral is 'particularly interested' in eliciting and identifying children's everyday ideas about aspects of the physical world (Coral's writing, W/C 6/5/97). She explains that eliciting children’s ideas helps her to assess their understanding in relation to the scientific knowledge that she has included in her learning objectives. It also informs her about the range of children’s everyday ideas on a specific topic, so as to incorporate some of them in her teaching. As she puts it, eliciting children’s ideas helps her to ‘find out what the children already knew in terms of school learning, and in terms of their own conclusions’ (Coral’s writing, W/C 7/4/97).

Sometimes Coral uses the context of a practical task to elicit both children’s conceptual and procedural understanding. She explains that during such activities she offers children one way of testing a particular idea and then invites them to suggest ways of modifying or extending the task (Coral’s writing, W/C 21/4/97). For Coral, children’s attempts to modify or extend a task offer her a ‘good opportunity to gain access to their thinking’. And, she comments:

It rapidly becomes clear if they have not grasped the essential experimental technique or rationale, or, on the other hand, if they can enrich the activity in a meaningful way (Coral's writing, 21/4/98).

Quite often, Coral elicits children’s ideas through writing. She comments that classroom discussions are not appropriate for all the children in her classroom because
'not every child is involved in these discussions' (Coral’s writing, W/C 21/4/97). Therefore, Coral decided to use writing to help the children make explicit their understanding of a topic; that is, to ‘articulate their thoughts about what they know and what they think’ (interview, 21/5/98). Coral explains that, either at the beginning or towards the end of a session on a topic, and after having discussed their ideas in the classroom, she asks the children to write on a piece of paper their current understandings of the topic under discussion. She calls this ‘Any Answers’ type of writing.

In a similar way, she also often asks the children to write on a piece of paper any scientific questions that they would like to find an answer to (‘Any Questions?’ type of writing). This is because she places particular emphasis on helping children develop not only their ability to articulate their thoughts but also their ability to ask scientific questions. She argues, however, that some children are better than others at asking scientific questions, and she believes that, overall, it is hard to encourage the children to think of scientific questions. She gives the children a time limit and asks them to think of questions which could be tested in the classroom, or answered by thought experiments or by looking at a science book, or questions which may be too hard to be dealt with at the moment:

Well, I say to them may be there will be questions that we have already answered or may be there will be questions that we could do some experiments to find out the answer or there might be questions we just have to think about or look at books or there might be questions which we will have to leave on one side because they are too hard (interview, 21/5/98).

Furthermore, in order to help the children develop further their ability to provide explanations and ask scientific questions, Coral selects those of the children’s
explanations and questions that include elements of a scientific way of thinking and displays and discusses them in the classroom. It seems that by making children's developing understanding available to them, Coral aims to frame their new learning. In other words, she helps them to tackle new topics with some organised understanding of what counts as a scientific explanation or a scientific question. Moreover, although she argues that these methods are not 'the best for all the children', they can, nevertheless, provide valuable information to her about children's developing understanding of science (Coral's writing, W/C 21/4/97).

Coral's interest in eliciting children's ideas is further illustrated in her continuing search for finding better or more profitable methods for eliciting children's thinking. For instance, she argues that recently she has tried to access their ideas by talking to the children whilst they are working together in small groups to solve a particular problem. Nevertheless, she argues that she is 'still left with the problem of not being able to talk enough with each group to thoroughly access their thinking' (ibid.).

Coral believes that not all of the ideas expressed by the children during classroom discussion or in writing are 'firm or deeply held beliefs' and so resistant to modification. Some are ideas that they think of for the first time when asked, or that do not have any link with their experience. She argues that such ideas can be more easily changed. Thus, although eliciting children's ideas, especially at the beginning of a new science

---

3 The selection of the children's ideas which are to be discussed in the classroom also depends on Coral's learning objectives.
topic (e.g. forces), ‘encourages children’s interest and produces some real thinking’, it
also has the ‘disadvantage of introducing all sorts of untidy ideas and diffuse theories
(Coral’s writing, 6/5/97). From this point of view, Coral argues that it is not necessary
to incorporate in her teaching all of the children’s ideas. In fact, she stresses that ‘it is
also pointless because the children’s ideas will have already changed and developed as
they relate them to experience and rethink them’ (ibid.). For Coral, finding out about
children’s existing understanding is useful as ‘an overview of pre-existing ideas’ so as to
enable her to assess children’s learning during further work (Coral’s writing, 6/5/97).
From this point of view, it can be suggested that eliciting children’s ideas also helps her
to consolidate prior learning and set the scene for future learning.

*Her views about how children learn science*

Coral seems to believe that children develop their scientific understanding as they
participate in practical activities which offer them opportunities to reflect on the
viability of their existing understanding and to begin to reconsider and develop this
understanding towards the desired scientific one. Such reflection and reconsideration
occurs as children use their everyday ideas to resolve what they find problematic within
the world of their own experience:

Children remember what they have done practically. They learn by actually having
an ice balloon or using the electricity equipment and trying to figure out what is
happening (interview, 15/4/97).
Coral stresses that the more opportunities children are offered to reconsider their own understanding, the more likely it is that they will modify this understanding towards the desired scientific one:

> the more working out for themselves they do the more conceptual development takes place in a way (interview, 15/4/97).

In order to help children to reconsider their existing understanding Coral engages children with practical activities that relate to a specific physical experience (e.g. floating and sinking), and offers children opportunities to use their existing understanding to explain those aspects of this experience that interest them. This is because she believes that learning occurs when children are intrinsically motivated, that is when they become 'genuinely curious' about the aspects of the topic under study (Coral's writing, 6/5/97). And this is achieved when they are offered opportunities to pursue their own interests. Discussing children's practical work, Coral points out that such explorations are similar to young children's play:

> [Involvement in practical activities] It is not superficial messing about, it is real play like small children do when they are completely involved in what they are doing (interview, 15/4/96).

In this respect, Coral's views of how children learn seem to have similarities with Piagetian staged views of the learner, which argue that in order to encourage children's learning, the problem that they are to investigate needs to be generated by the children, and not to be given to them by the classroom teacher (see Murphy, et al., 2000).

However, Coral also points out that she does not necessarily expect the children to discover scientific concepts through their engagement with practical activities. For her,
participation in such activities simply provides the basis upon which scientific knowledge is built. In this respect, Coral's views of how children learn science seems to have similarities with Piagetian constructivist accounts of the learner, according to which the learner is regarded as an active constructor of meaning, responsible for organising, structuring and restructuring experience in the light of existing conceptual structures, and for determining the value of a conceptual structure by judging how well it fits with experience (see for example, Driver, 1994; Harlen, 1995; 2000; Larochelle & Bednarx, 1998). She argues that her beliefs about how children learn and of the learning process were developed during her Initial Teacher Education course, which was influenced by constructivist approaches to the learning and teaching of science:

[discussing her experiences during her BEd courses] It was the fashionable thing then. You know, all this about Driver and children’s ideas about science (interview, 21/5/98).

Coral emphasises that if learning science is concerned with understanding, scientific knowledge should be presented to children after they have been offered opportunities to get involved in practical activities, to reconsider and problematise their existing understanding of a particular scientific concept). By contrast, Coral argues that if the children are not offered opportunities to rethink their own science understanding but are instead presented with abstract scientific knowledge, then the learning that takes place is likely to be superficial ‘rote’ learning:

I don't think you can do that [introducing a science concept] unless they have practice with it first. Unless they use the stuff first unless they play with it. If you don't have that there is nothing to build on. And children do not remember or they might remember things superficially. They memorise sentences but these they do not mean anything to them. They cannot build on it and learn more with understanding (interview, 15/4/96.).
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Coral explains that in her teaching a new scientific idea is introduced to the children so as to build upon their developing understanding, so as to help them link successfully in their explanations of particular physical experiences their existing understanding with the new knowledge. This is achieved during classroom discussions where Coral tries to identify those of the children’s ideas that are closer to the desired scientific one, and to represent these ideas to the children using appropriate scientific terms:

And then you can [after children had been involved in practical activities], I hope, build on that [children’s developing understanding] rather more formally and draw what I feel I can draw out of it, so they’ve got some real real science out of it (interview, 15/4/97).

From this point of view, it seems that for Coral children’s engagement in practical activities offers them opportunities to get an initial understanding of a problem, and she also uses this to form an assessment of children’s current point of development. In turn, this assessment enables her to judge how far children’s thinking can be developed towards a particular scientific concept, making appropriate links between children’s point of development and scientific understanding. As she comments, during teaching her role is to ‘lead the children along as far as they can towards developing their own understanding’ (email, 21/06/98). In this respect, her views about the learning process seem to draw on Vygotskian accounts, which argue that learning takes place within learners’ zones of proximal development (see for example, Rogoff & Gardner, 1984: Harlen, 2000).

For Coral the key to what scientific understanding children are going to develop depends on ‘the experiences they have had’ (Coral’s writing, 30/5/97). Thus, she seems to suggest that the interaction between scientific knowledge and children’s prior
understanding and experience may produce knowledge which either consolidates the latter, complexifies it or deconstructs it (see Pépin, 1998). For example, according to Coral, children’s writing that followed teaching of gravity and air resistance showed that most children had deconstructed their prior conceptions about the falling of objects and constructed understanding that objects fall at the same speed (Coral’s writing, 7/4/97). A few children, however, seemed to maintain their previous conceptions. In the second session of floating and sinking, Coral wanted the children to begin to use the ‘weighty for size’ concept in their explanations of flotation. She says that as the ‘Any Answers’ type of writing showed, many children appeared to complexify their current understanding by incorporating this concept into their existing knowledge. However, she stresses that only one child seemed to understand the relation between the ‘weighty for size’ concept and the floating of objects:

Unfortunately, he was the only one (Coral’s writing, 15/5/97).

Coral suggests that children are capable of developing each other’s scientific thinking when they are working in pairs because ‘they talk about what they are doing and they get more out of it’ (interview, 15/4/97). However, she does not believe that encouraging children to work in groups bigger than two necessarily promotes science learning. This is because children at this age (nine and ten years-old) are still ‘socially egocentric’ (Coral’s comments, 30/5/97); that is, they do not seem to have skills of collaboration. Therefore, when they are working together in a large group, they find it difficult to listen to and discuss each other’s ideas. To support her view, Coral gives an example from classroom discussions. She says that children quite often offer responses to a question
that she asked earlier in the session, despite the fact that the theme of the current
discussion has changed:

I don't particularly like big groups. Threes I tolerate. But bigger than that, children
are not involved. I think children are pretty egocentric at this age, nine or ten.
They will come with an answer to the question or to the idea that occurred to them
five minutes before and they will say that regardless of what has gone on since.
And I think they are like that with each other as well. They are very much into
their own track (interview, 15/4/97).

Thus, Coral does not usually promote group discussions. Instead, most of the
discussions in her class take place between Coral and the whole class, with her
organising the discussion and regulating the exchanges of ideas between the children
and among the children and herself. In this way she is able to help children develop
each other's ideas. She describes the outcome of such discussions in terms of 'shared
thinking', and argues that this often occurs implicitly, as children participate together
with the teacher in classroom discussions:

Most of the learning that takes place in my science teaching is the result of shared
thinking. Children do develop other children's ideas, without even realising it
sometimes. Sometimes, I say 'this was my idea' and they will say 'no that was my
idea' and it was, but the two things were so linked (interview, 15/4/97.).

She also suggests that children's development of scientific understanding can happen
independently from the structure of the session. It occurs when 'the moment is right and
the interest is there' (interview, 21/5/98). She also points out that children's
construction of their picture of science is often not as continuous or smooth as she
would like it to be:

It doesn't build up a nice picture, a nice neat jigsaw that's in my mind (ibid.).
Quite often children forget or misunderstand what was discussed during teaching until they 'gradually build one thing on another and things come together for them'. Here, Coral's views about children's construction of science knowledge seems to have similarities with di Sessa's (1988) view that an individual's learning in science should be seen in terms of discontinuous changes in a collection of belief fragments which have arisen from everyday experience.

Furthermore, Coral also believes that learning science can occur indirectly, when meanings are not explicitly negotiated between the teacher and the children. She argues, for example, that it is possible for the children to build up their 'picture of science' when experiencing situations outside the school classroom:

> Things probably come together for them with absolutely nothing to do with me directly; just because of what they are experiencing and what they are doing and things fit together from the outside too. Things they see on the television or read or just see outside. They may fit all things in gradually building up a more useful picture (interview, 15/4/97).

A similar view is expressed by Bauersfeld (1988). Discussing the learning of mathematics, he argues that learning can be seen as a process of often implicit negotiations in which subtle shifts and slides of meaning occur outside the participants' awareness. During teaching, students learn when to do what, and how to do it. However, 'the core part of mathematics enculturation comes into effect on the meta-level and it is learned indirectly' (in Cobb, 1994, p. 15).
Coral's views about her teaching of science

Coral argues that in her teaching she does not use a set of teaching strategies 'ready to direct a session to a preconceived conclusion' (email, 21/6/98). Nevertheless, she tries to exercise a certain degree of control over what is to be learned, when and how, by keeping the children 'working along the same lines' (Coral's writing, 21/4/97). This is taken to mean that she organises her teaching in a way that it engages the children in the same practical activities which aim to fulfil her own learning objectives. This is because Coral believes that all the children in her classroom should be offered the same learning opportunities to develop their understanding of those aspects of scientific concepts which she regards as significant for explaining adequately particular physical experiences. She gives as an example how, during the second session on gravity and air resistance, she asked the children to investigate a range of model parachutes made of different materials because she wanted them to begin to develop their understanding of the relation between 'air resistance, surface area, density and rate of fall' (Coral's writing, 7/4/97). For Coral, this understanding is important for explaining experiences associated with the rate of fall of different objects. Commenting on the importance of the fulfilment of her own objectives, she says that she probably considers it more significant than the fulfilment of children's own interests:

I think that my learning objectives for them are important, and I suppose I feel that their learning objectives are secondary (Coral's writing, 21/4/97, emphasis in the original).
To some extent this is encouraged by her belief that although many children are able to develop their conceptual understanding with less guidance by her, some other children are unable to do so and, therefore, she needs to exercise some control over their learning:

There are some children whom I feel I can't trust to have the development of a conceptual framework as a primary aim. The most straightforward way of making sure that these children use their time effectively is to control what they are doing by giving them instructions by which they cannot vary unless I agree (Coral's writing, 21/4/97)

Nevertheless, during practical activities Coral offers the children a certain degree of autonomy to modify a specific task by pursuing their own ideas. Indeed, these activities are organised in a 'fairly unstructured way' (Coral’s writing, 6/5/97). As she comments, a situation where all the children in the classroom perform the same activity in exactly the same way is 'pointless' (Coral’s writing, 21/04/97) because it is associated with pretending to be discovering something interesting. She tries, however, to encourage the children to pursue those of their ideas which seem to be closer to her own objectives. This enables her to maintain control over what can be learned by bringing together at the end of the practical activity those of the children's learning outcomes which seem to be closer to her own intended ones:

I encourage original thoughts and directions but I know that I can draw them all together into one conversation at the end. If they want to pursue interests which will fulfil my own criteria then I am delighted but I don't want them to substitute their own criteria (Coral's writing, 21/4/97).

Thus, it seems that in Coral’s teaching what the children are to learn is determined at a general level beforehand, by her choice of learning opportunity, and at a more specific level by the children during the session as they respond within an appropriate degree of freedom. For example, during the first session on gravity and air resistance, children
were given two templates for spinners and asked to investigate how to make paper fall as slowly as possible. One child found out that a piece of paper the same size with no cutting or folding fell more slowly than either spinner. Coral regarded the child’s finding as ‘interesting’ (Coral’s writing, 7/4/97) and decided to ask her to repeat the test in front of the class, thinking that it could lead to a discussion about the rate of fall and surface area, which was one of her learning objectives for that session.

However, Coral argues that she is not always able to explore further all of the children’s ideas that relate to her learning objectives. This is because there is never enough time to develop children’s thinking, ‘even in terms of planning for next time’ (Coral’s writing, 7/4/97). Children think ‘too much, too fast’ she says, and, therefore, some of their ideas are ignored even if they are relevant to her own learning objectives. For instance, during the same session on gravity and air resistance, one child asked a question about the direction of air resistance, which was not discussed further, although according to Coral ‘it could have led to an interesting discussion about directional forces, and air resistance opposing movement rather than gravity’. Not being able to explore further all of the children’s questions seems to be a problem for Coral, because she thinks that on one hand she professes interest in children’s ideas and on the other hand she ‘ignores almost all of them’ (Coral’s writing, 7/4/97).

On some occasions, children may begin to explain adequately a particular phenomenon (e.g. the rate of fall of parachutes), drawing on different concepts from the ones included in Coral’s learning objectives. To some extent she encourages this, especially in relation to ‘the more able and creative children’ in her classroom (Coral’s writing, 21/4/97). However, the decision about whether to explore further such ideas seems to be based on
what the teacher thinks is an appropriate line of development for the majority of the children in the class. For example, as mentioned earlier, during the session on gravity and air resistance, Coral wanted the children to begin to develop their understanding of the relation between 'air resistance, surface area, density and rate of fall' (Coral's writing, 7/4/97). To achieve this aim, she asked the children to design their own parachutes according to their own criteria. Two children who were working together seemed to be thinking of the effect of shape on the falling of parachutes and appeared to favour a round shape for their own design. Coral did not know about their theory until the following session but she argued that even if she had done she would not have used it, because she did not believe shape was a suitable idea for the majority of the children in her class:

Shape was not a fruitful variable on my agenda - I wanted them to think about surface area and density. Also, round is a difficult shape - we don't know how to calculate the area of a circle and we are not very good at using compasses. Using shape as an independent variable would have been very difficult mathematically in terms of keeping the area constant. It would have led us into aerodynamics rather than surface area and density (ibid.).

It can be suggested, therefore, that in her teaching Coral tries to balance her beliefs of how children learn science with her concern to help all the children develop appropriate scientific understanding. One way to achieve this is by creating a learning environment where simple and more complex tasks are ongoing and discussed in parallel.
Coral’s views about her role in supporting children’s development of scientific understanding

Coral describes her task in supporting the development of children’s scientific understanding as mainly involving ‘talking to them’ (interview, 15/04/97). Such talking takes place within the context of children’s scientific activity and the problems which such activity gives rise to. She explains that in her teaching she ‘looks for opportunities’ (interview, 21/5/98) in what the children say or do which may lead to the development of some aspects of their scientific understanding. Following on from this, she comments that she thinks on her feet, she gets the next idea as she talks to the children:

I don’t do any planning. I’m doing what I’m doing. I’ve got the next idea whilst I’m talking to the children (ibid).

For instance, during the session on floating and sinking some of the children seemed to begin to think that a possible explanation for the floating of an object is a combination of the size, the shape and the material an object is made of (Coral’s writing 15/5/97). However, their ideas could not be applied with consistency to explain the flotation of a range of different objects. Thus, as a signal to the children that their explanations for flotation (size, shape, material) are scientifically inconsistent, Coral decided to introduce ‘weight’ as an idea which was intended to have the explanatory power to overcome these inconsistencies:

I decided to introduce the idea of weight at this stage as we had already considered size, shape and material and seemed to be getting nowhere (Coral’s writing, 15/5/97).
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It seems that in introducing weight Coral wanted to help the children to incorporate the weight variable into their understanding of the relation between the size and the material an object is made of, so that they begin to explain flotation in terms of the 'weight for size' concept (that is the difference in space occupied by two objects of the same weight made of different materials)\(^4\). She explains that to work towards this aim she asked the children to compare the space that is occupied by a small candle and a candle shaped piece of plasticine of the same weight. The children could see that the plasticine was smaller and sank but 'they were puzzled about why the candle took up more space for the same weight' (Coral's writing, 15/5/97). At this point, in order to help the children make the link between weight and size, she reminded them of the discussion that had taken place earlier in the year about the expansion of freezing water. Coral comments that this reference to previous learning helped some children to make the link between volume and material and how this affects the floating of objects:

One child immediately understood, 'If you weighed a balloon full of water that size it would spread out more. The ice is more spread out and the candle is more spread out, that's why the candle floats' (ibid.).

Thus, Coral's role in her teaching is to try to scaffold children's thinking so that it becomes increasingly compatible with that of the established scientific community and yet remains personally meaningful to them. From this point of view, the choice of practical activities seems to be based on their contribution to helping the evolution of children's thinking towards particular scientific ways of knowing. This final decision seems to be made by Coral's reflection on her understanding of the current point of

\(^4\) The children had explored this concept earlier in the year in relation to the difference in space occupied by two identical balloons one of which was full of water and the other one full of ice.
development of the children (the choice of activity may have been different if some children had already begun to use a combination of weight and size in their explanations for flotation).

**Conclusion**

In this chapter, I have discussed the ways in which one teacher of primary science, who is widely regarded as expert, understands her own expertise. I discussed her perspectives on her own subject knowledge and its role in her teaching. I also examined her beliefs about the learning and teaching of science, and her views about her role in supporting the development of children’s scientific thinking.

I argued that Coral conceives her scientific understanding as a network of links between the concepts of science, as these were taught to her as a secondary school student and a physics undergraduate, and concrete experience of the world. Central to her ability to make such links is the understanding that she developed during her initial teacher education courses about how to use the processes and procedures of science to find solutions to problems that may be either well or ill defined. For Coral this network of links is conceived in dynamic terms: as evolving all the time as she sees connections between areas of scientific knowledge and experience.

Although Coral values her knowledge of abstract concepts, she defines her adequacy according to the task she is trying to achieve. For example, she uses her experience as a successful mentor for her colleagues as a measure of her adequacy of her scientific
understanding. She also seems to associate her scientific understanding with metacognitive awareness: she is capable of assessing her own understanding about a specific area of science, develop it further, and reorganise her picture of science accordingly. Furthermore, she seems to recognise the contingency of her scientific understanding by arguing that providing explanations for situations that arise during teaching and relating them to scientific concepts that she has taught previously is not a straight-forward process. To respond to such situations, she often engages the children in the process of asking questions that aim to interpret and clarify the situation. In light of this, her expertise seems to draw on sociocultural perspectives that stress the interrelated nature of knowing, learning and teaching.

Coral argues that her subject knowledge plays a significant role in her teaching, which in turn, she describes as a process of exploration that encourages the children to ask scientific questions about a particular physical experience and to seek answers to those questions. Coral says that her subject knowledge enables her to recognise children's everyday ideas that are different from scientific understanding, to decide on appropriate scientific terms and practical activities, and to simplify scientific concepts. It also helps her to plan a set of learning objectives in her mind which determine at a general level what the children are to learn, when and how in terms of procedural and conceptual understanding. As with her own scientific understanding, for Coral children's scientific understanding is recognised in terms of metacognitive awareness, and, she uses evidence of this to determine the success of her teaching.
For Coral, children are active and reflective learners who bring their own ideas in the learning process. These are recognised as being different from scientific understanding, which requires evidence, and therefore procedural capability. Thus, the elicitation of children’s ideas as well as their procedural understanding plays an important part in her teaching. It is used as a tool for the children’s development of metacognitive awareness and for her own assessment of children’s learning. In this respect, Coral’s expertise draws on Piagetian constructivist views of the learner.

For Coral, children construct scientific understanding when they are offered opportunities to get intrinsically motivated to tackle the task in hand; an idea that suggests a Piagetian staged view of the learner. Children also develop scientific understanding when they reflect on their everyday ideas and recognise its limitations in explaining a particular physical experience. In this respect, her views about how children learn draw on Piagetian constructivist perspectives of learning. Thus, children’s engagement in practical activities plays a crucial role in the learning process. It enables children to ask scientific questions and develop an initial understanding of a particular physical experience. This understanding is then used explicitly by Coral to build on children’s scientific understanding within their zone of proximal development. In line with this, her views about how children learn also draw on sociocultural perspectives of learning. However, although she believes that the development of children’s scientific understanding takes place during classroom discussions, in her teaching she does not encourage group discussions. Moreover, she stresses that children’s scientific understanding can be developed independently from the structure of the session and indeed from her teaching.
Following on from this, Coral argues that in her teaching she does not use a set of specific strategies that aim to help the children arrive at the same endpoint, nor does her teaching follow a fixed course. Nevertheless, she stresses that she tries to exercise a certain level of control over what is learned when and how by creating a learning environment in which simpler and more complex tasks are ongoing and discussed. For Coral, such an environment enables the children to develop understanding of the learning objectives she has set yet simultaneously allows them to pursue their own interests.

She describes her role in supporting the development of children’s scientific understanding as mainly involving talking to them. This means that in her teaching she looks for opportunities in what the children say or do to scaffold their thinking so that it becomes increasingly compatible with that of the established scientific community and yet remains personally meaningful to them.
CHAPTER 6

AN EXAMPLE OF EXPERT PRIMARY SCIENCE PRACTICE

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I am going to focus in detail on one teaching session, as a sample of Coral’s teaching. The session is about friction. The aim is to discuss the ways in which Coral uses her expertise to help children develop their conceptual and procedural knowledge that she has included in her learning objectives. In her writing that followed the session on friction, Coral describes these objectives in the following way:

I wanted the children to learn: that friction was something that happened between two surfaces and that it opposed movement; that the force of friction varied according to the surface; that lubricants can be used to reduce friction; that friction could be useful to prevent slipping; that friction produced heat; that discrete data can be represented on a bar chart.

I wanted them to begin to think about a friction-free environment; the mechanism of friction; the relationship between friction and/or surface area. I can offer these ideas to all the children by keeping them working along the same lines (Coral’s writing, W/C 21/4)

As I discussed in Chapter 4, I visited Coral over a period of six weeks when she was teaching forces. The session on friction was the fourth in the series. Her first session focused on air resistance, and then she moved on to gravity, pulling forces, and friction. In her own writing, she provides the following justification for her planning of the session on friction:

As an idea about forces in opposition was developing I thought we would have a look at friction. To do this we would need to be able to measure the force of a pull. Much discussion brought us to elastic bands and the children designed their own 'pull measurers'. The principal difficulty was measuring the stretch and this brought us neatly to proper Newton meters. We talked about what stops things moving. We left it at the point where we knew that something
happens between two surfaces and this something is called friction (ibid. p. 2).

This is the point at which the teaching session I observed began. Based on Coral's writing about the session and my own observations I have divided the session into the following six interrelated phases:

First Phase: Introduction. This phase aimed to establish continuity with previous learning, to introduce a propositional definition of friction, and to make clear to the children the learning objectives for the lesson;

Second Phase: Generating children's interest in investigating friction. The aim of this phase was to elicit children's everyday ideas about friction and generate interest in investigating aspects of it;

Third Phase: Investigating friction. This phase involved a structured practical task aimed at helping children to systematically test their ideas about the friction of different surfaces. This led to a secondary investigation that focused around two specific questions about the effects of friction.

Fourth Phase: Discussing findings of children's investigations about friction. This phase focused on the discussion of children's findings of their investigations with the aim to use these findings to develop further their scientific understanding of friction;

Fifth Phase: Investigating lubricants. The aim of this phase was to engage children in systematic investigation about the effects of lubricants in reducing the friction between surfaces.

Sixth Phase: Discussing the findings of children's investigations about lubricants. This phase focused on children's findings of their investigations about the use of lubricants, and was aimed at using these findings to develop further their scientific understanding of lubricants. It also aimed to draw the lesson to a conclusion in relation to children's learning about the aspects of friction included in Coral's learning objectives for the session.
First phase: Introduction

11.14 Coral We've talked about what stops things moving if we are pulling them along. Now I want you to imagine that you've got to pull something along that it's really heavy and it hasn't got any wheels, no wheels.. no prams, no pushchairs, no trucks.. nothing with wheels on ..you've just got to pull it.. and it's quite hard work. So what's hard work about it? What stops something moving when we're pulling it along? We've talked about it. Adele

Adele It's heavy..

Coral It's heavy.. Graham

Graham It grips

Coral It grips on something.. you're pulling it and the thing you are pulling is gripping onto the ground and that gripping on force that stops it from moving is called something..

Simon Gravity

Coral No.. it is not called gravity.. it's another force.. Rosie

(some children raise their hands saying 'friction', 'push', 'fraction')

Rosie Friction

Coral Friction.. the force that stops things sliding across each other (Coral slides her hands across each other) and makes them rub on to each other and not move very well is called.. friction.. and that's what we are going to try and investigate today. We are going to try to find out how much friction there is between different surfaces. What do you think.. what do you think has got lots of friction? What do you think has got less friction.. what sort of things? Paul

Coral begins her session by presenting children with a problem which could be related to their everyday experience. The intention is to focus thought on a limited range of experiences that can be explained using a particular scientific concept. The description of the problem finishes with the teacher posing two questions: 'What's hard work about it'? 'What stops things from moving them along?'. Coral's comment 'we've talked about it'. which follows the two questions, is used to remind the children of what was said about a similar situation during the previous session. What can be inferred from the transcript is that the teacher is searching for the
answer 'friction'. In asking the two questions and adding the comment 'we've talked about it', Coral implies that the children should be able to remember what was said in the previous session, when the term 'friction' was introduced.

However, despite this, the children's responses seem to be based on their everyday ideas (this is probably to be expected). A question takes its meaning from the context in which it occurs and a response depends on the respondent's understanding of this context (Hammersley, 1977). Here the context is an everyday problem. Coral's comment 'we've talked about it' is not obviously picked up on by the children. One child says 'it's heavy'. Coral accepts the answer but she does not evaluate it or at least does so only implicitly. She repeats the child's response and then turns her attention to another child who gives a different answer, 'it grips'. Both answers to the question are valid in the context of an everyday problem, something can be hard to pull along because it is heavy, or because it grips on something. However, the child's response 'it grips' is recognised by the teacher as a key point. Coral decides to use the 'gripping' analogy to relate everyday experiences to school science. Perhaps she is aware that the 'gripping' analogy is close to one of the scientific theories for explaining friction, the 'surface roughness theory of friction' (Bowden and Tabor, 1973). According to this theory, when two surfaces are placed together, one against the other, it looks as if the roughness of one is getting into the roughness of the other; they somehow interlock with each other.

The teacher is still searching for the answer 'friction' but the context of the discussion has changed. The initial question 'What is stopping something moving when we're pulling it along?' is now reformulated to 'What is the name of the gripping force that is stopping something from moving?' The use of the word 'force' seems to function as a clue which helps children to begin to respond in terms of school science, and
one of them provides the answer 'gravity'. This is rejected with the clue that another force is required. Rosie's recall of the word 'friction' is accepted as the 'right' answer.

The teacher then gives a propositional definition of friction as a force which opposes movement, and an explanatory account of friction as a force which 'makes things rub on to each other'. Research into children's understanding of friction (Osborne, Schollum & Hill, 1981; Stead & Osborne, 1980) suggests that very often they associate friction with rubbing, particularly the rubbing of two solid surfaces. Thus, it can be suggested that in choosing to explain friction as 'rubbing', Coral is aiming to help the children to make links between their everyday ideas about friction and the scientific concept of friction.

In this interaction, the teacher aims to establish continuity between the previous session and the present one, to introduce a propositional definition for friction, and to set the scene for the lesson in terms of an investigation of friction. In order to achieve these aims, Coral uses two bridging pedagogical strategies: posing to the children an everyday problem, and asking questions about the problem to remind them about what they have learned about friction in the previous session. The first strategy has parallels with both Piagetian constructivist and Vygotskian approaches to learning, which argue that what is being learned needs to be personally meaningful to the children (see Rogoff; 1994; Harlen, 2000). The second strategy is also close in character to the Piagetian constructivist principle that new understanding builds on prior understanding (see for example, Harlen, 2000).

As the transcript indicates, during this phase of her teaching Coral uses close questioning to assess children's knowledge about what stops objects from moving easily. Furthermore, her abstract knowledge of friction as gripping and rubbing enables her to look for opportunities in children's responses that are closest to this
knowledge. And, she introduces friction as a rubbing force only after some children have suggested the ideas of gripping and rubbing. This indicates her Vygotskian concern that the introduction of a scientific concept should take place within the children's zone of proximal development, and that the teacher's role is to offer explicit scaffolding so as to help the children make connections between their everyday ideas and those of school science (see for example, Rogoff & Gardner, 1984).

Second Phase: Generating children’s interest in investigating friction

This phase aims to generate children’s interest (Coral’s writing, W/C 21/4) in investigating friction. Coral achieves this by encouraging the children to offer their explanations and ideas about friction in their responses to the following questions that were posed by her:

What do you think has got lots of friction? What do you think has got less friction? What sort of things?

Some of the children's responses are offered as a tentative outcome of a practical test which was thought up and immediately carried out by the children. For example, one child (Paul), pushes his rubber across his table and reports his observation to the teacher. Paul does not appear to be certain whether what he has observed is an example of something that has got a lot of friction. He waits for the teacher's response to his observation. The teacher does not seem to have a ready answer. Her answer develops as she increases her own understanding of what the child has observed. Thus, she repeats the practical test herself and she decides that pushing the rubber across the table can be an example of something that has got a lot of friction:
Paul

When I push the rubber across the table it is difficult (Paul is actually pushing the rubber across this table)

Coral

If you pick up a rubber (Coral picks up a rubber and she asks Paul if the particular rubber is okay for her to use. She then pushes it across the table surface which is at the front of the class). It is very hard to push it across the table... so you can say that there is a lot of friction there.

Although an answer to the child's observation has now been given by the teacher, this practical test generates a lot of discussion. Some of the children try to explain why there is a lot of friction between the rubber and the table. These explanations are not responses to a question asked by the teacher. Rather, they are initiatives which aim to elaborate the teacher's answer; 'there is a lot of friction because...'. Children's explanations appear to be based on their experience of how specific objects and materials behave (for example rubber, plastic table, fabric):

Graham

Miss.. it's the same material.. it's like Paul says.. it's rubber and it's plastic on the table and plastic is like rubber and there is a lot of friction.

Coral

So you think if two things are the same that will make a lot of friction. So what do you think will make less friction?

Graham

Something like a fabric

Coral

Something like a fabric. Sharleen

Coral accepts Graham's explanation about the effect of having two similar materials upon the amount of friction between them, but she does not evaluate his idea. She seems to want to explore the pupil's idea further and for this reason she repeats the question 'what do you think will make less friction?' An interpretation of Coral's decision to find out more about Graham's thinking is that she is not entirely convinced that his idea is plausible.
During this time, some of the children in the classroom appear to repeat Paul's practical task (pushing their rubbers across the table) and one child in particular reports to Coral that her result is different from Paul's. This child (Sharleen) claims that it is easy to push the rubber across the table. Coral recognises a conflict between the children's observations and she decides to resolve it. She repeats the practical test and this time agrees with Sharleen's observation. At the same time another child (Kathleen) expresses the view that two objects that are made of similar materials do not have a lot of friction between them. Coral then turns to Graham and presents him with the evidence from Sharleen's observation, her own understanding, and Kathleen's idea about the effect of two similar materials upon the amount of friction. It is left to Graham (and to the rest of the children) to decide whether to accept the evidence provided or not. In this respect, her approach to learning has similarities with the Piagetian notion of operative knowledge, the idea that the learner is not only able to initiate and complete acts but also to evaluate them (see Murphy, et al., 2000). It is not clear from the transcript why Coral decided to agree with Sharleen's observation. An interpretation of her response could be that Coral's ideas developed as the discussion about the effect of two similar materials upon the amount of friction developed or clarified.

The opening questions asked by the teacher thus led to a discussion of a problem which was initiated by a child. The discussion, which involved many of the children in the classroom, led the teacher to modify her initial response to the child's problem. Both the teacher and the children seemed to develop their understanding of the problem through their participation in the same activity. The problem shares some of the features of what is called within a sociocultural view of learning a 'dilemma', in that it is perceived by learners as a problem which has no unique solution (see Lave.
The children's willingness to extend the discussion suggests that the problem is personally meaningful to them because it is related to their experiences. Furthermore, the ways in which they participate in the discussion, by repeating the practical test and by offering their ideas and explanations, suggest that they are aware of how to make progress towards solving the problem. The teacher's role is to accept and explore the different sorts of evidence and explanations offered until a tentative answer is found, even though it does not resolve all the conflicts (Graham, for example, is still left to sort out his views). The teacher maintains her role as an authority in the classroom, in the sense that she is recognised by the children as the one who is expected to be the knowledgeable adult. Children respond to her and not to the particular children who ask the questions or offer explanations, and they expect the teacher to give the final answer.

The outcome of the discussion concerns the effect of different materials on the amount of friction between surfaces. This emerged in relation to specific materials and in a specific context. During this time, only one child (Graham) seems to have been using the term 'friction'. The other children do not use the term in their explanations or observations, although the teacher herself keeps using the term.

At this point, the teacher asks again the initial question 'what things do you think have got less friction?' The question generates a number of responses which seem to represent children's everyday understanding:

**Coral**

Now what things do you think have got less friction? Simon

**Simon**

Ice (other children say 'ice' at the same time)

**Coral**

Right ice. Simon what do you think about ice then?

**Simon**

Miss, it's easy to move

**Coral**

Right, Paul
Paul  You can't test it like card or other solids because when it slides along it gets water on it

Coral  However cold it is as soon as you have it out it starts melting. Well there is another reason you can't test ice today and that is we haven't got any.

The teacher accepts the children's responses about ice and she uses an additional question to explore their understanding, 'what do you think about ice then?' The first response seems to be a confirmation of the idea that ice has got very little friction. The second response is procedural, it says that it is difficult to compare ice with solid materials because ice melts. Both responses are correct and are accepted by the teacher.

Following this, a hypothesis is offered by a child (Graham) based on a practical test which the child is carrying out in the classroom:

Graham  If you push something really rough like my shoe it doesn't slide but on this floor it slides very easily

Pupil  Miss, it's the floor, it's because it's a bit dirty that's why it's slippy

(several children talk together)

Coral  So if it's covered by little bits of dirt they act like ball bearings. Sharleen

Graham notices that it is easy to slide his shoe across the classroom floor. However, he seems surprised by this because his understanding is that something 'rough' like his shoe should not slide easily. Before Coral replies to his idea another child offers an explanation. Coral accepts and reformulates this explanation to make a scientific point. She uses a ball bearings analogy to explain how the use of particular materials helps to reduce the friction between different surfaces.

One child (Paul) is pushing a piece a paper on his table and he observes that the paper slides along and then flips up:
Paul Miss when I push this paper on the table, the paper slides along and there isn't much friction.

Coral Come and do it on the floor. Paul is just going to push a piece of paper. He says that the paper slides very easily. It can't have enough friction.

(Paul pushes the piece of paper the paper slides along the floor and it flips up)

Coral What's happening there?

Rosie Is it gravity?

Coral So what's getting in the way of that paper?

Sam The air is getting in the way

11.34 Coral Well I think that's what's happening to Paul. The air is getting in the way. So, if you've got air resistance it doesn't push up. It only pushes up when things are moving down if you've got something moving that way the air resistance pushes it back that way [the teacher shows the direction of the air resistance when things are moving horizontally]

The child appears to apply his conceptual understanding that friction is a force which opposes movement and that the less friction there is between two surfaces the easier it is for an object to slide, to explain his observation about the sliding of the paper on the table. This is the second time during the session that a child uses the term 'friction' in his explanations. Coral accepts Paul's observation but she decides to explore it further. She asks Paul to repeat the practical test in the front of the classroom. The paper slides along the floor and flips up. The 'flipping up' of the paper is the result of the force of air resistance, which depends on the surface area and the shape of the object. The concept of air resistance was discussed in the first session on forces in the context of falling objects (Coral’s writing, W/C 7/4/97). Coral decides that Paul's observation is an opportunity to consolidate children's learning about air resistance. The teacher then asks children to explain what is happening.
It is clear from the transcript that Coral is searching for the 'right' answer here. One child says 'is it gravity?' but her response is not validated. Coral gives another clue which aims to help the children recall the information she is looking for; 'what is getting in the way of that paper?' A child (Sam) offers the right answer. Coral then explains how the force of air resistance acts upon objects which move horizontally.

In this situation, Coral responds in a way similar to the one she used in the introduction to the session when she was searching for 'friction'. Unlike the problem posed by the same child earlier (pushing the rubber across the table), which generated a lot of discussion, this problem does not appear to initiate a large number of responses from the other children.

Furthermore, the kind of responses offered by the children in each case is different. During the discussion of the first problem children's responses seem to represent their everyday ideas and experience. During the discussion of the second problem, children appear to be trying to recall the correct scientific term (for example, 'is it gravity?'). This is perhaps related to the way in which Coral deals with each problem. When the teacher and the children were discussing the friction between the rubber and the table, Coral kept the discussion in the context of children's experience and her final response was the result of shared understanding between her and the children in the classroom. Indeed, in that situation, the teacher did not appear to know the answer in terms of the application of a specific scientific concept. In the second case, the questions asked and the exchanges between the children and the teacher suggest that the teacher knows the answer, and this is provided by her. expressed in scientific language.
The discussion about air resistance could not have been planned beforehand. It emerged from a child's practical experience. Coral's abstract knowledge of the forces involved when objects move horizontally enables her to recognise an appropriate context to discuss this.

Coral's subject knowledge is used in a different way during the following episode. A child is asking a question about the friction between a ball and the ground. This question (or problem) is a response to Coral's question about 'what things have got less friction':

Pupil Miss.. when you kick a ball there is friction there
Coral Friction from what? on the ground you mean?
Pupil Yeah
Coral Let's think about it. Let's think of a ball just an ordinary ball a tennis ball. (several children say 'a tennis ball')
You are talking about kicking a ball and it is going across the ground like that (Coral rolls a tennis ball across the table in the front of the class)
Paul Rolling miss
Coral Friction is the force which stops things from moving. So the ball is moving and friction is stopping it
Child It's like a wheel
Coral It is like a wheel. So what is the difference between a ball and a wheel and something that slides across
Paul It rolls
Coral So the difference is something to do with
Adele Roundness
Coral Yes, the fact that it has got all different bits on the ground all the time. Every little tiny bit it moves it's got a different bit of it on the ground (Coral rolls the ball across her arm) so it hasn't got force for a certain sort of time. So the rolling ball will never get off the friction I don't think
Paul: Miss can you put it on our table?

Coral: Yes [Coral takes the tennis ball to Paul's table]

The child asks a question about the friction between a ball and the ground. Coral's response, 'let's think about it', invites the children to offer their explanations. However, the teacher does not wait for children's ideas. She picks up a tennis ball and rolls it across the table at the front of the class. Some children begin to describe the situation ('it rolls', 'it's like a wheel'). The teacher then uses her abstract knowledge that friction is a force which opposes movement to explain a new situation, the rolling of the ball. She asks children to think about the difference between rolling and sliding, and one child says 'roundness'. This answer is accepted by the teacher. It is then reformulated to involve the concept of friction as a force which opposes movement. Coral relates children's everyday ideas to her own subject knowledge and produces a tentative answer. At the same time she seems to develop her own understanding at least to the extent that this is applied to the context created by the child's question.

Coral's response to the child's question differs from the way she responded earlier when she was encouraging children to offer their explanations. One interpretation of this is that it arises from the teacher's personal interest in understanding the question. By making her thinking explicit to the children she offers the children a way to make connections between scientific knowledge and everyday situations. The child's request to have the tennis ball on his table suggests that he wanted to repeat the experience for himself, which is an indication that the problem of the tennis ball is meaningful to him.
Third Phase: Investigating friction

Coral indicates the end of the second phase of her teaching by emphasising to the children what they are going to do next:

11.36 Coral Now.. you are going to do a bit of investigating into what does have a lot of friction and what does help things move smoothly. And you are going to do that with a pretend 'you' if you like or a pretend weight.. (Coral is standing at the front of the classroom and presents children with kg weight and a piece of cloth). And we are going to pretend this is you or your little sister and you've got to pull your sister along. And she has clothes on so we are going to dress her (Coral wraps the weight in a piece of cloth and uses an elastic band to tie it). Now this is your little sister or whatever. Now you need to pull it so you can measure the pull.. how do we measure the pull ?

Several Children A Newton meter

Coral A Newton meter.. the perfect thing.. you need to pull it to see how well it moves so you can measure its pull... you can give it a pull with the Newton meter and if you do it quite gently [Coral pretends that she is pulling the weight across an imaginary surface] so you pull gently until it just starts moving.. you'll see how much force it needs to just move it over that surface .. if you pull it hard then you won't be able to tell anything.. just pull it really gently.. you will be able to tell how much force you need to pull it over that surface..now you are going to hook a paper clip on the cloth and attach the Newton meter on the paper clip.. [Coral shows the children how to attach the Newton meter on the paper clip and she then rests the wrapped weight with the attached Newton meter on the front table]

Sharleen Miss we could use elastic bands to pull the weight

Coral We could but it's hard to use the elastic band... we've tried it before... it's hard... it doesn't measure the pull

Simon Why are you pulling it with the Newton meter?

Coral Somebody tell him.

( several children raise their hands)

Charley

Charley To measure the pull
Coral begins this part of her teaching by asking the children to 'investigate' 'what does have a lot of friction' and 'what does help things move smoothly'. These two questions are similar to the ones she asked at the beginning of the second phase of the session, when she invited the children to express their ideas about the things they think have got less or a lot of friction. However, the teacher's use of the term 'investigation' is an indication that now Coral wants the children to explore the concept of friction in a systematic way, before they offer their responses to these questions. Thus, although there appears to be a continuation between the two phases of the session in terms of the content of the discussion, the use of the term 'investigation' signals to the children a different way of working in science.

Coral sets a practical task and describes a method which children ought to follow in finding answers to the two questions she asked. Thus, she presents the children with a 1kg weight which she wraps in a piece of cloth. The teacher explains that children 'need to pull it to measure the pull'. She then asks them to think 'how do we measure pulls?' The transcript shows that the teacher is searching for the answer 'Newton meter'. Several children offer the correct answer. The teacher accepts the children's answers and incorporates them into her talk.

The use of the Newton meter in measuring pulling forces was introduced to the children by the teacher at the end of the previous session as a more accurate instrument for measuring forces compared to the elastic bands they had used in the
previous session for the same purpose\(^1\) (Coral’s writing, W/C 14/4). This interaction indicates the teacher’s attempt to establish some continuity between an idea which was introduced in the previous week's session and the task in hand. Also, by asking the children to think how pulling forces are measured, the teacher assesses their procedural understanding. The use of the Newton meters for measurement is an important part of this session's practical task, probably because the teacher wants to offer to the children further opportunities to develop their understanding of the use of this particular instrument. The format is similar to the interaction that took place at the introduction to the session, when Coral is searching for the answer ‘friction’, and during the second phase of her teaching when she was searching for the answer ‘air resistance’.

Coral then emphasises that children need to pull the Newton meter very gently, until 'it just starts moving', to be able to read the measurement. Her expression 'you need to pull it to see how well it moves', is probably an indication that the teacher is providing the children with a conceptual simplification of the measurement of frictional force. This equates the pulling force children are asked to measure under the conditions the task has prescribed with the degree of difficulty in pulling the same weight over different surfaces. This could be an indication of her conceptual understanding about frictional forces. In particular, the teacher appears to be aware that when a force is exerted on a weight which rests on a table surface, attempting to pull it along that surface, a frictional force arises. This frictional force matches the magnitude of the force that has been applied on the weight. While the weight remains at rest and the applied force is gradually increased, the frictional force also increases until it reaches its maximum value, opposing the motion of the block. At a

\(^1\) The session was about measuring pulling forces.
certain instant the magnitude of the applied force increases further to such a value that the weight can no longer maintain its stationary position, it 'breaks away' and it starts sliding in the direction of the applied force. At the moment the weight 'just starts moving' the value of the applied force just exceeds the value of the frictional force (Haliday, Resnick and Walker, 1993). When the weight begins to slide, it accelerates fast, the frictional force decreases and the magnitude of the pulling force decreases at the same time.

Thus, in asking the children to measure the force that is needed to pull 1kg weight until it just starts moving, the teacher also implies that this measurement is a close approximation to the magnitude of the frictional force that opposes motion. If the weight is pulled too hard then it will accelerate fast and the Newton meter will not be able to measure the frictional force. This relationship between the measurement of the pulling force and the measurement of the frictional force is not made explicit to the children. As the transcript indicates, the teacher emphasises the procedural consistency and the accuracy of the measurement rather than the conceptual understanding that lies behind it. Thus, although the questions posed by the teacher at the beginning of this phase of the session are associated with the measurement of friction, the children are presented here with a method for measuring pulling forces and some implicit conceptual knowledge associated with this.

It is apparent that Coral regulates this exchange. However, this sequence of teacher question followed by the children's responses breaks down when some of the children appear to question the teacher's suggestion about the use of the Newton meter by offering an alternative suggestion or by expressing their lack of understanding about or justification for the use of that instrument. One child (Sharleen) says that an elastic band could be used for the measurement of forces.
Although Coral does not reject the child's answer, she emphasises that a Newton meter is a more accurate instrument for the measurement of forces. Another child (Simon) does not seem certain about the reasons for using the Newton meter. Simon asks the teacher 'why do we use Newton meters?' Coral asks the children to respond to his question probably thereby checking the other children's ideas about it. The answer, 'it measures the pull', is accepted by the teacher as an appropriate response to Simon's question. Thus, although in this part of her teaching Coral regulates the exchanges between herself and the children, children's questions about the use of Newton meters is an indication of the learning environment that Coral has created in her classroom, where children are treated as knowledgeable; as having their own ideas which are respected by the teacher, and as being free to question the authority of the teacher (see Rogoff & Gardner, 1984).

So far, Coral appears to be using her procedural expertise to describe several of the important elements which are necessary to carry out an investigation (Harlen, 2000, see also Gott & Mashiter, 1995). Thus, Coral introduces the 1kg weight as the controlled variable of the practical task. The use of the same weight in all the measurements that children are going to carry out is important for the test to be fair, to make measurements by different pupils comparable with each other. Furthermore, most of the Newton meters available in the classroom can measure the force up to 10N. A bigger weight than the chosen one could have led to some difficulties regarding the resulting measurements. Thus, 1k Weight appears to be a sensible value for the resulting measurements to be meaningful. The use of the Newton meter as the appropriate instrument to measure the pulling force, the way it should be attached to the weight and the way the weight should be pulled along the surface are also important elements which are standardised for conducting the practical task.
A demonstration of the suggested method follows Coral’s description of it and aims to consolidate the method introduced. She asks the child who appeared to be uncertain about the role of the Newton meter to carry out the test. It can be suggested that by asking Simon to do the test the teacher wants to help him to develop his understanding of the value of using the Newton meter:

Coral Now.. if you just did it once you might make a mistake or it might be a lump on the table or all sorts of things might go wrong.. so how many times do you have to do it ..to have a fair result ?

Child Four

Child Five

Coral Four or five is quite good.. or even three.. but one is not enough let's try again see what happens (the same child who did the demonstration before tries again. The result is the same). He must be doing it really accurate then.

Coral So.. you're going to do it more than once.. two times.. three times.. whatever you think is fair.. now that is the pull you need to measure on the table.. I've got some other things for you to try to pull the weight on.. I've got this piece of carbon paper and I've brought you these boards of sandpaper (Coral presents children with square pieces of each materials. Picking up one piece of sandpaper she asks Simon to feel it and then she says).. How does it feel Simon ?

Coral does not immediately validate the initial result of the demonstration. The reason for this appears to be associated with her decision to use the result to discuss the concept of repeatability. This concept refers to the understanding that 'the inherent variability in any physical measurement requires a consideration for the need of repeats, if necessary, to give reliable data' (Gott and Mashiter, 1995. p. 31).
Thus, Coral gives possible reasons which could make it necessary to repeat the measurement and she then asks the children to think how many times they should repeat the test to get fair results. The context of the question suggests that Coral expects the children to give a different answer to 'once', and to display in this way their procedural understanding. The children respond to the teacher's expectations by offering a range of numbers other than one, which can be taken as an indication of their procedural understanding. The teacher accepts all the responses.

Coral, then, emphasises that a result is fair when it is repeated more than once, and she leaves to the children to decide the number of times that they think it is necessary to repeat the measurement. The implied meaning of 'fair' in this context appears to be associated with the application of a judgement of the consistency of the measurements. If the same or very similar measurements are made for any particular test on two or three occasions, that would suffice. If there were more variation, then more measurements could be judged to be necessary. This is the first time during this part of her teaching that Coral gives children some autonomy in their involvement with the practical task. The control which pupils are being asked to exercise is that of the number of repetitions of measurement which could count as 'fair'. This involves not only the differences, if any, between the measurements, but a sense of how big the differences could be in relation to the number of repetitions that could be appropriate. The bigger the differences, the larger the number of repetitions required.

Coral then presents children with a range of materials to be the independent variables in the practical task. The different materials create the different surfaces on which children are going to measure the different amounts of friction:
So.. you're going to do it more than once.. two times.. three times.. whatever you think is fair.. now that is the pull you need to measure on the table.. I've got some other things for you to try to pull the weight on.. I've got this piece of carbon paper and I've brought you these boards of sandpaper (Coral presents children with square pieces of each materials. Picking up one piece of sandpaper she asks Simon to feel it and then she says].

How does it feel Simon ?

Not very smooth (Simon is still standing at the front of the class]

(At the same time some other children are going to the front of the class to feel the sandpaper)

It's smooth

Right sit down. Yes it is pretty smooth

Miss, can I feel the sandpaper ?

Yes [She does not give the piece of sandpaper to this child. Instead Coral goes to the back of the class and picks up some other pieces of sandpaper. She then shows them to the children]

Sandpaper has these little rough things on for rubbing down wood or other things all right ? It's designed to rub things off so if you try it on you to see how rough it is it's going to rub it off you so don't. Now this sort [showing to the children a particular piece of sandpaper] says 180. Each paper has a number at the back which reminds you how smooth it is. Anyway, the bigger the number the smoother the paper.

I've also got some fabric which you could try and some felt and you need to write down as soon as you've done it what the measurements are on what you're trying...

As the transcript shows, Coral asks Simon to feel a particular type of sandpaper. The purpose in asking this question seems to be associated with the teacher's aim to raise some safety issues related to the use of the different types of sandpaper. The children's responses to Coral's question are immediately accepted by her.
The discussion about the practical work then focuses on the recording of the results.

The teacher is asking children to think about how they are going to present the data in their books:

Coral: So how are you going to organise that in your books?

(Several children raise their hands or talk)

Cindy: We'll make a chart

Coral: Right a chart, a table of results. So you could put the name of the thing here, um surface and then you are going to put the pulling force. (Coral makes a table on the board which includes the surface to be tested and the pulling force). And you are going to write the name of the surface here like table top and then you write the pulling force. Simon, what pulling force did you get first time?

Simon: 2 Newtons

Coral: Right 2 Newtons. What pulling force did you get the second time?

Simon: 2 Newtons

Coral: Right, 2 Newtons again. It doesn't matter if it is the same. Still write it down two or three times so you can remember how many times you did it. Another problem is that when you try to put the weight on something and you are trying to pull it, the paper comes with it (Coral shows to the children what happens in this case) so you could try to hold the paper with your hand or you could stick it down with the sellotape.

Now then first of all, you need to write down the table of results on your books and the date so you know what you are doing.

The child's response is immediately accepted by the teacher and is linked to the specific idea of the 'table of results'. Coral then draws on the board a table which includes the two variables, the pulling force and the surface. The teacher is asking Simon to repeat the test and she then writes both measurements on the board. The teacher anticipates a discussion about the results of the test and she wants the children to be able to remember the different measurements. Coral also writes on the
board the materials that the children are asked to explore, though she says to them that they can test other surfaces.

Before the distribution of the different materials, the teacher clarifies another aspect of the concept of fair testing which is associated with the control of the necessary variables. The teacher says that the children may be faced with a situation where the surface slides along with the weight. Coral implies that this will not lead to fair results because the identity of the independent variable will change; and she suggests a remedy for this - that the children should either hold the surface or stick it on the table with the sellotape.

The teacher then asks two children to help her with the distribution of the notebooks, the different materials, and the Newton meters. The children are sitting in tables of five or six and they seem to feel free to go from one table to another, to work on their own, or in two’s or three’s. Each table is given a range of each material and a number of Newton meters.

During this phase, Coral’s role is to provide all the children in her classroom with a structure for what they are asked to do, and to offer them some autonomy to pursue their own interests. And she achieves this by regulating the difficulty of the procedures involved in carrying out the investigation. For example, she demonstrates a way of measuring friction and asks a child to repeat it. Once she has evidence of children’s competence to carry out the task she gradually withdraws her support. This kind of teacher-learner interaction is often found in sociocultural approaches to teaching, in which the teacher’s role is to model the solution to a novel problem, coach learners in the application of their understanding, and gradually
withdraw support as learners are judged ready to carry out the task independently (see, for example, Rogoff & Gardner, 1984).

Furthermore, Coral invites the children to think of other surfaces to test and she leaves it up to the children to decide which hypotheses they are going to test, although she has already provided them with a lot of support for this, during the second phase of her teaching. To this extent, her expertise appears to be closer to Piagetian staged perspectives, which argue that in order to encourage children’s learning, the problem that are to investigate needs to be generated by the children, and not to be given to them by the teacher (see Murphy et al., 2000).

The children begin to work on the practical task by writing down in their notebooks the table of results which the teacher has written on the board. They then begin to work in pairs or threes. The teacher goes from one table to another and responds to the children’s questions about procedural matters. She also sometimes helps them with the measurement.

At some point, just before the end of the morning session, the teacher writes on the board the following questions, and she asks the children to explore them:

If you want to stop something from slipping what surface would you use to make the most friction?

If you want something to slip easily what surface could you use to make the least friction?

In her writing that followed teaching this session (Coral’s writing, W/C 21/4). Coral explains that although she had planned for the children to investigate next the friction on different shoes, children’s degree of involvement in the investigations led her modify her initial plans, and instead offer the children to investigate the above two questions.
The children break for lunch and when they come back they carry on with the practical task. At the beginning of the afternoon session, the teacher introduces more materials for the children to test (bubblewrap plastic, foil, sand tray, mirror).

**Fourth Phase: Discussing findings about the friction on different surfaces**

In the middle of the afternoon, Coral asks the children to stop their practical work and begins a discussion about their findings. The discussion focuses on the question 'What interesting things have you found?'. Most of the children reply by referring to a comparison they made between two surfaces or between the measurements of the same surface.

One child (Sharleen) replies to the teacher with a hypothesis about the effect of dust on the amount of friction between two surfaces. Sharleen says that she sanded down a wooden board using the coarse sand paper and that she thinks it is slippier to pull the weight along the board now that there is sanding dust on it:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>14.17 Sharleen</strong></td>
<td>Miss when I used the coarse sand paper to sand down this (holding the wooden board) most of the bits left and went on the table but I think it is slippier with the bits on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>So have you got any of those bits left on the board now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharleen</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>So what do you think will happen if you dust all those off?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharleen</td>
<td>I think it's slippier with the sanding dust on it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Dust it off carefully (Coral is giving Sharleen a piece of paper) and try to do the test again. Do it again so that you can show what's happening there.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sharleen's attempt to try to make a surface smoother by sanding it down probably derives from her everyday understanding that smooth surfaces create less friction. The appearance of the sanding dust on the surface led her to form a hypothesis about the effect of dust on the amount of friction. During the second part of Coral's teaching, one child (Graham) expressed the idea that the floor gets slippier when there is dirt on it. The teacher redescribed his idea by saying that 'the little bits of dirt act like ball bearings' and therefore facilitate movement. It is possible, therefore, that Sharleen has linked that discussion with her observation about the appearance of the sanding dust on the wooden board, along with her everyday ideas that loose material can make surfaces slippery, to form her hypothesis. Sharleen's involvement in the sanding down of the wooden board has not been initiated by the teacher (a wooden board is not one of the surfaces that Coral has suggested to the children to test). The child's decision to test a different surface is, however, an indication of the children's freedom to modify the practical task set, as well as of the children's understanding of the relationship with Coral and of the classroom culture.

Sharleen's reply is accepted by the teacher who decides to ask her to test it. Coral asks Sharleen to say if there is any dust left on the board and to predict what will happen to the amount of friction between the surface and the weight when there is no dust left on the surface. These two questions aim to direct the child's attention to the important aspects of the task she is asked to carry out. Thus, in order to test her hypothesis, Sharleen needs to compare the measurement of the surface with the sanding dust on with the measurement of the surface without the sanding dust on. The outcome of this comparison will test the child's hypothesis. As the transcript shows, Coral tells Sharleen to dust off the surface, conduct the test again and report her findings to the class.
In this interaction Coral's pedagogical technique seems to be similar to what sociocultural researchers refer to as coaching, which serves to 'direct students' attention to a previously unnoticed aspect of the task or simply to remind the student of some aspect of the task that is known but has been temporarily forgotten' (Collins, Brown and Newman, 1989, p. 481). The type of questions the teacher asks here are known in science education literature as 'action questions' (Harlen, 1992; Feasy, 1998), which entail simple experimentation that is intended to guide children's thinking in forming a relationship between their predictions and the results of a practical test.

Coral does not wait for Sharleen to carry out the test. The child's reference to the coarse sandpaper is used by Coral as a cue to initiate a discussion about it:

Coral: What results have other people got with the coarse sandpaper. How many Newtons?
Several children: 10, 10, 15, 16, 10, 10
Peter: Miss, when we put our weight on the bubble wrap we got 7N the first time and then we did it again and we got 4N
Coral: Can you explain that?
Peter: I don't know miss we've got to try it again
Simon: Oh I know miss .. some of the bubbles have popped and that made it easier to pull
Coral: Right (holding a piece of bubble wrap) so it was hard to pull but then some of the bubbles popped and that made it easier to pull.. right what other interesting things did you find out? Sharon

As the transcript shows, a number of children almost simultaneously report their results about the coarse sandpaper. Immediately after that, another child (Peter) appears to respond to the question the teacher had asked earlier (what interesting
things have you found out?). Peter says that he tested the bubble wrap plastic twice and that the Newton meter showed a different measurement each time. Thus, for this child an 'interesting thing' to report to the teacher seems to be the difference between two measurements of friction of the same material. Peter's response indicates uncertainty as to how to interpret his data. It also seems to suggest that he expects the teacher to offer a solution to or an explanation of his problem. The teacher decides to focus the discussion on this child's problem rather than on the children's findings about the sandpaper. An interpretation for this is that the teacher suspects a possible reason for the difference in the measurement and decides that a discussion about it may lead to the idea of the effect of the surface roughness on the amount of friction between two surfaces (Haliday & Resnick, 1981).

The teacher does not immediately offer a solution to or an explanation of the problem. Instead, Coral asks Peter to offer any possible interpretations of his data. Peter's suggestion that a third measurement is needed could be taken to mean that he attributes the difference in his measurements to the way he carried out the test. It also indicates his awareness of the need for repeats to give reliable data, which has been reported in the literature as being unusual among primary school children (Foulds et al., 1992). His suggestion is reasonable: a third measurement could show which of the previous two was more accurate. Before the teacher replies, another child (Simon) takes the initiative and offers an explanation (the two children have worked together in the testing of the bubble wrap). Simon uses his everyday ideas about the relation between the friction and the roughness of a surface and his observation about the bubbles, that some had popped during the test, to interpret the
data. Coral accepts Simon's explanation and redescribes it in a way which emphasises the effect of the surface roughness on the amount of friction between two surfaces (Haliday & Resnick, 1981). Here, Coral offers explicit scaffolding by introducing a scientific idea, which is nevertheless expressed in everyday language.

This type of interaction has similarities with what Cobb, et al (1997) call reflective discourse, in which what the pupils and the teacher do in action becomes an explicit focus of discussion. Coral's role in this interaction is to offer opportunities to the children to step back and reflect on what they have done so far. The children's explanations can be seen as examples of the development of their scientific understanding through their participation in a discussion which offers them opportunities to reflect on their previous actions.

The teacher repeats the question 'what other interesting things have you found out?' Most of the children reply to this question by referring to comparisons between different surfaces.

One child (Sharon) reports that she tested sand and washing up liquid and she found that the washing up liquid is slippier:

**Sharon**

Miss I found out that if you put liquid on the tray it will move more easily than like on little pieces of the sand..

**Coral**

So (holding a tray) we've tried washing up liquid on the tray. what do you think will happen if you try to pull it along on washing up liquid?

For Sharon, the difference in the amount of friction between the sand and the washing up liquid is an interesting finding either because she was expecting a different result or because she had no experience of pulling objects over liquids.

---

2 The teacher has not asked the other children to take part in the discussion. In Coral's teaching, very
As the transcript shows, although the teacher acknowledges Sharon's reply that she tested the washing up liquid, Coral does not discuss this finding. Instead, she picks up the tray with the washing up liquid and asks the children in the class to predict what will happen if the weight is pulled along that surface:

**Coral**

So (holding a tray) we've tried washing up liquid on the tray... what do you think will happen if you try to pull the weight along on washing up liquid?

**Kathleen**

Miss it will slip dead easily

**Coral**

So do you think that's just about as easy as you can get?

**Several children**

No miss... ice will be the best

**Coral**

Right ice will be very good... I wanted to bring you some pieces of ice but it proved to be difficult... right that was good (the washing up liquid) that was pretty slippy... what else do people try to do to make the surface as slippy as possible?

Coral's decision to ask the children to predict the behaviour of a material which has already been tested is probably related to her awareness that not all of the children in the class had time to test that material or to explore the question the teacher posed at the end of the morning session ('if you want something to slip easily what surface could you use to make the least friction?'). Thus, in asking the children to make predictions, the teacher is asking them to express their everyday ideas. In this way, she encourages more children to participate in a discussion about materials that produce less friction, which is a recurrent theme in this part of Coral's teaching.

One child (Kathleen), says that the weight will slip 'dead easily' on the washing up liquid. The teacher asks another question, which appears to have the effect of adding significance to the particular response offered by Kathleen, in suggesting that it could be the one which represents the minimum measurement of friction. At the same time, this question aims to challenge the children's ideas about the material which often the children assume that they are expected to offer their suggestions and explanations even when
creates the least friction. A number of children suggest that ice 'will be the best'. Their response is accepted by the teacher as a good prediction. The teacher in this interaction, seems to imply that the children's response about the ice is inadequate because ice has not been tested.

The teacher decides that this is probably a good opportunity to introduce a new practical task that she has planned for the children: the testing of a range of materials which, placed on a surface, reduce the friction. Thus, Coral relates the outcome of the discussion about the behaviour of the washing up liquid to her next question, 'that was good (the washing up liquid) that was pretty slippery. What else do people try to do to make the surface as slippy as possible?' The reference to the washing up liquid aims to function as a clue for the children to think about materials which, placed on a given surface, reduce the friction:

| Rosie | Glass |
| Coral | Right, a piece of glass what does this (holding the tray with the washing up liquid) take to pull the weight on it? |
| Sharon | 1N |
| Coral | Right, 1N .. this is a mirror (picking up the mirror from the front table where a group of children was working with it) which is a proper glass.. and it is glass what did you find? |
| Rosie | 2N |
| Coral | Right 2N and you've tried it? |
| Rosie | Three times |
| Coral | And each time you got 2N? |
| Rosie | Yes |

the teacher's question is not directed to them.
Coral: Right, so far washing up liquid is the slippiest but this is pretty slippery... what else have you tried?

Rosie's response is accepted by the teacher who realising that the child has tested a mirror, decides to focus the discussion on these findings and to leave the introduction of the practical task for later. This change in the discussion is another example of Coral's ability to modify and adapt her teaching plans according to the ways in which the children respond to her suggestions or questions and capitalize on what appears to be a potentially worthwhile line of discussion.

Coral turns to the child (Sharon) who has tested the washing up liquid and asks her to report her measurement. Sharon, says 1N and then her measurement is compared with the child's measurement using the mirror. In eliciting and comparing the two measurements, the teacher emphasises that in order to assert which material creates the least friction relevant measurements are needed. Coral summarises the outcome of the comparison and establishes which material has so far been shown to create the least friction.

The transcript also shows that the teacher asks the children who tested the mirror how many times they repeated the test. Coral’s role is to validate children’s evidence, coaching them to think about the validity of evidence and reinforcing understanding that the difference in measurements is related to the force of friction. In this way, she models to the rest of the class the processes that are required to accomplish a task scientifically (Collins, Brown and Newman, 1989, p. 481).

Coral then asks the children to report what else they have tried. Matthew replies:
Matthew: Miss I put sand on a board and that was pretty slippery.

Coral: Now you did the sand for this one (pointing at the board to the question 'if you want to stop something from slipping what surface would you could you use to make the most friction?') what did you find out?

Matthew: I thought that the little pieces of sand would get stuck and stop the weight from moving..

Coral: You thought it would stop the weight.. how many Newtons compared with other things? how many Newtons did it take to pull it on the fabric or on something like that?

Matthew: The sand was 2N and the sand paper was higher something like 5N.

Here, Coral asks Matthew to report his findings, and he replies by saying that he thought that the sand particles would prevent the weight from moving. This idea is associated with the effect of 'surface roughness' on the amount of friction, a notion which was discussed earlier in this part of Coral's teaching in the context of a difference in measurement using the bubble wrap plastic. The teacher accepts his statement and she reformulates her previous question. Thus, Coral asks Graham to report his measurement and to compare it with the measurements he got when he tested a different material. In asking this question, the teacher reinforces her previous statement that in order to establish which material creates less friction, relevant measurements are needed.

As I said earlier, Coral has created in her classroom a situation where the children are expected to form hypotheses and carry out tests which aim to confirm or falsify those hypotheses. The conditions for learning are created jointly by the teacher who chooses the materials that the children could test and by the children who choose which of these materials to test. Matthew's falsification of his initial theory is an
example of this. The modification of his theory becomes explicit when he discusses his findings with the teacher:

Coral: So the sand is much easier than the sand paper, why is that what is the difference?
Matthew: The sand moves whereas the sandpaper doesn't.
Adele: Sandpaper is hard and the sand is soft.
Coral: Is it? Have you ever got any stuck between your toes? It is not very soft then.
Adele: [She gets the piece of sand paper that she used in her testing and takes it to the front of the classroom where the teacher is and where the sand tray is placed. Then she invites the teacher to compare the two materials]
Coral: Actually the sand does feel pretty soft.. it's so fine it's very little sand [then picking up the piece of the sandpaper] actually it's not sand on here at all [holding the piece of sandpaper]
Graham: What is it?
Coral: Aluminium, I think.

Matthew expresses the idea that the sand is slippery because the particles can move, whereas the particles on the sandpaper do not move and therefore they create a lot of friction. His idea about the movement of the sand seems to be a modification of his earlier theory, and indicates effective learning in Coral’s classroom. The movement of the sand particles means that they do not get in the way of movement but they function as wheels. His everyday ideas suggest that wheels facilitate movement, an idea which was also discussed during the second phase of the session (see discussion about 'ball bearings'). It can be said that Matthew's new theory is plausible: it captures the main reason why objects move on sand better than sand paper. Another child (Adele) offers a different explanation: the sand is soft and this is why it is slippery. Instead of commenting on Matthew's idea, Coral decides to get into a discussion about whether the sand is soft or hard and whether sand paper is actually made of sand. The teacher's own everyday experience suggests that sand is not soft.
Adele goes to the front of the classroom where the sand tray is and challenges the teacher's assertion by asking her to feel the sand. The teacher accepts the counter evidence. This is an example of the extent to which Coral has encouraged the children to use evidence to justify their thinking. Adele is confident to do this even in the face of the authority or status of the teacher.

The teacher's decision to follow up Adele's idea instead of Matthew's theory is an indication of the potential risks that this teaching involves. Matthew's theory could have led to a discussion about the surface roughness theory of friction. The discussion about the hardness or softness of sand has not led anywhere. Fruitful opportunities may be missed and dead ends that are misleading pursued.

The discussion about the sand and the sandpaper leads to a discussion about surfaces which create the most friction:

**Coral** What do you think would create the most friction? Peter

**Peter** The woollen jacket

**Coral** Right.. the woollen jacket.. what have you got ?

**Peter** 6N

**Coral** Right 6N, this would create a lot of friction (Coral picks up the woollen jacket) and it's a fair bit 6N isn't it? But not so much as the sandpaper, right what other things have you found? What about those who went outside ? Paul

**Paul** Sand and uhm grass are the same

**Coral** How many Newtons did it take to pull the weight on the grass and on the sand?

**Paul** 13N on the sand and 13N on the grass and then 10N and 10N and then 13N and 13N
Coral: Who else did the sand and the grass?

Matthew: Miss when we did it with this Newton meter (showing to the teacher the Newton meter which measures up to 10N) is smaller and we had to change it and use a bigger one

Coral: Now this is an interesting thing... they used a Newton meter that they hadn't used before. Why did you have to swap to the others?

Matthew: We couldn't tell the pull miss

Coral: The ones that went up to 10 N couldn't tell whether you needed more pull or that you just got to the end so you had to swap to these ones which have more Newtons on up to 25N or 50N the ones that aren't so small are better for more pull you can tell more easily what the pull is you only need a really strong pull and you can read it... yeah

This type of teacher-children interaction is similar to the one that took place in the fourth phase of Coral's teaching ('discussion of findings') when the teacher asked the children to report their findings about materials which create less friction. Thus, the children here are asked to compare their data, decide which material has created the most friction and communicate their findings to the teacher and to one another. As the transcript shows, some children have tested materials which had not been suggested by the teacher. A few children went to the playground and measured the friction that is created between the weight and the grass and the weight and the sand.

The teacher starts a discussion about the second question she asked the children to explore at the end of the morning session, 'what if you want to make something slip as much as possible?'. This question has already been discussed in the second and fourth phases of the session, when the main ideas under consideration were to do with materials that create less friction. I mentioned earlier that it seemed that the teacher thought that such a discussion offered a good opportunity for the introduction
of a new practical task. At that point, however, Coral decided not to present it to the children. Coral's return to the same question could be taken as an indication that she wants to create an appropriate context for discussion which will lead to the presentation of the practical task:

14.32 Coral What about the other question.. what if you want to make something slip as much as possible ? Sharon
Sharon Sand miss
Coral Sand can be quite slippery.. what was the slippiest thing we tried today ?
Child Miss the fairy liquid
Coral The washing up liquid is the slippiest thing we've tried today.. anyone tried to pull something with less than 1Nt ?
Several children No
Coral Can you think of anything else that might make it easier to slip ? yes

In asking the children to report which material can create the least friction, the teacher appears to expect the children to recall the discussion which took place earlier in the session about the washing up liquid. Coral accepts Sharon's reply as an example of a material which is quite slippery. She then reformulates her previous question to remind the children of the whole class discussion about the washing up liquid. One child gives that answer, the teacher accepts it, and asks the children to say if they have tried to 'pull something with less than 1N'. In asking this question, she invites the children to check their data again and communicate to her any findings which could falsify the conclusion about the material that was found to create the least friction. Having established which material has been shown so far to create the least friction, the teacher asks the children to suggest other materials that make a surface easier to slip.
In this interaction, the teacher attempts to establish some continuity between what has already been discussed earlier in the session and the new task she plans to introduce to the children. She checks the children's conceptual understanding of 'the slippiest' material and their procedural understanding of how to know that a material creates less friction. Coral takes up the examples the children offer in their responses and uses them to pursue her pedagogic goals. Thus, she asks a new question 'can you think of anything else that might make it easier to slip' which aims to elicit the children's everyday ideas about lubricants.

**Fifth phase: Investigating lubricants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coral</th>
<th>Can you think of anything else that might make it easier to slip? yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>Soap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Fairy liquid is soap really you mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>Bath soap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Miss what about sellotape?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Sellotape.. it might be slippery we've got to try and find out. Karen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Water miss. Water in a tray and then put the weight on a piece of wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Yes water in a tray.. right now we are going to do one more thing.. you said many interesting things and all your ideas will be interesting to test.. I'd like you to test your sellotape Michael (looking at Michael), I'd like somebody to test the water in this tray.. who likes water .. right you can try the water in this tray .. uhm.. what else.. I don't know if anybody has seen anyone at home trying to fix a sticky drawer.. what do they do?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children respond to the teacher's question by suggesting a number of materials which can make a surface easier to slip. Their responses are accepted by the teacher who invites the children to test their own ideas and suggests a way of organising the practical task. The teacher then asks a further question: 'I don't know if anybody has
seen anyone at home trying to fix a sticky drawer, what do they do?" One of Coral's learning objectives for this session is to help the children 'to learn that lubricants could be used to reduce friction' (see the Introduction to this Chapter) and in order to carry out this objective, she has planned for the children to test a number of these materials. Thus, in asking this question, the teacher is hoping that the children will find the context that is incorporated into the question familiar, and that they will use their everyday ideas to respond to it. Furthermore, their responses should include some of the materials Coral wants them to explore:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Coral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They use oil.</td>
<td>Yes oil can make some things to slip easier.. but I have seen people using something else to make drawers slip easier.. yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Glue</td>
<td>Coral Glue to make it slippery ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Banana skin</td>
<td>Coral Yes banana skin can be slippery. Just a minute. Put your hands down. There are two other things I've got in mind because I've seen people do it to make drawers run more easily.. so I'd like some people to test it to see if it's really true.. and one thing is.. I've seen people run a candle along the runners of the doors..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The child's response about the oil is accepted by the teacher who is asking the children again to think of other materials which people use to make a drawer easier to run. Sharon's idea about the glue is rejected by the teacher, but her second idea about the banana skin is accepted as an example of a material which creates less friction. However, none of Sharon's responses is the one that the teacher is searching for. Thus, the teacher decides to stop the discussion and offer to the children two materials that can be applied to reduce the friction of a sticky drawer:
Coral: Yes banana skin can be slippery. Just a minute. Put your hands down. There are two other things I've got in mind because I've seen people do it to make drawers run more easily. So I'd like some people to test it to see if it's really true. And one thing is.. I've seen people run a candle along the runners of the drawers.

Several children: Miss wax

Coral: Yes and I want some of you to test it.. and the other thing I've seen people do is run a pencil along the drawer.. what's a pencil inside made of?

Several children: Lead, graphite, graphite

Coral: What happens to the graphite when you run it along the paper?

Several children: It makes it smooth,

It's coming off

Coral: It is coming off yeah, and I've seen people to do that so they are drawing really on the edge of the drawer and the graphite is coming off and there is graphite on the drawer and they say that makes it slip. Now we've got lots of ideas here. We've got water, we've got oil, we've got fairy liquid, we've got a candle, we've got graphite. What we want to find out is how many Newtons it takes to pull this one kilogram weight in this material (showing the weight wrapped in a piece of material) why is it important you all stick on that?

Child: To make the test fair

Coral: Somebody wraps up four weights.. what's wrong with that?

Children: It won't be fair

Coral: Right you've changed something else, you still have the same material but the weight is different so stick to one kilogram weight..

Coral's reference to the candle initiates a number of responses about the material that it is made of. The teacher says to the children that she wants them to test the candle and she then suggests that a pencil can be also used to reduce the friction of a sticky drawer. The teacher then asks the children to say what the pencil is made of. Some of the children say 'lead' whereas some other children say 'graphite'. The teacher incorporates the last reply into her talk implying that it is the correct one, and she then asks the children to think what happens to 'graphite' when it is run along a piece of paper. The children offer a number of different responses. Coral chooses to include in her talk the response which appears to be more appropriate for what she
wants to explain to the children; that is that when graphite is run along a sticky
drawer, that makes it slide better coming off.

In this interaction, the teacher uses the children's responses to foster the transfer of
their understanding of an everyday situation (running graphite along a piece of paper)
to a new situation (running graphite along a sticky drawer). Transfer of knowledge is
conventionally assumed 'to hinge upon the similarities between novel and old
situations that should be subjectively recognised by an agent' (Gruber, et al., ?).
From a situated view of learning, the building of bridges between the known and the
new is assumed to be predominately supported through adult-child interactions.
Parallels between two situations are drawn or highlighted 'to foster the transfer of the
related skills and relevant information' (Rogoff, 1984). Here, Coral emphasises to
the children that the way graphite runs along a sticky drawer is similar to the way
that it is run along a piece of paper, in both situations graphite is 'coming off'. The
teacher explains in this way that certain materials when applied to particular surfaces
stay on those surfaces, and this phenomenon can reduce the friction. The new
knowledge is appropriated by the children who offer to the teacher the following
responses:

| Kathleen  | Miss you could use a bar of soap to make a drawer run easier |
| Coral     | Right, we've got three things, graphite, a candle and a bar of soap |
| Paul      | Miss what about fairy liquid? |
| Coral     | Why won't you want to put washing up liquid to your drawer runner? |
| Child     | It'll go sticky |

As the transcript indicates, the children suggest more materials that can be used to
make a drawer run easier. Their suggestions can be taken as an example of their
developing understanding about the use of lubricants. Thus, they seem to apply their
understanding about materials that can be slippery such as the bar of soap and the fairy liquid to a new context.

The discussion moves on to procedural matters. The teacher is asking the children to suggest ways of organising the practical task:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coral</th>
<th>Right, can you just listen for a minute. We've got all these ideas everyone wants to try them and we've got a limited amount of time left. Can anybody suggest a sensible way of organising this. So we have more ideas tested without absolute chaos. Sin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sin</td>
<td>Test one at the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>That will take us up to Christmas no we've got up to half past three. Right I think I've got a better idea. (she goes to the board). We've got soap, we've got water, we've got oil, we've got candle, graphite, sellotape, Allison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison</td>
<td>Shiny paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Have we got any?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Right, shiny paper, I think we've got enough.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because there is not much time left for the practical task, the teacher decides to divide the children into groups and to ask each group to explore a specific material.

The children are given some time to work on the practical task. The teacher then asks the children to stop the practical work and begins a discussion about their results.
Sixth Phase: Discussing children’s findings about the use of lubricants

Coral starts off this phase of her teaching by explaining to the children that 'we are looking for the smallest amount of Newtons to pull that wrapped up kilogram weight' and asks the children to report 'the smallest number of Newton' they found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
<th>1.5, 1.1</th>
<th>Coral</th>
<th>Right (she writes 1.1 N on the board above the word soap) what about the water?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>3N</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Right 3N, oil?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>0.5N</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>right, 0.5 graphite?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Right 0.2 candle?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>3.5 N</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>3.5 ? so much for that! I thought it's going to be a really really good one my mother used to run that on drawer runners.. sellotape?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>1N, right so if you want to slide something or if you want a sticky drawer or you want to slide something really really well what are you going to do about it ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children report their measurements to the teacher who writes them on the board.

When two measurements are suggested, the teacher chooses to write on the board the smallest of the two. As the transcript shows, Coral expresses her surprise at some of the results, such as the testing of the candle. The teacher then asks the children to
decide which material appears to have created the least friction. Both the children and the teacher agree that 'graphite won' (Coral's writing, W/C 21/4).

As the transcript indicates, Coral does not compare the results the children got with some set of 'right' answers, which could possibly be found in some form within the body of scientific knowledge. Furthermore, she does not compare the varying results offered by different children. One interpretation for this is that the teacher wants to emphasise to the children the importance of empirical tests and a respect for the outcome of such tests.

As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, one of the teacher's learning objectives for this session was to help the children to develop their conceptual understanding about the use of lubricants in reducing the friction between two surfaces. To achieve this objective, Coral designed a practical task in which the children were invited to test a number of specific materials (candle and graphite). The same task also involved the testing of other materials that were suggested by the children. Some of those materials could also be used as lubricants (such as the soap and the oil) whereas other materials were less appropriate (such as water).

Coral here tries to reconcile two goals. The first goal is to help the children develop their conceptual understanding about lubricants and the second goal is to encourage the children to be investigative. In suggesting the testing of the candle and graphite, the teacher was anticipating that there would be results which will enable the children to achieve her learning objective. In allowing the children to investigate materials such as water, Coral may have expected that there would be practical problems, caused by the water being absorbed by the fabric, which might prevent the children from getting results which would be relevant to the achievement of her...
conceptual objective. Therefore, had that learning objective been the only one in her mind, she would have rejected the children's suggestion to test water. In accepting the suggestion, Coral is expecting that it will be a way in which the children can develop investigative abilities associated with her second goal. A procedural aim entails certain pedagogical actions which involve decisions such as these.

The teacher probably based the design of the practical task, which aimed to achieve a particular learning objective, on her own everyday ideas about materials that can be used as lubricants. Coral anticipated that the candle would have produced better results than it actually did. Her surprise at the result of the test using the candle is made explicit to the children. From a sociocultural perspective, which places emphasis on the complex interdependence of knowledge and action, knowledge as organised for a particular task can never be sufficiently detailed, sufficiently precise, to anticipate exactly the conditions of actions (see for example, Keller and Keller 1993).

Thus, it can be suggested that Coral, by taking part in the activity, develops her own understanding about the use of lubricants in reducing the friction between surfaces. Her developing understanding becomes explicit to the children in the concluding part of the session:

15.18 Coral

Now then, I want you to keep all these ideas in mind all the things you've done today all the things you've learned because tomorrow I am going to ask you some of those ideas, some new questions perhaps that you've still got. Because I've still got lots of questions about friction because things I thought they are going to happen didn't happen. I'm really disappointed about candle and I thought the wet things will slide much easier. the oil is quite good yes the oil is pretty good, but the water wasn't... because the fabric soaked up the water and maybe that made a difference. I don't know. So, maybe, we'll have to think of another experiment that didn't have fabric in it and that might be better I'm not sure. But certainly graphite has done extremely well.
The teacher here makes her own thinking about the practical work that the children carried out explicit to them. She talks about her own disappointment in the amount of friction created by materials such as the candle and water and draws the children's attention on the method used to test water. The teacher, by evaluating the results of their investigations, encourages the ongoing development of the conceptual task. By making her thinking explicit to the children she models part of the scientific process (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989, p. 481) which the children could follow in thinking of their own questions and explanations about friction.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have described in detail a session on friction taught by Coral. I discussed the ways in which, through a series of six interrelated phases, the teacher used her expertise to guide children's development of the procedural and conceptual knowledge that she had included in her learning objectives for the session.

In her introduction to the session, Coral started her teaching by using two bridging pedagogical strategies aimed at establishing continuity with children's previous learning about friction. Her abstract knowledge of friction enabled her to identify those of the children's responses that were closer to her desired definition of friction and link these responses with that definition within the children's zone of proximal development.

Next, Coral engaged children in discussion that aimed to generate their interest in investigating friction (second phase). This discussion was focused around two questions posed by the teacher which led some of the children to carry out their own
practical tasks and to suggest ideas and explanations about the friction between different surfaces. Coral looked for opportunities in what the children said or did that could increase children’s interest in frictional phenomena and help them to articulate their thinking about such phenomena. Her subject knowledge enabled her to identify and respond to such opportunities, some of which related to aspects of friction that were closely linked to her own learning objectives, whereas some others, related to aspects of friction that were not relevant to her objectives for the session. Furthermore, she also took up opportunities to consolidate children’s learning about other scientific concepts (e.g. the concept of air resistance). At the same time, the way she employed her subject knowledge varied according to her interpretation of the learning opportunity. Thus, on one occasion she acted as a member of a community of learners that were trying to solve a problem which did not have an immediately obvious solution. Later on during this phase, in order to respond to a child’s question about the friction between the ground and the sand she used the ball bearing analogy to draw similarities between the ways in which the pieces of sand move against the ground. On another occasion, she used her abstract knowledge of air resistance to consolidate children’s learning about this concept. Moreover, to respond to the different learning opportunities, Coral used a range of pedagogical techniques according to her judgment of learning opportunity.

During the third phase of her teaching Coral engaged the children in systematic investigation of the friction on different surfaces. She used her procedural expertise and her pedagogical strategy of modeling to provide explicit guidance to the children about the procedures that are necessary in carrying out the practical task. Once she assessed that children had a clear understanding of what was required procedurally to carry out the investigation, she left the children alone to choose their own hypotheses.
and surfaces to test. In this way, she encouraged their autonomy to pursue their own interests. Again, her expertise seemed to draw on Piagetian staged views of learning.

During children’s engagement in the practical task, Coral visited each group in order to assess children’s progress and provide support with procedural issues. Her Vygotskian concerns to work within the children’s zone of proximal development enabled her to assess their current point of development and to decide to modify her initial plans for her teaching. Based on her assessment of children’s progress she decided to modify her initial plans for her teaching and introduce to the children two further questions for investigation that arose out of her discussion with them.

Children’s autonomy to pursue their own interests is evident in their responses during the fourth phase of Coral’s teaching, which focused on the discussion of children’s findings of their investigations. Coral started this part of her teaching by asking the children to report interesting findings. She used her procedural and conceptual understanding to identify those elements in the children’s responses that could be developed further, and offered explicit guidance to them. This guidance involved scaffolding techniques such as coaching and modeling that helped the children to make connections between the evidence available and scientific understanding.

The discussion of children’s findings of their investigations about the amount of friction between different surfaces led to the fifth phase of Coral’s teaching, which aimed to engage children in an investigation about the use of lubricants in reducing the friction between surfaces. This was the last of Coral’s objectives for the session. Coral used this phase to assess children’s conceptual understanding of aspects of friction and their ability to interpret evidence. Coral asked the children to investigate specific materials and used the evidence of their investigations to develop further
their understanding (sixth phase). In the discussion that followed the children's investigations about lubricants, Coral makes her own surprise about some of the results explicit to the children. In general, in Coral's teaching when new scientific ideas are discussed, her own scientific understanding is presented to the children as tentative and linked with everyday use or scientific evidence. Moreover, the children are treated as knowledgeable; as having their own ideas which are respected by the teacher. An indication of this is that children in Coral's class often question the claims of the teacher.

The session ends with Coral making her thinking about the findings of the investigation on lubricants explicit to the children. In this way, she models part of the scientific process that the children could follow in thinking about their own questions and explanations.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

In the early chapters of this thesis, I examined the idea that in order to be effective primary science teachers need to possess adequate subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. I contrasted the two main constructivist lines of thinking that have been used to support this idea with the rather different perspective provided by sociocultural theory. In later chapters, I examined in considerable depth the thinking and practice of a single primary science practitioner who was regarded locally, and to some extent more widely, as an expert. This was designed to provide the basis for further assessment of ideas about the role of subject knowledge in primary science expertise. In this Chapter I will summarise the overall argument of my thesis, and consider the implications of this study for practice.

The growth of emphasis on teacher expertise in primary science education research

In Chapter 1, I discussed the main developments in primary science that took place during the second half of the twentieth century, the picture of 'good' primary science practice they encompass, and how these developments lent support to an increasing emphasis on subject knowledge in primary science expertise.

I began by examining the curriculum developments that took place during the 1960s, and their close links with the child-centred tradition and its principle that education
should aim to contribute to the child's continuing process of development. Influenced by aspects of Piaget's staged theory, a particular picture of 'good' primary science teaching became predominant during the 1960s and 1970s. This picture, which became known as the process approach, treated science teaching as a process of inquiry through which learners develop their understanding of the world, and acquire useful knowledge - that is, knowledge which enables them to solve problems that they consider significant. To teach science effectively, teachers needed to have understanding of the process of inquiry and sufficient knowledge to be able to guide children’s inquiries.

However, during the 1980s good primary science teaching came to be redefined, as a result of dissatisfaction with the 'process' approach, criticisms of child-centred education, discussions about the need for a broad and balanced science curriculum, and the emergence of a different interpretation of Piagetian theorising. This interpretation, which became known as Piagetian constructivism, argued that children are active and reflective learners; capable of constructing ideas in their everyday interactions with aspects of the physical world, and of determining the value of these conceptual structures by judging how well they 'fit' with their experiences and how well they enable them to solve problems they experience (see Murphy, et al., 2000).

Thus, by the end of 1980s, a new picture of 'good' primary science teaching was established, which emphasised the interrelated nature of content and process and stressed the importance of children's prior conceptions in the learning process and the need for challenging these conceptions directly during teaching. Within this picture of science teaching, particular emphasis came to be placed on teachers' understanding of the theoretical constructs of science, since this was seen as an essential prerequisite for
eliciting and identifying children's ideas, and for providing appropriate learning experiences that would help learners to test their ideas against evidence and use the evidence to modify these ideas towards specific scientific principles. This emphasis was greatly encouraged by the introduction of prescribed content in the newly established primary Science National Curriculum, and the appearance of formal tests at the end of Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 (Standard Attainment Target tests).

As a result during the 1990s the subject knowledge requirement became a major component of considerations of teacher effectiveness both in research and policy (see Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996; Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a; 1997b). Around the same time the distinction between subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge came to be made in the literature of primary science education research (see Summers, 1994; Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a; 1997b, Harlen, 1997). This was initially developed by Shulman (1986; see also Wilson, Shulman, & Richer, 1987) in his attempt to conceptualise practice from the point of view of the expert teacher, for the purposes of teacher training (see Shulman, 1986; 1987). For him, subject knowledge refers to 'the amount and organisation of knowledge per se in the mind of the teacher', whereas pedagogical content knowledge includes 'the particular form of content knowledge that embodies the aspects of content most germane to its teachability' (Shulman, 1986, p.9).

Shulman's notions of content and pedagogical content knowledge provided the basis for the development of two different approaches to teacher expertise in primary science. The first approach (what I have called "small range" constructivists) argues that the effective teaching of primary science relies on teachers' adequate understanding of a
small range of science concepts and of a set of prespecified pedagogical skills (teachers’ subject specific knowledge) that enables teachers to make accessible to children their own understanding of this range of science concepts. Moreover, for these constructivists (Summers, Kruger, & Mant, 1997a; 1997b) the effective employment of subject teaching specific knowledge also depends on teachers’ understanding of the practical implications of a particular interpretation of constructivist teaching, which stresses the importance of introducing children to abstract scientific concepts before their engagement in practical activities.

By contrast, the second approach, which I called “big ideas” constructivism (Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; 1996; Harlen, 1999; 2000), supports the view that the effective teaching of primary science depends on teachers’ adequate understanding of a range of broad scientific principles and of a particular orientation to scientific inquiry. Following on from this, for “big ideas” constructivists, pedagogical content knowledge is employed as a broad framework that enables teachers to use their subject knowledge to support a socio-constructivist learning and teaching process through which children construct understanding of broad scientific principles.

So, at the end of the 1990s, within research in primary science education, debates about teacher expertise focused around the kinds of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge that are necessary to ensure the effective teaching of primary science. However, there were two rather different views about what this required – “small range” constructivism, and “big ideas” constructivism – and I subjected these to critical assessment.
Constructivist approaches to teacher expertise

In Chapter 2, I argued that both constructivist approaches to teacher expertise adopt a universalistic view about the nature of knowledge. They treat scientific knowledge as a set of abstract, well-defined entities expressed in a set of propositions that have a one-to-one correspondence with the external world. Furthermore, they appear to interpret teachers' understanding from a cognitivist perspective, which argues that once conceptual understanding of a scientific concept is acquired it can be applied independently from the situation in which it was initially understood.

While both approaches share this view of knowledge and understanding, they differ in their interpretation of how teachers' knowledge develops and of the relation between the conceptual and procedural understanding of science. In turn, these differences have implications for determining what form teachers' science subject knowledge should take.

For "small range" constructivists, teachers' knowledge in science develops in a sequential manner: the concepts, facts and practical problem skills (lower functions of cognition) are basic in teachers' knowledge, and exist as prerequisites to learning higher-order functions of cognition, such as complex concepts and problem-solving procedural knowledge (the scientific skills and procedures that are needed to collect and interpret evidence in order to address scientific problems). Following on from this, "small range" constructivists argue that teachers' subject knowledge needs to consist of a limited range of simple science concepts and practical problem skills, and that these should be introduced to teachers during in-service courses (see for example, Summers & Mant. 1998; Summers, Kruger, & Mant 1997a; 1997b).
By contrast, "big ideas" constructivism (Harlen & Holroyd, 1995: 1996; Harlen, 1999) supports a socio-constructivist perspective of how knowledge develops. This argues that teachers' subject knowledge of science consists of a network of links between scientific concepts and experience, which can be extended as teachers make new links between scientific concepts and ways of acting and interpreting evidence. On such a view, procedural knowledge is the means for acquiring conceptual knowledge. In other words, for "big ideas" constructivists, knowledge of how to do science develops interactively with knowledge of the concepts of science. Thus, this approach to teachers' subject knowledge places importance on problem solving aspects of procedural knowledge, those that in the first approach would be considered higher order. Furthermore, it also stresses the role of discussion and communication in the development of scientific knowledge.

Drawing on Vygotsky's theory, "big ideas" constructivists argue that teachers develop understanding of broad scientific principles when they are offered opportunities to test and discuss not only their own but also more knowledgeable others' ideas against scientific evidence, within their zone of proximal development. In turn, teachers' subject knowledge is treated as involving a range of broad scientific principles (The 'Big Ideas' of science) and a particular approach to doing science. This involves the processes of observation, asking questions, predicting and hypothesising, carrying out an investigation, collecting and interpreting evidence. In line with this, "big ideas" constructivists (see Harlen, 1999) argue that the education of teachers should offer them opportunities to develop adequate understanding of this process, not just because it helps
teachers to extend their own understanding of science and respond effectively to children's questions, but also because it is central to children's learning of science.

Despite their differences, both approaches treat teachers' understanding of scientific knowledge as dichotomous: as either adequate or inadequate. They further treat this as acquired, commodity-like knowledge that is essentially decontextualised and available to be used across situations. This is evident in their approaches to the assessment of adequacy of teachers' subject knowledge, which they define according to teachers' ability to retrieve or collaboratively achieve the correct scientific knowledge and apply it in their explanations of well-defined situations that are included in interviews and/or questionnaires. From this point of view, both "small range" and "big ideas" constructivists assume that once teachers acquire adequate understanding of either a set of simple concepts (see Summers & Mant, 1998) or of a range of broad scientific principles (see Harlen, 1999), they are able to apply these in the classroom with the use of appropriate means.

In Chapter 2, I identified a number of problems with these views. One is that the process of knowing is often messier, more fraught with ambiguity than this view of knowledge allows. In responding to a situation associated with a particular scientific concept, teachers may have to exercise judgments which cannot be easily codified or made explicit. Such judgments often involve processes of interpretation and negotiation of the situation at hand. Another problem is that this view of adequacy of teachers' subject knowledge assumes that all problems are well-defined: that they have one correct answer, and can be solved either by the retrieval of the correct scientific concept or by the application of a straight-forward procedure. Yet, quite often problems are not
well-defined, and may need to be reframed before they can be solved. Children’s questions are often expressed in contexts that are confusing or ambiguous, and have to be worked into problems that can be addressed in scientific terms.

These criticisms derive from sociocultural perspectives of knowledge and learning, which stress the situated nature of knowledge, and the complex interdependence of knowledge and action. These perspectives assume that the concepts, theories and ideas of a scientific community are tools: the products of a particular line of inquiry which can only take on meaning in the context of this inquiry (see for example, Roth, 1995, 1999; Roth & Bowen, 1995).

Drawing on Vygotsky’s work, sociocultural theorists stress that an individual’s understanding of the concepts, theories and ideas of a particular community is a dynamic process resulting from acting in situations and negotiating with other members of the community within learners’ zone of proximal development. Furthermore, they argue that understanding is constructed first on the social plane before it becomes internalized by the individual, and is best described as an evolving spiral, in which lower mental functions (e.g. simple concepts, facts, and routine skills) and higher mental functions (problem-solving procedural knowledge, complex concepts, perception, remembering etc) develop interdependently, as individuals participate in the authentic activities of their community (see Roth, 1995; Bredo, 1997; 1998.). Following on from this, sociocultural perspectives also treat knowledge as functional: as a set of tools that need to be used skillfully in order to achieve specific goals (see Greeno, Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1999). From this point of view, teachers’ subject knowledge in science is expected to include not just their understanding of the processes and procedures of
science and abstract concepts, but an understanding of how to go about solving a problem that may not always be well defined: how to work up problems – frame them in such a way that they are amenable to investigation. It is important to note here that although both “big ideas” constructivists and sociocultural theorists draw on Vygotsky’s work, they treat it differently. For “big ideas” constructivists, the zone of proximal development enables learners to acquire commodity-like knowledge. From a sociocultural perspective the zone of proximal development enables learners to develop functional knowledge.

Sociocultural theorists draw on situated practice theory to argue that learners develop functional knowledge through a process of enculturation into the authentic activities of a particular community of practice and learning how to act within it. During this process they form social relationships and transform their identities as they become more expert members of the community (see Rogoff, 1994). In this way, they develop their understanding of how to use particular tools to make sense of a specific situation, and of the situation itself. From this point of view, learners’ subject knowledge consists of a rich network of links between knowledge and the ways in which a particular tool is used in a number of different problem situations, and of the situations themselves. Understanding is regarded as contingent, representational and emergent, with the aim being to come to terms with actions and products that go beyond the already known. Thus, the essence of teachers’ knowledge is its functionality: the ability to select tools so as to perform successfully in specific problem solving situations. In these terms, assessing teachers’ understanding is a complicated matter: it involves assessing their performance in solving well and ill-defined problems. Some attempts to assess learners’
performance have been made by the use of interviews (see Roth, 1998). However, it has been suggested that the outcomes of such interviews can only provide clues about someone's developing understanding. They do not predict their ability to use the same concept in the future.

If we apply this socio-cultural perspective to the learning of science, by both teachers and children, it raises some fundamental questions about the two forms of constructivism that have been most influential in the field of primary science. For one thing, it implies that no distinction can be drawn between subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, since all knowledge is functional: tied to its contexts of use, and one of these uses is teaching. As I argued in Chapter 3, from a sociocultural perspective teachers' subject and pedagogical knowledge is integrated and situated, and is developed as they transform their identities through participation in the activities of their science classroom communities. Above all, a sociocultural perspective suggests that what counts as primary science expertise can only be judged in the context of local communities of practice, not laid down in abstract terms on the basis of research concerned with assessing scientific knowledge through tests or interviews. As I discussed in Chapter 3, both constructivist approaches to teacher expertise adopt this latter position, though they treat learners and teachers differently from one another. "Small" range constructivists treat learners and teachers as passive, and the teaching approach suggested for the effective teaching of science parallels the transmission model. "Big ideas" constructivists consider learners as active in the learning process, and suggest a socio-constructivist approach to the teaching and learning of science. However, they, too, support the view that teachers should acquire commodity subject
and pedagogical content knowledge that they can then apply it in the classroom. By contrast with both these forms of constructivism, a sociocultural perspective argues that in order to understand expertise emphasis needs to be placed on the perspectives and actions of those who are recognised as experts in their local communities.

The perspective of an expert primary science practitioner

In the second half of the thesis, I sought to apply a sociocultural approach in investigating primary science expertise. This involved a qualitative case study of the perspective and practice of a teacher who is recognised as an expert teacher in her local school environment (see Chapter 4). Within the school in which she works, she acts as the science coordinator, and collaborates with colleagues in providing guidance, especially in relation to aspects of their scientific subject knowledge. She has also published articles about aspects of her own primary science teaching in a professional journal and was a member of the editorial board of that journal.

In Chapter 5, I examined her views about subject knowledge and its role in her teaching, her beliefs about the learning and teaching of science, and her views about her role in supporting the development of children’s scientific thinking. I argued that Coral conceives her science understanding as a network of links between the concepts of science, as these were taught to her as a secondary school student and a physics undergraduate, and her concrete experience of the world. Central to her ability to create connections between scientific knowledge and experience is her problem-solving
procedural understanding. Coral developed this understanding during her initial teacher education courses, and it enables her to find solutions to problems that may be well or ill defined. Her network of links is conceived in dynamic terms: as evolving all the time, as she sees new links between areas of knowledge and experience. In this respect, her view about the development of her own scientific understanding is perhaps closest to a sociocultural view of knowledge.

Although Coral values her knowledge of abstract scientific concepts she defines adequacy not in terms of commodity knowledge in the manner of "small range" and "big ideas" constructivism, but in a way that links to performance. For example, she uses her experience as a successful mentor for her colleagues as a measure of the adequacy of her scientific understanding. Following on from this, it is possible to argue that Coral understands her expertise in a way similar to sociocultural perspectives. She also associates her own understanding with metacognitive awareness. She is capable of assessing her own understanding about a specific area of science, developing it further, and reorganising her picture of science accordingly. Furthermore, she seems to recognise the contingency of her scientific understanding, by arguing that providing explanations for situations that arise during teaching and relating them to scientific concepts that she has taught previously is not a straight-forward process. To respond to such situations, she often engages the children in the process of asking questions that aim to interpret and clarify the situation. In this respect, too, her expertise is perhaps closest to sociocultural perspectives.

At the same time, like "big ideas" constructivism (see Harlen, 2000) for Coral the task of science teaching is to help the children ask scientific questions about a particular
physical experience and seek answers to these questions in order to develop their understanding of abstract scientific concepts. Following on from this, she argues that her scientific understanding plays an important role in her teaching. It helps her to recognise scientific questions and organise her teaching in a way that encourages the development of children’s ability to ask questions and seek answers to these questions. It also enables her to recognise children’s everyday ideas that are different from scientific understanding, to decide on appropriate scientific terms and practical activities, and to simplify scientific concepts. Furthermore, it helps her to plan a set of learning objectives in her mind which determine at a general level what the children are to learn, when and how in terms of procedural and conceptual understanding. As with her own scientific understanding, for Coral children’s scientific understanding is recognised in terms of metacognitive awareness. Unlike “small range” constructivism in which the effectiveness of teaching is determined according to children’s responses to tests and/or interview questions, Coral uses children’s evidence of metacognitive awareness to determine the success of her teaching.

In line with “big ideas” constructivism, Coral believes that children are active and reflective learners who bring their own ideas to the situation. These ideas are recognised as being different from scientific understanding, which requires evidence, and therefore procedural capability (see Harlen, 2000). Thus, the elicitation of children’s ideas as well as their procedural understanding plays an important role in her teaching. It is used as a tool for developing the children’s metacognitive awareness and in her own assessment of their learning.
Coral’s views about the learner also seem to draw on aspects of Piagetian staged learning. She believes, for example, that children need to get intrinsically motivated to tackle the task in hand, which, in turn, is achieved as they are involved in unstructured practical activities and are offered opportunities to ask their own questions. However, for Coral, children’s participation in such activities also serves other goals in the learning process: it offers children opportunities to reflect on their ideas and to explore the limitations of these in explaining a particular physical experience. In this respect, her views about the learning process also draw on Piagetian constructivist learning, and on parallel “big ideas” constructivist perspectives of how children learn.

Although, for Coral, children’s engagement in practical activities plays a crucial role in the learning process, she sees their participation in the classroom discussions that follow these practical activities as equally crucial in the development of children’s scientific understanding. During such discussions, she tries to identify those of the children’s ideas that are closer to the scientific ones, and then to reformulate and represent these ideas to the children. Here, Coral’s views about the learning process have similarities with sociocultural perspectives on learning, which are characterized by a particular concern to work within the children’s zone of proximal development, and to offer explicit guidance to them about making connections between their ideas and experience. In this way, she helps the children develop understanding according to their own abilities and experiences and not according to a set of conceptual objectives set out by the classroom teacher at the beginning of a lesson, as in “small range” constructivism. Nevertheless, although she values discussion, she does not seem to believe in group
discussions – probably because her views about the learner draw on Piagetian staged learning.

Coral, describes her role in supporting the development of children’s scientific understanding as mainly involving talking to them. This is taken to mean that in her teaching she looks for opportunities in what the children say or do to scaffold their thinking so that it becomes increasingly compatible with that of the established scientific community. At the same time, Coral argues that in her teaching she does not use a set of specific strategies that aim to help the children arrive at the same endpoint, nor does her teaching follow a fixed course. Indeed, she stresses that she often decides on what to do next on the spot, whilst she is talking to the children. Nevertheless, she stresses that in her teaching she tries to exercise a certain level of control over what is learned, when, and how by creating a learning environment in which both simpler and more complex tasks are ongoing and discussed. For Coral, such an environment enables the children to develop understanding of her own objectives yet simultaneously allows them to pursue their own interests. In this respect, her approach to teaching differs from both of the constructivist approaches to teacher expertise discussed here.

An example of primary science expertise in practice

In Chapter 6, I described in detail a session on friction taught by Coral. The aim was to discuss the ways in which, through a series of six interrelated phases, the teacher used her expertise to guide children’s development of the procedural and conceptual knowledge that she had included in her learning objectives for the session.
In her introduction to the session (first phase), Coral started her teaching by using two bridging pedagogical strategies aimed at establishing continuity with children's previous learning about friction, and thereby assessing their current understanding. Her abstract knowledge of friction enabled her to identify those of the children's responses that were closer to her desired definition of friction and to link these responses with that definition.

Next, Coral engaged the children in discussion about friction (second phase). This phase has similarities with the elicitation stage in the "big ideas" constructivist approach to teacher expertise, in that it aimed to probe children's current understanding of friction and to generate interest in investigating friction on different surfaces. There are, however, some important differences, notably in relation to the organization of this phase and the kind of interactions that take place between Coral and the children. More specifically, in "big ideas" constructivism the elicitation of children's ideas takes place at the end of an unstructured practical activity set up by the classroom teacher. The teacher's role is to facilitate the discussion by helping the learners to explain and clarify their ideas about the specific practical activity, justify their answers, and consider different explanations of what is happening. In Coral's teaching, the elicitation of children's ideas, and the generation of their interest in investigating friction, took place during classroom discussion that focused on a range of practical activities or questions which were generated by the children, as a response to the teacher's initial request to think about things that have less friction and things that have a lot of friction.

In this respect, Coral's expertise suggests a Piagetian staged view about the learner: in order to encourage children's learning, the problem that they are to investigate needs to be generated by the children, and not to be given to them by the teacher. It is indicative
of the learning environment that Coral has created in her classroom that soon after she asked the initial questions about friction, one child suggested and immediately carried out a practical investigation into the friction between a rubber and a table, which, in turn, initiated other children's interest in the problem, or generated other problems and questions.

During this phase, Coral looked for opportunities in what the children said or did that could increase their interest in frictional phenomena and help them articulate their thinking about such phenomena. Her expertise enabled her to do this effectively. However, Coral's role varied according to her judgment of learning opportunity. In the problem about the friction between the rubber and the table, she acted as a member of a community of learners that were trying to solve a problem which did not have an immediately obvious solution (see Lave, 1988). Thus, her role was to explore together with the children evidence and possible explanations, until a tentative answer to the problem was found which, nevertheless, did not resolve all the conflicts. Moreover, during this discussion, Coral made her own uncertainties explicit to the children, offering them in this way opportunities to experience the uncertain nature of scientific inquiry. Later on during this phase, a child's question about the friction between the ground and the sand was interpreted by Coral as an opportunity to make a scientific point about friction. And, to achieve this, she used the ball bearing analogy to draw similarities between the ways in which the pieces of sand move against the ground.

The use of analogies and metaphors is particularly encouraged by the "small range" constructivist perspective to teacher expertise. However, these are seen as means that are specified prior to teaching, whereas in Coral's practice the use of analogies depends
on her choice of learning opportunity. To this extent Coral’s expertise parallels the use of analogies in “big ideas” constructivism. Later on during this phase of her teaching, one child asked Coral a question about the friction between a ball and the ground. Coral decided to respond to that child’s question despite the fact that rolling friction was not part of her learning objectives or part of the primary Science National Curriculum. Her response was inventive and resourceful. She picked up a tennis ball, engaged children in discussion and used her own experiences about rolling friction, and children’s experiences about wheels, to produce a tentative explanation. In doing this she appeared to develop to some extent her own understanding of rolling friction together with the children.

Later on during the same phase of her teaching, another child’s idea about the flipping-up of a paper was recognised by Coral as an opportunity to consolidate children’s learning of air resistance. In this instance, her choice of pedagogical strategies was closer to “small range” constructivist teaching, and similar to the ones she used in the introduction to the session. Here, she asked closed questions that aimed to assess children’s understanding against a specific definition of the scientific concept of air resistance. However, unlike ‘small range” constructivism in which such opportunities are specified prior to teaching, in Coral’s teaching these opportunities emerge out of children’s responses and questions.

In line with “big ideas” constructivism, Coral’s aim for the third phase of her teaching was to engage all the children in systematic investigations about friction on different surfaces. However, unlike this form of constructivism, which suggests that the teacher should only offer procedural guidance if he/she judges that it is needed, Coral uses her
expertise to model to the children how to test a 1 kg weight along a surface and record the results. She also regulated the procedural support she offered to the children by demonstrating to them one way of investigating friction and then asking a child to repeat the demonstration for the rest of the class. In this respect, her teaching parallels the coaching and scaffolding techniques that are supported by sociocultural perspectives.

Once Coral assessed that the children had a clear understanding of what was required procedurally to carry out their investigations, she left them alone to choose their own hypotheses to test. She also offered them a range of surfaces to test, and clarified safety issues. To this extent, her expertise appears to draw on Piagetian staged learning: in order to encourage children's learning, the problem that they are to investigate needs to be generated by the children, and not to be given to them by the teacher.

During children's engagement in the practical task, Coral visited each group in order to assess their progress and provide support with procedural issues. Her concern with working within the children's zone of proximal development enabled her to introduce new materials for the children to investigate, relevant to children's current point of development. Moreover, based on her assessment of their progress and interest in the task, she decided to modify her initial plans for the lesson, and offer to the children two more questions to investigate that arose out of her discussions with them. Unlike "small range" constructivists' view of expertise in which teaching proceeds according to a set of prespecified learning objectives, Coral's teaching is flexible and adaptive to children's emerging needs.

The fourth phase of Coral's teaching involved the discussion of children's work. Again, at a general level this phase has similarities with "big ideas" constructivist teaching. in
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that it aims to use children’s findings as the means for further developing their scientific understanding. However, there are some important differences, notably in relation to the kind of support that Coral offers to the children. In a “big-ideas” constructivist approach, during this stage the teacher collects children’s findings in relation to a specific question that they were asked to investigate. The teacher does not comment on the findings, but presents them to the class with the aim of leaving the children alone to make the links between the findings and their initial hypotheses. At this stage, if the findings are not adequate the teacher may decide to introduce a new idea for the children to investigate within the children’s zone of proximal development (see the discussion in Chapter 3). Yet in this phase of her teaching Coral looked for opportunities in children’s findings that could be used explicitly by her to build further their scientific understanding. As with the second phase of her teaching, she did not start the discussion with a question about the results of the testing of a specific surface. Instead, she asked the children to report interesting findings. Coral used her expertise to identify those elements in the children’s responses that could be developed further, and offered explicit guidance to them. Indeed, her role in this phase seems to be close to sociocultural perspectives on adult guidance in child-adult interactions. Thus, her guidance involved scaffolding techniques such as coaching and modeling that aimed to draw children’s attention to aspects of the task that they had not noticed before, or to engage them in reflective discourse that helped them to step back from the task and think about their findings. Whilst she was offering this kind of support, she encouraged the rest of the class to contribute to the discussion, by repeating from time to time her initial question. Towards the end of this phase of her teaching, Coral directed the discussion towards the
children’s results for the last question. The aim was to establish continuity between the
children’s findings and the fifth phase of her teaching.

The main aim of the fifth phase of Coral’s teaching was to engage children in an
investigation about the use of lubricants in reducing the friction between surfaces. This
was the last of Coral’s objectives for the session. She used this phase to assess
children’s conceptual understanding of aspects of friction and their ability to interpret
evidence. As in previous phases, Coral pursues her pedagogic goals by using the
examples offered by the children in their responses. She suggested two materials for
them to test (graphite and candle), and encouraged the children to test other materials.
Furthermore, because she was running out of time, she explicitly organized the children
into groups. She then used the evidence of their investigations to develop further their
understanding of lubricants (sixth phase). In the discussion that followed the children’s
investigations about lubricants, Coral made her own surprise about some of the results
explicit to the children.

In general, in Coral’s teaching when new scientific ideas are discussed, her own
scientific understanding is presented to the children as tentative and linked with
everyday use or scientific evidence. Moreover, the children are treated as
knowledgeable; as having their own ideas which are respected by the teacher. An
indication of this is that children in Coral’s class often question the claims of the teacher.
The session ended with Coral making her thinking about the findings of the investigation
on lubricants explicit to the children. In this way, she modelled part of the scientific
process that the children could follow in thinking about their own questions and explanations.

**Understanding Coral’s expertise**

Perhaps the key finding in relation to Coral’s views about primary science teaching and her practice is the eclectic character of her approach. As we have seen, in some respects she drew on Piagetian staged ideas about how children learn. At other times, she combined these with ideas from more recent forms of constructivism and sociocultural views of learning and teaching. However, what is involved here is not a confused mixture but a dynamic blending that is guided by a pragmatic orientation. It reflects, in part, her responsiveness to the contingencies of classroom process.

An important feature of teaching is its *practical* character, in the sense that it involves making judgments, almost moment by moment, about what is happening and what is needed in order to further children’s learning. The practical character of teaching has been emphasized in the work of many philosophers, psychologists and sociologists, where the contrast is often drawn with technical activities that are governed by instrumental rules (Schwab, 1969; Hirst, 1983; Carr, 1987; Olson, 1992). The practical character of teaching means that it requires a distinctive orientation, involving an ability to make rapid assessments of where events are leading and what can be done to guide them in productive directions. Coral’s teaching is characterized by judgments about what is happening and reformulation of her plans, often on the spot, in order to respond to opportunities and problems that arise from children’s ideas or questions, and thereby to facilitate their learning. These opportunities and problems are variable and
contingent, and open to different interpretations. Thus, her teaching involves choices, which cannot be easily codified or made entirely explicit. Indeed, the *tacit* character of practical knowledge has been emphasized by many authors who argue that professional knowledge is always to some degree implicit (see, for instance, Schön, 1983; 1987; see also Polanyi’s account of science as relying on tacit knowledge, Polanyi 1959).

Coral’s subject knowledge helps her to interpret and function successfully in these situations. However, this does not take the form of commodity knowledge available to be used across situations. Rather, it is a resource that she employs skillfully according to her assessment of the learning opportunities available. It is also integrated with her choice of pedagogical strategies. For example, she uses her abstract knowledge of air resistance, and close questioning, to respond to a problem that she interprets as an opportunity to consolidate children’s prior learning of this concept. On other occasions, her abstract knowledge of friction is combined with an analogy in order to help the children to develop further their thinking about friction, as this is expressed in a specific context. Her understanding of the uncertain nature of scientific inquiry enables her to engage with the children in problem-solving situations that do not have an obvious solution, developing in this way her own understanding of the problem together with the children. Her procedural understanding of science and her pedagogical strategy of coaching allow her to offer explicit guidance to a child in formulating a hypothesis or to allow the children to reflect on the available evidence, and to draw their attention to aspects of the task that they had not noticed before.

Coral’s expertise is guided by a set of beliefs about the learning and teaching of science that allow her to orchestrate her practice in a specific way. These beliefs, which she
developed over the years as she participated in various communities of practice, including her own science classroom community, include her ideas that: a) teaching science is a process of exploration through which children must be encouraged to ask their own scientific questions and seek answers to these questions; b) children are knowledgeable and their ideas should be respected; c) scientific understanding involves procedural capability, enabling links to be drawn between scientific knowledge and areas of experience; d) the role of the teacher is to look for opportunities in what the children say or do that could help them reflect on the evidence and use their ideas to further their scientific understanding.

Coral’s expertise also includes rules that enable her to organise her practice in a specific way. As we have seen, at a general level her teaching sequence has similarities with “big ideas” constructivist teaching approach: it involves an elicitation stage, and proceeds with the systematic testing of children’s ideas, and the discussion of their findings.

Moreover, Coral’s teaching is guided by her value commitments about the aim of science teaching. This aim involves helping the children acquire understanding of abstract scientific concepts, as well as understanding of a model of what scientific thinking involves which includes respect for evidence and understanding of the uncertain nature of scientific inquiry. In her teaching, Coral tries to balance these values, as well as to cope with the demands of the Primary Science National Curriculum and of the preparation of children for formal testing. Thus, quite often she engages in thinking about scientific problems that do not have an obvious answer, and may not
relate to her objectives of the session. On other occasions, she focuses classroom
discussion on the consolidation of children's learning about abstract scientific concepts.

This set of values, rules and beliefs not only allows Coral to orchestrate her teaching in a
particular way, but it also helps her to reflect on her own practice: to evaluate her actions
and use these evaluations to develop her teaching further. This is evident in Coral's
writing about her own teaching, where, in her own words, she provides a rationale for
teaching the topic of forces. In this writing, she explains the aims for each lesson;
discusses why and how each session progressed, drawing on her own beliefs about
effective teaching and learning, and appealing to evidence from what the children said,
wrote or did; illustrates how she used her assessment of children's progress to plan the
following session, or modify activities within the same session; and expresses concerns
and dilemmas about her own role in helping children to develop scientific
understanding, and how this could alter in order to improve her teaching. Moreover,
this process of reflection means that Coral's beliefs are not static; they evolve as she
employs them in the classroom, discusses them with colleagues.

However, the core of Coral's expertise lies in her ability to perform successfully in the
contingent situations that arise during her teaching by integrating her selection of
scientific resources with her choice of appropriate pedagogical strategies. In this way,
Coral develops a repertoire of ways of dealing with science classroom situations. Her
subject knowledge, past experiences as a learner and teacher of science and her beliefs
and value commitments about the teaching and learning of science all play a significant
role in the ways she responds to children's questions and suggestions. They help her to
see a situation as similar and yet as different from another in her repertoire.
In light of this, one way of thinking about Coral’s expertise is in terms of the notion of the *reflective practitioner*. This idea is associated with Schön’s work, in which he depicts practice as messy, ambiguous, value laden and open to different interpretations and actions (Schön, 1983; 1987). He introduces the concepts of *reflection-in-action* and *reflection-on-action* as a way to describe how professional knowledge is used in the process of decision-making. The former amounts to ‘thinking on one’s feet’. It involves drawing on past experience to build new understandings that will inform actions in the situation that is unfolding:

> The practitioner allows himself to experience surprise, puzzlement, or confusion in a situation which he finds uncertain or unique. He reflects on the phenomenon before him, and on the prior understandings which have been implicit in his behaviour. He carries out an experiment which serves to generate both a new understanding of the phenomenon and a change in the situation. (Schön 1983, p. 68)

Here, interpretations are tested in action, tentatively, and this allows development of further responses and moves. This is necessary because every case is unique, though of course it is always possible to draw on what has gone before. In this process, practitioners bring prior knowledge, examples, values and actions to bear on the invention of new frames. By contrast, reflection-on-action always occurs after the action, when a practitioner critically reflects about it. Practitioners may write about key experiences, talk things through with others, and so on. The act of reflecting-on-action enables them to spend time exploring why they acted in the way they did, what was happening in a situation, why, and so on. In so doing practitioners develop sets of questions and ideas about their activities that can then be drawn on in future reflection-in-action.
Coral's orientation in the classroom, in which she openly engages with contingency and uncertainty, fits closely with the notion of reflection-in-action. Equally, there was considerable evidence of her engaging in reflection-on-action, in writing about her work, as well as in interviews and email communications. And Coral's orientation as a reflective practitioner is sharply different from the two constructivist approaches to teacher expertise which tend to offer a technical view of teaching: treating it as a practice that can be preprogrammed so as to produce specified outcomes. This is particularly evident in the "small range" constructivist approach, which treats teachers as passive learners, and measures the effectiveness of teaching in terms of specific learning outcomes. However, even the "big ideas" constructivist approach to teacher expertise, while it does not explicitly measure effectiveness, also assumes that teaching proceeds by the application of a standard set of pedagogical rules whose effective employment depends on the teacher's possession of commodity-like subject and pedagogical content knowledge.

Coral's approach as a reflective practitioner has similarities with sociocultural perspectives on learning and teaching. Indeed, some sociocultural theorists (Roth, 1995) argue that it is possible to integrate Schön's notion of the reflective practitioner into a sociocultural model of teaching and learning. This model argues that students and teachers engage together in an authentic activity, during which the teacher models the type of inquiry and reflection on it that they want students to appropriate within the zone of proximal development created by the collaboration. Such a setting provides the ideal context in which teacher and student can search for the convergence of their respective meanings by using the available resources. However, such models also tend to assume
that there is one specific approach to the teaching and learning of science, whereas as we have seen Coral's expertise is eclectic in character. Moreover, they tend to compare the teacher-as-reflective practitioner with the practice of scientists, by arguing that the teacher in the classroom acts merely as the representative of canonical science whose role is to engage learners in authentic activities that model scientific practice.

This points to a significant difference between the character of Coral's expertise and the image of expertise presented by sociocultural perspectives, deriving from the nature and context of the teacher's work. Practising scientists do not have to respond to questions or suggestions from children 'on the hoof' without advance warning, nor are they responsible for identifying or creating opportunities to facilitate children's learning. Moreover, Coral deals with a whole class of children not with individuals, which heightens the need for contextual judgment, both in terms of the choice of scientific concepts or procedures and pedagogical strategies.

Following on from this, another way of thinking about the practical, and eclectic, character of Coral's orientation towards primary science practice is to draw an analogy with the notion of *bricolage*, as developed by the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (1966) and later writers (see for example, Weinstein, & Weinstein, 1991; Nelson, Grossberg, & Treichler, 1992; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Here, a bricoleur is defined as using whatever resources are to hand in order to do the best work that is possible under the circumstances. This matches the way in which Coral's teaching requires invention of solutions to problems, often on the spot, drawing solely on cognitive and other resources that are currently available. Thus, she may pick up a tennis ball to develop together with the children, their understanding of rolling friction, at other times she may
ask close questions to consolidate children’s prior learning, on other occasions she will offer explicit guidance as to how to test specific hypotheses, or introduce analogies to make specific scientific points.

The practical character of Coral’s expertise also raises questions about the relation between research knowledge and practice. As I indicated in Chapters 2 and 3, both constructivist perspectives to teacher expertise seem to suggest that research knowledge feeds directly into practice, or ought to do so. This is most obvious in the case of the “small range” constructivist approach, which implies that it is the responsibility of researchers to produce the subject and pedagogical content knowledge that is necessary for the effective teaching of primary science, with teachers then transferring this directly to the classroom. However, much the same direct model of the relationship between research and practice is also implicit in the “big ideas” constructivist approach, which assumes that since it is itself based on research evidence it will, if applied, ensure the effective teaching of primary science. By contrast, a view of teaching as a practical activity suggests that it cannot be based directly on research knowledge in this way. Instead, practice is seen as necessarily depending on experience, wisdom, local knowledge and judgment (see Hammersley, 1997). This does not mean that research has no contribution to make to practice. As we have seen, Coral’s expertise is informed by her understanding of science, and by her views about the learning and teaching of science. These were developed during her participation in various communities of practice, including those she engaged with as a student. However, these are not standard views, they evolved as they were used in practice and informed by developments in the field. In these terms, what educational research provides can only be a resource that the
teacher must use, deciding what will work, or what has worked, for the children, for particular purposes, on specific occasions.

It is significant to note, in this context, that there are some important differences between the ways in which the notions of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge have been used in primary science education research, and how they were originally employed in Shulman’s ‘knowledge-base’ model (see Shulman, 1986; 1987). As I indicated in Chapter 1, this model was produced with the aim of capturing the practical knowledge of teachers. Shulman recognises the circumstantial nature of knowledge in arguing that ‘the knowledge-base approach does not produce an overly technical image of teaching, a scientific enterprise that has lost its soul’ (Shulman, 1986; p. 20). Even so, Shulman’s approach does not capture the complexity of teaching, or address the complex interdependence of subject knowledge, pedagogy and the practical character of teaching. For example, he sees the analogies, metaphors and representations that teachers employ as existing independently of the context in which they are used. A similar point is made by Hargreaves (1994), who argues that such attempts to capture teacher expertise:

Conjure certainty with uncertainty. They build a science from a craft. They answer a modern problem (threatened professional status and peripheralisation from the university) with a modern solution (reinvention of scientific certainty as an aspiration to higher-order foundational knowledge). What we can claim to know about teaching becomes defined by what we wish to regulate and control. (p. 19).

The implication of my analysis of Coral’s expertise is that this view of primary science practice is seriously misleading.
Recommendations for the professional development of teachers

Recommendations for primary science practice can only be tentative at this stage, given that further research needs to be done in this area, particularly looking at further examples of expertise-in-practice. However, a first point that arises from my analysis is that rather than discussing teacher expertise in primary science in terms of a dualistic account of subject knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, it is more appropriate to focus the discussion on the ways in which teachers use their subject knowledge to function successfully in a range of different situations. As I argued earlier, scientific knowledge cannot be seen as a set of abstract entities, and teachers' subject knowledge must not be treated as commodity-like knowledge available for use across all situations. Rather, scientific knowledge is always a resource, a set of tools that take their meaning from the context of application. Using scientific knowledge as a resource means that teachers need to decide which tools are most appropriate to use in order to function successfully in a particular situation. And the situations in which teachers operate are variable and contingent. Furthermore, they may require development of the teacher's own understanding of science, as well as that of the children. Following on from this, I would argue that while teachers' subject knowledge plays an important part in their teaching, it cannot be separated from their understanding of pedagogy, or from practical methods of teaching. Subject knowledge assists teachers in identifying what is relevant in children's experiences, and how to use this to develop their learning. Such identification involves judgments, often made on the spot, which are not easily codified or made explicit.
From this point of view, the education of primary science teachers does not just involve introducing them to abstract scientific concepts, and to a range of pedagogical skills, or even to a particular learning and teaching approach that they can then apply in the classroom. This kind of approach which, as I argued in this thesis, is advocated by both the main constructivist approaches to teacher expertise, suggests a technical view of teaching; and, as a consequence, it ignores teachers' own perspectives about the learning and teaching of science, and the ways in which these perspectives are integrated with their scientific understanding and are situated in their practice.

Rather, my study suggests that what is involved in the education of teachers is a process of transforming their identities as they participate in the activities of a range of communities of practice, such as the community of learners in initial teacher education or in-service courses, the community of learners in a classroom, and the community of teachers in a school. At the core of this approach to teachers' education is their development of a way of thinking about science as a resource: as a set of tools that needs to be used skilfully in order to make sense of new situations. This is an iterative process that helps teachers to develop their own scientific understanding and to employ it in classroom situations. This can be achieved by introducing teachers to a range of well and ill-defined scientific investigations related to some of the fundamental scientific ideas included in the primary Science National Curriculum. They need to be encouraged to try to solve such problems by engaging in debate with colleagues and tutors about their ideas; asking and finding answers to their own questions, learning from studying the work of others, making sense of scientific explanations, 'messing about' with problems and materials, successively refining experimental apparatus, collecting.
analysing and interpreting data, constructing, juxtaposing and interpreting graphical representations, comparing their methods and results to those of others, including the standard explanations of science.

At the same time, it is important in preparing teachers to work in primary science to engage them in inquiries into children’s learning of science, and to encourage them to think carefully about the role of their own scientific knowledge and pedagogical practices in this. This requires explication of their own views about the learning and teaching of science as well as their exposure to learning theories and teaching approaches, so that they begin to develop a clearer sense of the kind of teacher they want to become. It also involves tutors working with clusters of student teachers or practising teachers in their classrooms, so as to help teachers discuss the ways in which they employ science and pedagogical resources to deal with the contingency of their classroom practice. The main emphasis in such discussions is to encourage them to develop the skills of the bricoleur and the reflective practitioner, the ability to be reflective in and about their teaching, and to look for new or different ways of improving their practice.

Current constructivist approaches to teacher expertise often associate teachers’ confidence in their teaching with their possession of commodity-like subject and pedagogical content knowledge. A sociocultural approach to teachers’ education aims to help teachers develop a deeper sense of confidence: the confidence that comes with being able to deal with uncertainty and ambiguity.
Summary

As I explained in Chapter 1, the kind and amount of the knowledge that primary teachers ought to possess in order to teach science effectively to children has been a perennial topic of discussion. At a time when teaching is dominantly configured in terms of universals, such as competencies and teaching standards, it is perhaps important to emphasise the ways in which individual teachers create their own unique explanations and understandings of events. In the current climate of demands for transparent accountability, there is a tendency for teachers' professional development to be viewed as acquiring a set of concepts and skills that can ensure children's acquisition of scientific knowledge. Yet the practical nature of teaching, and the very character of scientific knowledge, means that this model cannot succeed. Instead, a much more flexible and resourceful approach is required.
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